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On May 24, 1984, La Salle College officially be-
came La Salle University. Tfiose in favor of the change
promised improvements for La Salle, while stating
that major policies would not change. Those opposed
to university status wondered why the change was
necessary at all if it meant that there would be no
major changes.
As the first graduating class of La Salle University,
we, the Class of 1985, are responsible for the carrying
on of the La Salle tradition. In the years to come,
hopefully we will all look back at La Salle and realize
the tremendous impact this institution has made on
our lives.


Every La Salle student knows him as the
cigar-smoking Christian Brother who directs
student pre-registration, but few realize the
impact that Brother John Owens has on their
four years at La Salle. Brother Owens, as
director of the Roster Office, is the behind-
the-scenes personage who is responsible for
rostering classes and the scheduling of final
exams.
A native Philadelphian born on November
19, 1917, Brother John is the oldest of his
family of six sisters and one brother. Raised
during the depression, he notes that it was a
time where one had no work and no time for
extracurricular activities.
Brother John graduated from Roman
Catholic High School in 1934. During his high
school years. Brother John became interest-
ed in La Salle. He became a Christian Broth-
er in September 1936, and subsequently
graduated from La Salle in 1941 with a de-
gree in accounting. Before obtaining his de-
gree, however. Brother John commenced
teaching social studies and business courses
at West Catholic High School. At West
Catholic he went on to become Disciplinar-
ian, Vice-Principal, and finally Principal of
the school, a position Brother John held from
1954 until 1963.
In 1963 Brother John returned to La Salle,
where he was appointed Dean of Men. (La
Salle was an all-male college at this time.)
This position would correlate to that now held
by the Director of Student Life. After five
years as Dean of Men, Brother John became
the full-time Roster Director.
In January, along with the staff of the Ros-
ter Office, Brother John begins the task of
preparing the class roster for the next fall
semester. Most of this work is done by hand,
rather than by computer. Brother John is also
responsible for recording exam results and
resolving student conflicts in taking exams.
Although Brother John is 67 years old, he
has no plans to retire at the present time. He
is truly an administrator dedicated to La Salle
and its students. It is with great pride and
admiration that the 1985 Explorer is dedi-
cated to one who cares so much.
Octoberfest
These brothers of Sigma Phi Lambda enjoy
themselves at the 1984 Octoberfest.
Kris Roberts and Karen Rawa play some fris-
bee during the festivities.
Annette and everyone who participated not
only had plenty to eat and drink, but also had a
great time.
Two bands, Popular Mechanics and The Chase.
played for the crowd. Here, The Chase performs
for an appreciative audience.
There are many familiar and unfamiliar sights at La
Salle. Students studying outside during nice weather are
common, as is the entrance to the St. Katharine's dining
hall. One of the unfamiliar sights on campus is Ethel
Greene's Sewer Pipe, a twentieth-century oil-on-canvas
on display in the La Salle Art Museum.
La Salle students can study
anywhere, especially when the
weather is picture-perfect in the
spring and fall. Patio tables, bench-
es, or just a clear stretch of grass will
do, for everything from reading to
taking a nap.
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On the other hand, why study when you
can spend time with friends? There are many
places on campus where impromptu meet-
ings take place: a hallway, the quad, or any-
where else that suits your fancy.
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There are manx; inspiring and relaxing
sights on La Salle's campus. Whether you
gaze out a window or look at the window, you
are sure to find an impressive view.
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Making the Most of Four Years
A significant part of the collegiate experience at La Salle is resident
life. An increasing number of students are taking advantage of tfie
opportunity to sample both the academic and social aspects of the
university.
The Resident Life Office, located in the North Dorms Complex, is
responsible for all the students living both on and off campus, plus a
great deal more. "The two main functions of the Resident Life Of-
fice," according to Director Ron Diment, "are managemental and
educational."
Managemental chores include building maintenance, room assign-
ments, keys, housing contracts, mail, vending, laundry, refrigerator
rental, security, hiring, and business operations {budgeting, utilities.
renovations, and billing). In addition, the office also manages off-
campus housing.
The other focus of time and energy is education. The Office pro-
vides out-of-class experiences, recreational activities, and information
on various topics such as college policy, sexuality, alcohol, careers,
and dealing with roommates. The staff also acts as counselors and
referral agents. Annual events sponsored through Resident Life in-
clude Spring Fling, Octoberfest, Open House, orientation, and the
film series.
The Resident Life staff consists of the director, his two assistants,
housekeepers, and office staff. Diment and his two assistants are
trained professionals. The assistants split their workload: one is in
charge of management and discipline, the other trains the staff and
resident assistants and runs the programs and activities.
Other staff members include sixteen housekeepers and their super-
visors: office manager: administrative assistant: and the live-in staff
(six resident directors and thirty resident assistants). The resident
assistants act as "limit setters," counselors, referral agents, activities
programmers, and administrators.
The number of students living in the dorms this year is 1060, a
figure which has shown a steady increase over the past five years.
The rise reflects increased interest in Greek life, an increase in re-
cruiting from areas outside the Delaware Valley, and also La Salle's
athletic success. It "has become more appealing to be involved in
campus life" beyond Monday to Friday, 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. The
off-campus student population has also increased to approximately
250 this year.
Of course, problems abound in a group of this size. Major head-
aches are the management of the buildings, maintaining security in a
metropolitan area, and various disciplinary problems.
The change of status from a college to a university will not have a
profound effect on the Resident Life Office. There will be a need for
an increase in size and a reorganization of people, space and finances.
Most important at this point is the need for the university to catch up
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with the size of the resident population, especially in areas such as
activities, expanded library hours, and providing more of the neces-
sary everyday supplies in the campus store.
Ron Diment states that the theme of Resident Life is "You've got a
lot to live." He feels that the college experience should be as reward-
ing interpersonally as it is academically. The Resident Life Office tries
to make the years spent as a resident at La Salle the best they can be,
in all aspects.
Pat McDaniels
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The Explorers attempt to keep their lead over Louis-
ville with this free throw.
La Salle s cbeerleading squad gets fans into the spirit
of the game. At halftime, they form this impressive
pyra-
mid to cheer the Explorers on.
The sign of victory is the blue and gold streamers
floating through the Palestra.
While Albert Butts and Ralph Lewis look on, Chip
Greenberg leaps high to block the Louisville player's
shot.
"^
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Karen Frie and Maria Heleniak have a peaceful con-
versation by the Quad.
Betsy and Sue Henry enjoy watching La Salle's soccer
team battle the team from East Stroudsburg,
It's obvious from his face that Rob DiGregorio was
thoroughly satisfied with AXP's pie-eating contest.
Theresa and April find Tom's paper hilarious.
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Alumni and current students alike were spectators at
the La Salle versus East Stroudsburg soccer game. The
match was part of the day's festivities.
Organizations were Invited to participate, and dis-
plays such as the one for Gamma Sigma Sigma were set
up in OIney Hall.
Former and present members of Residence Council
had a chance to meet and reminisce about the organiza-
tion's past activities.
Students and graduates were not the only partici-
pants. Faculty and administration members such as Bro.
Chip Echelmeier and Dr. John Seydow were also pre-
sent.
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Stephen Wong utilizes his favorite form of transportation, the
sliateboard. to travel from class to class.
Reglna and Slgrid discuss one of their classes outside the La Salle
Karen. Dave, Chris. Doc, Candy, and Kim get some sun while
sitting on the quad,
Ursula, Karen, Karen, and Brian relax on a bench between
classes.
With a view of McShaIn and College Halls in the background,
students prepare to attend their next class.
These resident students are anticipating eating lunch in the St.
Katharine dining hall.
Karen White leaves Olney Hall with a smile at the finish of her last
class on Friday afternoon.
Greg Brady attempts to ring the bell of the strength test. The
event was sponsored by LEO as part of the Spring Fling activities.
The Quest for Hidden Treasure
Buried treasure, hidden riches, a well-kept secret ... all of these
phrases have been used to describe La Salle University's Art Muse-
um. The fact is, though, that they don't strictly apply anymore. Once
upon a time, the Art Museum might have been a silent, unseen
presence on campus, but those days are gone. In its ninth year as part
of La Salle, the Museum has grown and prospered well beyond the
original conception of it as a study collection. It is more vibrantly alive
than ever — a fact which more and more Explorers have come to
discover.
The Museum had its beginnings in the late 1960's when La Salle
College announced that it was starting an art history program. The
program would have the benefit of an art collection that the College
was also beginning to acquire. In the decade that followed, however,
the original prints and drawings were supplemented by paintings, and
then area collectors offered increasingly generous support, so much
so that the collection needed a permanent home. The study collection
became the Art Museum in 1976 when it moved into renovated space
in the basement of OIney
Hall.
It has the distinction of
being the onl\; college-or
university-sponsored art
museum in the Philadel-
phia area. Other schools
have art galleries, but as
the Museum's curator
Caroline Wistar explains,
the difference lies in the
permanence of their collec-
tions. Art galleries, on one
hand, generally offer ex-
hibits that change periodi-
cally and feature mostly
modern art. Art museums,
on the other hand, have a
broader scope; they have
permanent exhibits and
they offer works from
many different periods of art history. La Salle's Art Museum has a
scope that ranges from the fourteenth century to the present; it
presents, as Brother Daniel Burke, the director of the Museum, wrote
in the foreward to the Museum's new catalogue, "a brief visual survey
of Western art."
That survey, while permanent, is not stagnant. In the past year
alone, the Museum has made a number of acquisitions, especially in
the nineteenth and twentieth-century rooms. Additions are obtained
in several ways: through a policy of "trading up," that is, auctioning
works the Museum already has to acquire others which better fill the
gaps in the collection; through donations from private collectors; and
through loans from other collectors and museums. All the additions
aid one purpose — to improve the quality of the collection. Thus,
while the aim to present a brief visual survey of Western art remains
constant, the elements which illustrate that survey change when
better illustrations become available.
The one room of the Art Museum that does show continually
changing exhibits is the print and drawing room. These temporary
exhibits showcase one of the Museum's really hidden resources, its
collection of Old Master and nineteenth and twentieth-century prints
and drawings. Since prolonged exposure to light can harm paper
(especially the paper on which the older works were created), they
are stored in drawers in the Museum. Selections from the collection
form the basis for the temporary shows, which are rounded out by
loans from other museums. Occasionally, however, entire exhibits are
loans; in the spring of 1984, for example, the Art Museum met the
strict standards required by the National Gallery in Washington in
order to present a collection of prints by the sixteenth-century Dutch
engraver Lucas van Leyden.
Such recognition from the art community outside the Philadelphia
area is an indication of the growth the Art Museum has made in nine
years since its inception. It has a good reputation off campus. Ironical-
ly, however, many of the
very people for whom it
was founded — the stu-
dents of La Salle — are
barely aware of its exis-
tence. To increase student
awarness, the Art Museum
is an active participant in
several activities. It is, for
example, the setting for
several events in the Uni-
versity's Concert and Lec-
ture Series (especially the
concerts, as there is a stu-
dent-built harpsichord in
the Renaissance room).
Additionally, the Museum
is a valued resource to
teachers who bring classes
of their students there
throughout the school
year. The special presentations they sec are culled from the print and
drawing collection or from the Susan Dunleavy Collection of Bibles
(which includes over 500 pieces, some of which are rare Catholic,
Protestant, and Jewish editions) and usually serve to illustrate some
aspect of the class's area of study. In the fall of 1984 alone, eighty
classes are expected to visit the Museum.
There's always room for more. The Museum charges no admission,
and is open from eleven to four Tuesday through Friday (two to four
pn Sundays). You can tour it at your own pace, and if any of the
paintings or sculptures catch your interest, you can look it up in the
individual room catalogues to learn more about it. And you can learn a
lot; as the new catalogue's preface notes, "every piece in the collec-
tion is a reflection of the political, social, and cultural milieu in which it
was created." But you don't have to learn anything if you're not in the
mood. The Art Museum is colorful and captivating, but quietly so.
PMadelpblaStfe
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This detail is taken from Madonna and Child with Saints. The painting is a sixteenth-century oil on canvas,
done by the School of Lorenzo Costu
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The Art Museum's harpsichord, which is fully functional, was constructed by two former La
Salle students.
Watchers at the Straight Gate, a pre-Raphaelite painting by Philadel-
phia-born Anna Lea Merritt, was a study for a mural for St. Martin's
Church in England.
You can study there, or better still, just stop for a while and take a
breather.
The invitation is there ... all you have to do is accept it.
Ellen M. Campbell
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These display cases usually house changing exhibits. Here, they contain Bibles from
the Susan Dunleavy Collection of Biblical Literature.
The portrait of Mo
Sustermans.
J deila Rouere is attributed to the seventeenth-century artist. Justus
A few examples of modern art include The Sewer Pipe by Carroll, Griston, and Van Alien;
Pehstedion. an acrylic on canvas by Marko Spalatin; and The Birds and The Bees, made of
wood and mixed media by Kibby Lineaweaver.
The Imaginarif htehor of a Dutch Church, by an anonymous eighteenth-century painter,
is surprisingly similar to the engraving and etching Interior of the Church of the Lateran.
Rome by Jan Van Londerseel,
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When looking at La Salle, it is neces-
sary to view it as a whole. A university is not
just a product of its campus and faculty; it
has roots that lie not only in the history of the
institution, but also in the history of its city
and its religion.
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Three students engage in a lively conversation while
awaiting their next class.
Jim Walter watches with fearful anticipation as the
opposing team approaches La Salle's goal.
Frankle and two of his friends take a long hike to the
resident dining hall.
Who ever said that faculty members don't know how to
have fun? Here. Dr. Meredith clowns around with three
of his students at a party.
The players on the bench keep track of the game's
action while waiting for a chance to play.
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Presenting some different aspects
of La Salle's campus — compared with
some cities, Philadelphia's average snow-
fall is minimal. But for those with thinner
blood, winter can make them wish for the
warmth of Hawaii. Olney and Wister Halls
are surrounded by trees which are re-
splendent with various colors in the spring
and autumn. The Solitude of Thought, a
new addition to La Salle, graces the lobby
of Olney Hall.
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Mr. John McCloskey, Vice-President for Public Affairs
Bro. Emery Mollenhauer, Provost
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Dr. Raymond Heath, Vice-President for Student Affairs
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Deans/Directors
Mr. Gerald Johnson, Director, Special Programs Bro. James Muldoon, Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
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Directors
Bro. Charles Echelmeier, Director, Campus Ministry Bro. John Owens, Director, Roster Office
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Directors
Mr. Ronald Diment, Director, Resident Life
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Directors
Mr. Thomas Reifsteck, Director, Career Planning and Place
ment
Mr. Paul McNabb, Comptroller
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Directors
Mr. Gregory Bruce, Director, M.B.A. Program
Mr. John Travers, Director, Security
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Directors
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Mr. William Bradshaw, Director. Athletics Ms. Rosalea McLemore, Director, Health Services
Mr. George Walter, Director, Financial Aid Mr. Raymond Ricci, Director of Long-Rangc Planning
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Directors
Mr. Stephen Greb, Director, Food Services Mrs. Elizabeth Flynn, Director, Academic Discovery Program
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Directors/Assistant Directors
Ms. Frances McKeown and Doug Bucher, Assistant Directors, Financial Aid
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Mrs. Kathleen Wear, Assistant Director, Athletics Ms. Mary Rutkowski, Director, Continuing Education for
Women
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Assistants
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Mr. Steve Osterhout, Assistant Director, Resident Life
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Ms. Susan E. Mudrick, Assistant Dean, School of
Business Administration.
Mr. Josepfi O'Donnell, Associate Director. Atfiletics
46
Assistants
Ms. Marcia M. Telthorster, Assistant to the Vice-President
for Student Affairs
Mr. Bob Nycc, Food Services
47
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In Memoriam . . .
In our changing social and economic
world, rarely has an institution been
fortunate enough to receive the contin-
ued services of an individual over long
periods of time; therefore, the La Salle
community must consider itself truly
lucky to have benefitted from the fifty-
three years of dedication and support
given by the late Dr. Roland Holroyd.
A native of Leeds, England, Roland
Holroyd first came to the United States
at age eight. After graduating from
Central High School, he was still in the
process of completing his bachelor's,
master's and doctorate degrees at the
University of Pennsylvania when La
Salle administrators invited him to
teach at the College on North Broad
Street in 1920. Years later, he would
found and become the first chairman
of our university's distinguished biol-
ogy department. In fact, before he re-
tired in 1973, Dr. Holroyd had re-
ceived the third annual President's
Medal for distinguished service, had
his fiftieth anniversary as a professor
celebrated at La Salle with the naming
of our science center after him, and
had a diploma of affiliation conferred
on him as a member of the Institute of
the Brother of the Christian Schools.
Therefore, in addition to having been
the first lay faculty member at La Salle,
Dr. Holroyd, a devout Episcopalian,
became one of the few non-Roman
Catholics affiliated with the Christian
Brothers.
Although "the Good Doctor" has
passed from us, his legacy continues in
more than just the name of the science
building. It was once estimated that
more than five thousand students were
taught by Dr. Holroyd during his ten-
ure at La Salle, and a significant num-
ber of those have become some of our
country's leading doctors. The biology
program which he founded has be-
come one of the most highly regarded
one in the area, preparing future doc-
tors for medical school. More impor-
tant than these, however, Dr. Roland
Holroyd's teaching career, as well as
his entire life, still survives in memory
as a model of dedication and Christian
Father John Bogacz, a retired as-
sociate professor of biology, passed
away in September, 1984. After he
had been a member of Fordham Uni-
versity's faculty for three years, he
taught biology at La Salle for twenty-
four years.
A native of Poland, he was born in
Jodlownik and attended Jagiellonian
University in Krakow. He earned his
master's degree in microbiology at
Fordham University, and later he re-
ceived his doctorate from the Pasteur
Institute at the Sorbonne.
Before becoming a teacher. Father
Bogacz worked as a research assistant
at the State University of New York
Medical Center and at Hahnemann
Medical College. In addition to being
the author of numerous articles for
professional journals, he was a mem-
ber of the New York Academy of Sci-
ences, Alpha Epsilon Delta Fraternity,
the American Museum of Natural His-
tory, and the Pennsylvania Academy
of Sciences.
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Bro. William J. Martin, former
chairman of the religion department,
died in February. 1984, after a long
bout with cancer. Born in 1929, Broth-
er Martin received his bachelor's de-
gree and graduated magna cum laude
from the Catholic University of Amer-
ica in 1952. He then took his masters
degree in the classics at the University
of Pittsburgh (class of '57). Upon ob-
taining his S. T. D.. Bro. Martin once
again graduated magna cum laude
from the Pontifical Lateran University
in Rome in 1964.
Bro. Martin began teaching sixth
grade at St. John's School in New Jer-
sey in 1952. After a four year stint
there, he taught religion and Latin at
South Hills Catholic High School in
Pittsburgh from 1956 to 1959, and
from 1964 to 1965 he taught French
and religion at the same institution.
Bro. Martin had been a member of
the religion department at La Salle
since 1965. Since then he had served
as chairman of the religion department
from 1970 to 1978 and was also a
member of the evening division Aca-
demic Affairs Committee. Bro. Martin
was the moderator of the Alpha Chi
Rho fraternity and a member of the
Student Affairs Committee from 1968
to 1970. In addition, he was actively
involved in the Organizations Commis-
sion, and he served as Residence Direc-
tor for a time.
A recipient of the Lindback Award
for distinguished teaching, Bro. Mar-
tin's driving force was the education of
young people. In all his years as a
teacher, he refused to take all but one
summer vacation, opting instead to
teach courses during the summer ses-
sion. It is this unselfish desire to edu-
cate that has earned Bro. William Mar-
tin the deep respect of all who encoun-
tered him.
Dr. E. Russell Naughton, the first
president of La Salle's Faculty Senate
and former chairman of the philosophy
department, died in July, 1984, of a
heart attack while vacationing in New
York.
Having completed thirty-three years
of teaching here at La Salle, Dr.
Naughton was a recipient of the Lind-
back Award for distinguished teach-
ing. He headed the philosophy depart-
ment from 1956 to 1965 and was direc-
tor of summer sessions here in 1959
and 1960.
A native of Montreal, Dr. Naughton
earned his bachelor's degree from
Providence College in 1943. He subse-
quently obtained his master's and doc-
torate degrees from the Catholic Uni-
versity of America, where he taught
from 1947 to 1950.
In addition to being a U.S. Army
veteran of World War II, Dr. Naughton
once served as chairman of the Ameri-
can Catholic Philosophical Association
and advisor to the Cardinal's Commis-
sion of Human Relations. He was also
a member of the Board of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews and
a long-time member of the Metaphysi-
cal Society of America. Dr. Naughton
was a contributing writer to The New
Catholic Enc\;clopedia. and he also
served as an associate editor of New
Scholasticism and as editor of La
Salle's literary magazine Four Quar-
ters.
In addition to these accomplish-
ments, Dr. Naughton was a frequent
guest on Philadelphia radio programs
and also on the former WFIL-TV series
"University of the Air." He lectured as
a visiting professor at Georgetown and
St. Joseph's Universities, Holy Family
College, and St. John's Evening School
for Adults. Dr. Naughton will surely be
greatly missed at La Salle University.
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Accounting
Mr. Edward Bader
Dr. Dennis Kennedy
Mr. Joseph Markmann, Chairperson
Mr. Al Massimini
Dr. John Reardon
Mr. John Hanratty
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Dr. Thomas Straub, Chairperson
Dr. Max Barth
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Economics
Dr. Joseph Mooney, Chairperson Mr. Joseph Cairo
Dr. Casimir Ciesla
Dr. John Duffy
Dr. Joseph Flubacher
Dr. Richard Geruson
Mr. John Grady
ji
Dr. Mark Ratkus
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Dr. Gary Clabaugh
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Mr. Vincent Kling English and Communication Arts
Dr. Marjorie Allen
Dr. Leonard Barchak
Bro. Daniel Burke
Dr. James Butler
Dr. Paul Doran
Bro. Patrick Ellis
Mr. James Foote
Dr. Richard Goedkoop
Dr. Patricia Haberstroh
Dr. Howard Hannum
Dr. Kevin Harty
Mr. Charles Kelly
Dr. John Kleis
Mr. Claude Koch
Dr. Richard Lautz
Mr. Sidney MacLeod
Bro. Emery Mollenhauer
Dr. Caryn Musil
Dr. Judith Newton
Mr. P. Sreenivasa Rao
Dr. John Seydow
Dr. Margot Soven
Dr. Ralph Thornton
Mr. William Wine
Bro. Gerard Molyneaux Dr. Robert Fallon
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Finance
Dr. Lester Barenbaum
Dr. Joshua Buch
Dr. Edward Domineske
Mr. Paul D. McCann
Dr. Kenneth Rhoda, Chairperson
Dr. James Kelly
Mr. Gerard Olson Mr.
Melvin Woods
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Fine Arts
Mr. Thomas Ridington
Mr. James Lang
Dr. Charles White
Mr. James Hanes Dr. George Diehl, Chairperson
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Foreign Languages
Bro. Daniel Bernian
Dr. Bernhardt Blumenthal, Chairperson
Dr. Richard Boudreau
Dr. Leonard Brownstein
Dr. Glenn Morocco
Dr. George Perfecky
Dr. Leo Rudnytzky
Bro. Jude Saponc
Dr. Rita Mall Dr. Domenico DiMarco
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Geology
Dr. Henry Bart, Chairperson
-T-
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History
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Dr. Theopolis Fair
Dr. Arthur Hennessy
Dr. Miroslav Labunka
Dr. George Stow, Jr., Chairperson
Dr. Joseph O'Grady Mr. Dennis McCarthy
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Management
Dr. Kathryn Szabat Dr. Fariborz Damanpour
Mr. William Deane
Dr. Bernard B. Goldner
Dr. Charles A. J. Halpin, Jr.
Dr. Prafulla N. Joglekar
Dr. Michael Korzeniowski
Dr. Steven I. Meisel
Dr. Lynn E. Miller
Mr. Jack Rappaport
Dr. Joseph Seltzer, Chairperson
Mr. Madjid Tavana
Dr. Joseph R. Troxell
Dr. Radharao Chaganti
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Mr. John McCloskey Mr. L. Thomas Reifsteck
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Mathematical Sciences
Dr. Marijke van Rossum
Bro. Hugh Albright
Mr. Robert Dondero
Ms. Linda Elliott
Dr. Charles Hofmann
Mr. Raymond Kirsch
Bro. Gerald Malseed
Dr. Carl McCarty
Mr. Joseph McHugh
Mrs. Margaret McManus
Mr. John Mooney
Mr. Errol Pomerance
Bro. William Quinn
Ms. Jane Turk
Dr. Samuel Wiley, Chairperson
65
Military Science
MAJ Chandler D. Stone, Jr.
66
Philosophy
Dr. Arlene Dallery
Mr. James Fallon
Mr. Eugene Fitzgerald
Dr. Michael Kerlin, Chairperson
Dr. Eugene Lashchyk
Mr. Ormond Macoretta
Dr. Joseph Mihalich
Mr. Thomas Phillips
Dr. William Sullivan Mr. Richard Strosser
67
Dr. Stephen A. Longo
Dr. Mark Guttmann
68
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Political Science
Dr. Michael R. Dillon Dr. Robert J. Courtney, Chairperson
Mr. Kenneth L. Hill
69
Psychology
Bro. Joseph Burke, Chairperson
Bro. John Dondero
Dr. David Falcone
Dr. Robert Gilligan
Dr. Thomas McCarthy
Dr. David Oden
Dr. Joan Faye Pritchard
Dr. John Rooney
Dr. John Smith Dr. Joseph
Kovatch
Dr. Frank Schreiner
Dr. Peter Filicetti
70
Religion
Dr. James Biechler
Bro. Edward Davis
Rev. Joseph Devlin
Bro. Charles Echelmeier
Bro. Thomas Gimborn
Rev. Raymond Halligan
Dr. Patricia Harrington
Dr. Geffrey Kelly
Bro. Michael McGinniss
Ms. Merlyn Mowrcy
Mr. Joel Reizburg
Rev. Maurice Schepers
Rev. Leo van Everbroeck
Bro. Joseph Keenan Dr. William Grosnick
71
Dr. John F. Connors
Dr. John T. Connors, Chairperson
Dr. Richard Leonard
Ms. Sybil Montgomery
Dr. Judith Stull
Ms. Laura Otten
Dr. Van Bird
Ms. Patty Coleman
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A Model of the True Academian
Few can dispute that La Salle's his-
tory department chairman Dr. George
Stow, now in his thirteenth year here
on our faculty, is a model of the true
academian. Editor of a critical edition
of a fourteenth-century Latin chronicle
on England's Richard II, as well as sev-
eral articles concerning other aspects
of this English king, this distinguished
professor is currently compiling his
second book, a historiography of Rich-
ard II designed to show how the medi-
eval monarch's reputation has become
twisted from reality. Fur-
thermore, since coming
to La Salle, Dr. Stow has
had to develop and teach
at least one entirely new
course each year, a task
that has kept him in a con-
stant learning process.
Who would believe
therefore, that there
could ever have been a
time when this man did
not have an interest in
education? Incredible as
it may seem. Dr. Stow ad-
mits that there was once a
time that he had absolute-
ly no desire to learn.
While he was still a senior
in high school, studies
were always the furthest things from
his mind, and the whole educational
system appeared alien to him. Ex-
tremely disliking college from the be-
ginning, the young George Stow chose
the alternative that many before him
had done and joined the Army. Sta-
tioned in England for a large part of his
enlistment, he spent his leaves visiting
the ruins of monasteries and castles,
and other historical sites across the
country. It was during this time. Dr.
Stow claims, that his "enlightment"
took place — not only to the "value of
learning," but also to the realization
that he wanted to be a college profes-
sor.
Enrolling as a classics major at Le-
high University, he graduated Phi Beta
Kappa from that institution to pursue a
masters degree in history from the Uni-
versity of Southern California before
journeying back to England for his doc-
toral work as a Woodrow Wilson dis-
sertation fellow. Conducting his re-
search in various archives such as the
British Museum, as well as Oxford's
Bodleian and Cambridge's libraries.
Dr. Stow delighted in the opportunity
to "rummage" through English arti-
facts, and actually discovered "new"
manuscripts that had previously been
hidden in parts of other texts.
Coming to La Salle in 1972, Dr.
Stow had initially planned on teaching
exclusively four courses on Roman and
medieval history, his specialty. When
asked what he likes most about teach-
ing here, Dr. Stow replied that there
were three things that appeal to him in
particular. First, he finds the students
here pleasant and easy to work with,
and he is impressed by their continued
interest in ancient history. He also en-
joys the company of his colleagues,
and the administration, which has been
very supportive of his research. Finally
Dr. Stow is attracted to Philadelphia
itself, an area rich in historical re-
sources, especially for a medievalist
like himself.
As far as education is concerned.
Dr. Stow adheres to the traditional phi-
losophy that more attention should be
paid to the liberal arts in
order to produce a more
well-rounded student.
Moreover, he doesn't
want his classes to just
learn facts, but to realize
the importance of detail
and precision also — in
short, to learn "how to
learn." However, even in
the midst of his academ-
ics. Dr. Stow admits that
one should get away from
the books sometimes. For
him this means spending
time with his wife and two
small children, working
around his new house,
and keeping himself phys-
ically fit through squash
and running.
At his recent twenty-fifth high
school reunion, Dr. Stow shocked his
former classmates when he told them
that he had become a college profes-
sor. No one could have imagined a per-
son so disinterested in school accept-
ing academics as a career. Therefore,
to other faltering students out there.
Dr. George Stow would like to advise
them to "keep with it — things will
sort themselves out," and he is living
proof.
Ed Skorpinski
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Keeping Pace with Changing Times
Despite the large number of talents
and interests of Dr. Robert Courtney,
Chairman of the Political Science De-
partment, he stresses that his primary
concern is teaching. Dr. Courtney
states, "La Salle students have always
been cooperative and willing to learn
and a pleasure to be with." He finds his
profession satisfying in that he sees the
maturation process of students over
their four years here.
Dr. Courtney has been
teaching at La Salle since
1946. His formal educa-
tion consists of a BA from
La Salle College, a fellow-
ship for a Masters degree
in Social Sciences at Niag-
ara University, a four-
year term in the Navy (as
gunnery officer on the
heavy cruiser, U.S.S. Au-
gusta), and a Ph.D. from
the University of Pennsyl-
vania in Political Science.
As to the merits of po-
litical science as a disci-
pline and as a major, Dr.
Courtney considers "poli
sci" a good liberal arts
program because it ad-
dresses matters that
should be of interest to
everyone. Unfortunately,
the limitation on the num-
ber of courses students
can take precludes many
of them from studying political sci-
ence. But because individuals' lives are
more involved with government than
they ever were before — and this is a
trend that will continue — future
awareness of political developments
would be for the good of everyone.
Dr. Courtney has been Chairman of
the Diocesan Appeal Board for several
years and was recently reappointed.
This entails arbitrating grievances be-
tween the Association of Catholic
Teachers and the Secondary School
System. These grievances deal with in-
terpretation and application of the la-
bor agreement. The Appeal Board is
made up of two representatives from
either side with Dr. Courtney as an
impartial chairman, selected and ap-
proved by both parties.
But satisfaction also comes from
other aspects of his well-rounded life.
For example, he is taking an art course
in charcoal drawing; he sketches still-
life with charcoal; he cannot be con-
vinced to display his work at La Salle,
however. Another facet of the fine arts
with which Dr. Courtney is involved is
playing the violin. He admits, though,
that he does not have much time to
practice. His most intensive playing of
the year comes at Christmas, when he
plays Christmas carols for his grand-
children.
For twenty years, he coached La
Salle's golf team. His most memorable
moments with the team come for "the
association one has with the golfers
and the comraderie which develops
among the members of an athletic
team." At present, his
athletic work-outs are not
out on the green, but in
the weight rooms of Hay-
man Hall.
The latest endeavor of
Dr. Courtney is his work
with computers. He has
recently attended various
workshops on becoming
computer-literate. He
thinks everyone should
be skilled with comput-
ers, as they are the tech-
nology of the future. De-
scribing his first encoun-
ter with this new science,
he relates, "Several years
ago I walked by the Com-
puter Lab and saw all the
students working there. I
didn't know anything
about computers. I fig-
ured if they could do it, I
could do it, and I've been
involved off and on ever
since."
A progressive attitude such as that
displayed in the above comment is the
foundation of this "Renaissance man"
and highly-valued member of the La
Salle faculty.
Liz Vrato
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The Summer Olympics
For the observant, the 1984 Sum-
mer Olympics in Los Angeles of-
fered lessons of every stripe. Attend-
ing athletes could profit from the
testing fires of the highest world-
class competition (sort of), while as-
piring champions could learn just by
emulating the prowess of the Olym-
pians. Fans of show business could
take pointers from the spectacular
opening ceremony, while the mov-
ers and shakers of business could
marvel at the LAOCC's masterful
organization of the Games. Mean-
while, potential boycotters of future
games could learn from the Soviet
example: boycotts just don't work.
Despite the very limited results of
the American boycott in 1980, the
Soviet bigwigs decided to sit out this
Olympics, taking a handful of Sovi-
et-bloc nations with them. The rea-
sons are still somewhat unclear. It
was hypothesized that the Soviets
feared the sophisticated frug-deten-
tion facilities, a resource that had
already nabbed a number of Ameri-
cans at the Pan Am Games. Accord-
ing to a second theory, the Soviets
feared an embarrassing upset victo-
ry by the East Germans in the medal
sweeps. A juicier theory held that
the wiles of fancy-free Los Angeles
would tempt the athletes away from
the rather straight-laced Soviet soci-
ety. Finally, it seemed that the
Kremlin hoped just to make Ameri-
ca's Olympics look bad. If this last
was the motivation, the boycott was
a crashing failure; by weakening the
competition, the boycotters just
made the U.S. look better.
Like a classy 3-ring circus, the
Olympics provided something to
watch in efery arena (and it seemed,
at every hour of the day), ranging
from the exuberant technique of
Carl Lewis to the quiet determina-
tion of Marathon winner Carlos
Lopes. The clinical dominance of
the American men's and women's
basketball teams contrasted nicely
with the suspenseful battle between
Britian's Daley Thompson and West
Germany's Jiirgen Hingsen for De-
cathlon honors. The skeptical could
wonder at the hospitality of the
spectators, who gave the talented
teams from China and Rumania
standing ovations. Anyone who has
ever had to keep to a budget could
shake his head at LAOOC Chair-
man Peter Ueberroth's Herculean
accomplishment: managing the
games from a budget of a shockingly
small 513 million dollars — there
are places where you can't buy din-
ner for that kind of money. This is
roughly 1/18 of the sum spent on
the previous Summer Games: per-
haps the Soviets didn't attend in
1984 because they couldn't afford
to!
There were even some bad parts
to remind us to savor the good
parts. In the 3000-meter, the world's
two finest female runners were de-
prived of their full opportunities by
an unfortunate accident. The offici-
ating was even more terrible than
usual, especially in boxing, where it
almost seemed that any referee who
had read the rulebook was disquali-
fied from officiating .
Hopefully, future Olympics will
have the organization and sparkle of
this year's Games and one thing
L.A. didn't have: world participa-
tion. The Olympics are not only
showcases for the host country (as
we sometimes forgot, perhaps) but
an opportunity for the finest ath-
letes on the globe to demonstrate
the internationality of talent.
Greg Burton
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Open House
"College Tradition, University Style"
Open House brings the La Salle
campus to life the first Sunday in each
November, yet all that many students
see are the aftereffects: large signs la-
beling buildings so obvious, they had
to be directed toward the neophyte, as
well as torn streamers dangling from
the light posts and railings, their colors
faded from a late night rain. Yet the
work that goes into Open House goes
back much further than the opening
ceremonies. The Students' Govern-
ment Association begins planning early
in the summer, selecting a theme,
choosing chairpersons, and designat-
ing committees. All campus organiza-
tions and clubs are notified and invited
to participate, with awards being given
for the presentations that best adhere
to the theme. Fraternities and sorori-
ties, as well as departmental represen-
tatives, are on hand also, looking out
for future pledges and potential ma-
jors.
In addition, a recipient for the Com-
munity Service Award must be chosen
from a long list of worthy candidates.
Besides notifying the campus of the
day's events, Open House must be
publicized to potential students, and
this alone is a mammoth task.
This year's Open House was a spe-
cial one for La Salle. The theme "Col-
lege Tradition, University Style" em-
phasized not only La Salle's new sta-
tus, but also the concern for continuing
to provide a traditional liberal arts edu-
cation. Under Chairman John McGoni-
gle and Co-Chairs Gina Abbamondi
and Gregg Mellinson, 1984's Open
House proved to be quite successful,
with hundreds of students taking part,
and thousands more visiting the cam-
pus.
John D. Rilling
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Many organizations participated in
the day's activities. Here, members of
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Gamma Phi
Beta sponsored information tables.
Thinking of joining the Army?
ROTC demonstrated the use of a vari-
ety of field equipment for prospective
students.
Entertainment for the day was pro-
vided not only by the organizations, but
also by two live bands. The Jezarian
Swings performed outside the La Salle
Union.
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La Salle in Europe:
Switzerland, 1983-1984
First Row: Mary Mitchell, Sue Stone, Mari-
anne Semeraro, Gwen Pearlman, Gina Kus-
neli, Jim Dunst, Joan Ansel, Julie Kusnell,
Nancy Salerno. Second Row: Greg Mag-
getti, Ron Lisicki, Chris Havey, Alex Tyree,
Jim McHale, Jerry Matteis, Tom Hagan,
Mark Muilin, John Manning, Luba Palasiuk,
Julie Dougherty, Diane Caristo.
After Switzerland
First Row: Danette Curcio, Liz McKeever,
Gwen Pearlman, Michelle O'Grady, Mari-
anne Semeraro, Julie Kusnell, Julie Dougher-
ty, Noreen O'Grady, Gina Kusnell, Ron Li-
sicki.
Second Row: Patrick O'Neill, Diane Car-
isto, John Manning, Greg Maggetti, Chris Ha-
vey, Mark Muilin.
La Salle
Singers
First Row: Rebecca Efroymson, Jennifer
Efroymson, Jim Pickering. Second Row:
Kim Corscadden, Kateryna Rudnytzky, Bob
Talbot.
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Alpha Epsilon
Delta
First Row: Lisa Goldman. Lisa Simonson,
Chris Garvin. Rich Duszak, Terry Greely.
Second Row: Chuck Calhoon. Nancy
Brown. Gerry Kline. Third Row: Alice Pre-
maza, Phyllis Garberman. Fourth Row:
John Renz. Roman Kaczaj, Chris Vassal-
luzzo. Tom Lynch.
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Psi-Chi
First Row: John Edcr, Tom Chubb. Kevin
Hennessy. Fess Hertzog. Second Row: Bob
Corrato, Terri Bienkowski, Lisa Hering, Te-
resa Butler. Marianne Bisco, Laura Peszka,
Staci Goldberg, Lorraine Sulik. Third Row:
Mike Lieb, Mike Readinger, Diane Koper-
towski, Maureen Kovalch. Anne Ciecko,
George Kaeval, Greg Burton, Bob Crawford,
Paul Scott.
- u
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Honors Board
First Row: Ed Skorpinski, Lou Ricciardi,
Jerry Grunewald, Rich Duszak. Second
Row: Terry Greely, Pauline Scalvino, Mar-
lene Kraus, Sue Kennedy, Marybeth Senn,
Laura Peszka.
Gavel Society
First Row: Jim Pickering, Michele Patrick,
Liz Vrato. Second Row: Len Rhoades, Rich
Preston, Greg Burton.
Omicron Delta
Epsilon/Economics
Association
First Row: Jim Pickering, Michele Patrick.
Second Row: Greg Maggetti, Rich Preston,
Mike Wynkoop.
Collegian
First Row: Kris Grady, Kateryna Rud-
nytzky.
Second Row: Lisa Bellino, Joan DiGre-
gorio.
Third Row: Ed McKeogh, John Moore, Bob
Zimmerman, Paul Scott.
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Health Care
Administration
Society
Front Row: Kathy Marzin, Elizabeth Means,
Lois Glasgan, Lisa Mallon, Karen Bruno.
Back Row: Bill Sudell, Karl Jones, Jane
Wise, Carl Guecia, Maria Lloyd, Linda Spa-
daro.
Geological
Society
Sitting: Rupert Edwards, Chris Mazurek,
Christine Tanzosh, Dave Davis, Marta
Lewyckyj, Gary Kennedy. Standing: Dan
Snowden, Kathy Insol, Tom Bulling, Matt
Walsh, Juan Uribe, Jim Miller.
Spanish Club
Kneeling: Jessie Carduner, Wanda Ortiz.
Second Row: Soledad Gaitan, Betsey Car-
reras, Vivian Ortiz, Diana Delgado, Diana
Luzi, Kim Corscadden. Third Row: Fran
Kopstein, Gretchen Thompson, Renee Rapa,
Claudia Gamba, Colleen Small. Back Row:
Katie Henry, Chris Springer, Joe Toland,
Jose del Valle, Chris Burnette.
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French Club
Sitting: Cindy Bartolomeo, Dr. Rita Mall,
Mike Rossi. Standing: Mike Wynkoop, Pina
RiEzo, Dr. Richard Boudreau, Tom MaggettI,
Mane Roe, Greg MaggettI.
American
Society for
Personnel
Administration
Front Row: Theresa Donohoe, Andrea
Simpson, Beth Hopkins. Second Row: Dr.
Michael Korzeniowski, Chris Palys, Lisa
Thompson, Susan Cherry. Back Row: Maria
Gallo, Robert Beich, Fred Wright, Trish Ad-
Jewish Student
Union
Front Row: Diane Marshall, Stacy Kaplan,
Doree Sitkoff, Fran Kopstein. Second Row:
Mark Bennett, Jill Cohen, Tod Catlani, Stu-
art Forman, Dan Eisenberg, Nina Israel.
Third Row: Bob Tractenberg, Gary Vogin,
Gary Block, Sam Geiman, Mr. Bert Strieb.
Fourth Row: Jamie Budilov, Ken Lapat,
Lewis Silver, Richard Morrow.
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La Salle
Entertainment *
Organization
First Row: Kathy Kupper, Stephen Man-
kowski, Donna Young, Noble C. Benjamin,
Jr. Second Row: Jeanette Baum, Maureen
Egan, Maria Forth, Laurie Burkett, Cindy
Bradford, Scott McHugh, Stephen McHugh,
Mark Cutrona. Third Row: Antoinette DiSi-
pio, Anna Maria Biescia, Bob McCreavy.
Marketing
Association
First Row: Richard Galtman, Maria
Sheeron, Elisabeth J. Kain, Kathy Afanador,
Sean Gasson, Donna Griffith, Michael Tam-
burri, Ed McGowan, Kathy Kelly. Second
Row: Carolyn Whalen, Rose Penny, Karen
Urbano, Melinda German (Moderator), Diane
Gabos, Maureen Egan, Jeff Forster.
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Phi Alpha Beta
First Row: Jeanette Reilly, Andrea Hor-
vath, Homyar Karanjia, Michele Kallish.
Second Row: Don Doberstein. Diane LoCas-
tro, Chris Garvin, Nancy Brown, Cathy Nas-
kiewicz. Third Row: Kevin Fitzgerald, Jane
Arenas, Frank Hayakawa, Rich Duszak,
Chuck Calhoon. Fourth Row: Delphy De-
Falcis, Charlie Messa, Ken LaPat, Tom
Bates. Fifth Row: Phyllis Garberman, Joe
Gaudio, Gerry Foti. Sixth Row: Rob DiGre-
gorio, Tony Montemuro, Jill Cohen, Ann
Lindline. Severjth Row: Chris Vassalluzzo,
Michelle Todeschi, Carolyn Piccone, Mi-
chelle Slavinski, Carlotta Hample. Eighth
Row: Chris Furlong, Mary Swider, Caroline
Kamper, Mary Ellen St. George, Lisa Adono-
vage.
Italian Club
First Row: Lucy DeSanctis, Monica DiCarlo,
Gabriel Cieri, Diana Luzi, Christina Giansira-
cusa. Second Row: Luci Patalano, Daria
Murphy, Nancy DiVito, Tony Scotto DiCarlo,
Maureen O'Neill.
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Math/Computer
Science Club
First Row: Joe Nascvich, Edward Dzialo,
Steven Gabai, Lisa Tresnan, Mark Stever,
Christina Kuropas, Arch Zawycky, Mary
McGee, Dr. Stephen Andrilli. Second Row:
Bob Talbot, Jerome McDonnell, Beth N.
Simpkins, Steve Leshak, Elizabeth Aguilera,
Colleen Tresnan, Karen Bruno, Dr. Charles
Hofmann, Dr. John O'Neill. Third Row:
Drew Engelhart, Leon Wiener, Rob Garvey,
Rich Czyzewski, Jim Roddy, Carol Toth,
Kathleen Vesho, Maureen O'Neill, Anthony
Rzepeza.
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Thinking About
Drinking
First Row: Georgine Garabedian, Terri Or-
suto, Dottie DiCampli, Marcia Telthorster.
Second Row: Mary Geyer, Charlie Bar-
bera, Colette Campellone, Rosemary Bar-
bera, Meg Luyber.
.^ Black Students
^r§ of La Salle
First Row: Warren McKnight, Edith Daley,
Bernadine Booker, Justus Howell, Jenell
Brown-Bey, Teri Lewis, Francine Williams,
Trevor Austin, Ann Gordon, Alimah Walker.
Second Row: Nick Okorro, Gary Cul-
breath, Byron Fersner, Jeffrey Williams, So-
phia Comegys, Bruce Worley, Dan Snowden,
Earl Canteen, Betsy Henry.
Bowling Club
First Row: Luci Patalano, Mary Arabia,
Lucy DeSanctis, Brigid Brennan, Monica Di-
Carlo, Lee Anne Grabowski, Christina Gian-
siracusa. Second Row: Walter Kanigowski,
Steven Weinstein, Frankie Hayakawa, Steve
Mudry, William T. Ford. Third Row: Chris
Hudak, Jim Foley, Joe Pelosi, Robert Fergu-
son, Byron C. Fersner.
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Mary Goldschmidt, Sports Editor; Ed Skorpinski, Associate
Editor; Ellen
Campbell, Assistant Editor.
Donna Kumar, Photography Editor; Carlos
Cassalas, Staff
Photographer
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Alpha Chi Rho
First Row: Kevin Fitzgerald, Charles Ca
hoon, Phil Minnigh, Erid Heid. Second Row:
Roger Pollitt, Joe Sacchetti, Phil Spinelli,
Craig Schwartz. Third Row: Larry Kelly,
Dan Markmann, Mike Mountain, Jim Bot-
torff.
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Phi Kappa Theta
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Phi Gamma Nu
First Row: Terry Greely, Janet Childs, Eleni
Dimopoulos, Pam Vandenberg, Terry Heber-
ley, Beth Giuliani, Kathy Kelly, Celeste Meo,
Lisa Wahl, Pina Rizzo, Andrea Simpson.
Second Row: Lisa Perricone, Carolyn Gib-
bons, Jane Carlin, Sue Vanbrigle, Julie Dou-
gherty, Kathy Pedicone, Mary Lynn Walsh,
Karen McKeown, Eileen Donaldson, Peggy
Johnson, Chris Filemyr, Renee Fox.
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Phi Gamma
Delta
Standing: Carl Guecia, Brian Carroll, Kevin
Hennessy, Steve Cooper, Chris Green, Will
Neary. Middle: John Weber, Lemar Rod-
gers. Bob McDade, Jeff Forster, Chris
Laughlin, Jim Bagnell, Bill Lombard, Mike
O'Connor. Front: Len Rhoades, Bob Byrnes,
Paul Winter, Chris Phillips, Vince Rogliano,
Alex LeMalafonte, Dave Kipp.
Gamma Phi Beta
First Row: Maureen McGonigal, Jennifer
Swanton, Maria Esposito, Lisa lapalucci,
Debbie Delmar, Diane Meyer. Second Row:
Kathy Springer, Anita Breslin, Kathy Tres-
sel, Janine Rocco, Danielle Miller, Kathy Eu-
banks, Lisa Moore, Susan Mattie, Jackie Fla-
herty. Third Row: Charlene Scullin, Mau-
reen Gavaghan, Monica Wiltshire, Christine
Jonas, Kathy Rogers, Maura Bray, Joyce
Golfer, Reetie Tillger, Joanne Pilla, Judy Gal-
lagher. Fourth Row: Cindy Conlon, Anna
Maria Blescia, Trish Morrissey, Stephanie
Gamble, Denise Bruno, Marvie Casals, Lo-
raine Booz, Renee Rapa, Daniele Colarusso,
Debbie Freisheim.
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Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Front Row: J. Huck, R. Ford, J. Giuffrida.
Second Row: D. Febbo, J. Dobson, J.
McGonigle, J. Newsome, T. Conrad, G. Ad-
ams, G. Braun. Third Row: R. Bauer, E.
Reitmeyer, D. Zolfaghari, J. Mackey, P.
Toomley, R. Nolan, T. Tattersdill, E. Seddon,
M. Mullin.
Gamma Sigma
Sigma
First Row: Chris Williams, Ursula O'Reilly,
Karen Frei, Tina Lawrence. Second Row:
Donna Kumar, Karen Rawa, Jo Ann McNa-
mara, Joe Meredith, Sue Deleon, Marybeth
Houk, Marya White.
Alpha Theta
Alpha
First Row: Susan McCann, Trisha Len-
aghan, Beth Petrillo, Lisa Woods, Maureen
Ferguson, Ann Hennessy, Leesa Yaksich, Ju-
lie Trolla, Colette Campellone. Second
Row: Jackie Muhic, Tricia Giordano, Sue
McCaffrey, Jill Lucas, Dottie DiCampli, Nan-
cy Lenaghan, Lynne Jacobs, Terri Orsuto,
Cathy Fraser. Third Row: Gayle DeLeon,
Maria Dorgan, Alba Suarez, Nicole Franke,
Deanna Ahillas, Andrea Kohn, Anna Maria
Pagliacetti, Mary Der Garabedian, Rosemary
Barbera.
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Phi Beta
Sigma
First Row: Chris Russell, Noble C. Benja-
min, Jr., Bill Holte, Dr. Leonard J. Barchak
(Moderator), Dwayne Bolt, Xavier K. Gallon.
Second Row: Nick Okoro, Richard B. Falla,
Trevor Austin, Earl Canteen.
Alpha Chi Rho
Little Sisters
First Row: Clara Fanticone, Chris Garvin,
Karen Slevin. Second Row: Sue Maegerle,
Patty Carr. Third Row: Stephanie Belzer.
Chris Hogan, Sharon Burke, Laura Hirl,
Monica Purul.
^^ ^
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Sigma Phi
Lambda
First Row: Vince Kling (Advisor), Rob
Young, Biff King, Butch Farris, Ed DeLor-
enzo, Jim Valentine, Jamie Noble, Jonathon
Rivard, Larry Dore. Second Row: Joe Sny-
der, Shawn Nolan, John McBryan, Mark Al-
berto, Reed Lifka, Jim Beatty, Jack
McClunn, Chris Scudder. Third Row: Mike
Pilla, Jeff Fusco, Paul Barthmaier, Jay Hoey,
Earnest Rockey, Drew Lombard. Fourth
Row: Matt Callaghan, Bill McCloskey, Ray
McCullagh, Joe Glatfclter, Jerry MacLean,
Pat McCabe, Mike Boligitz, Marc Faichtyger,
Frank Faber, Bro. Gerry Molyneaux (Moder-
ator).
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After looking at the field hockey
team's 1984 schedule, no one could
expect a season without some defeats.
Delaware, Rutgers, Ursinus, and La-
fayette, to name a few, are formidable
opponents. The team's 6-10-2 record,
however, cannot be attributed solely to
a tough schedule. Says co-captain
Maureen Kline, "Our biggest problem
is inconsistency. If we played our best
in every game, we'd have a much bet-
ter record."
Even if the sticksters were more con-
sistent, they do not play in a confer-
ence and, consequently, have no title
for which to aim. The 1983 switch
from the East Coast Conference to the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
has put them in limbo until the MAAC
includes field hockey.
The only way to compete for a
championship title is to receive an
NCAA bid to the playoffs. To compen-
sate for not having qualified for such a
bid, they participated in various tour-
naments including the Holy Cross Invi-
tational in which they defeated Holy
Cross, Maine, and Vermont to win first
place. They also traveled to California
for the National Hockey Festival
where they took fourth place.
Even more gratifying than these
achievements was their 2-1 overtime
victory over Ursinus on October thirti-
Field Hockey
Tlie sticksters try for a p
eth. "One of the most memorable mo-
ments of the season was when we beat
Ursinus, knocking them out of conten-
tion for the playoffs," describes junior
Trish Santry.
Success in the 1985 season will de-
pend on the caliber of the freshmen
recruits and on the continued develop-
ment of the four seniors, three juniors,
and six sophomores who will consti-
tute the team. Under the guidance of
head coach Juli Grandell and assistant
coach Roger Smart the field hockey
team is optimistic for 1985.
Mary Goldschmidt Tres Donohoe leads the offense.
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Pam Butler comes to the aid of Cindy McBrearty. Barb Teoli and Mo Kline rush into the action.
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A determined Cindii McBrearty takes the
ball downfield. Battling for possession are
Pam Butler, Lynda Barratt, and Mo Kline.
Pam Butler is flanked by opponents and
stripped of the ball.
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The 1984 La Salle Explorers soccer
team experienced both an encouraging
and disappointing year. Eight talented
freshman will provide a solid nucleus
for years to come. The failure to post
an overall winning record (7-10-2),
however, dampened the season.
The year started off well with a suc-
cessful road trip to Fairfield, Connecti-
cut, where the Explorers outclassed
their hosts, 4-1. Next came a blowout
of Stockton State right here at McCar-
thy Stadium. It appeared that the Ex-
plorers were not to feel the effects of
losing standout goalie Mike Kogut,
long time defensive stalwart Greg Co-
whey and offensive producers Jim
Hooven, Art Dettra, and Chris Mullen
to graduation. A rude awakening, how-
ever, was in store when the Explorers
kicked off against nationally ranked
Fairleigh Dickinson (3rd in the country
at that time). Although far from embar-
rasing themselves, the La Salle legmen
found their momentum halted by a 3-0
loss.
Soon to follow were losses to Uni-
versity of Penn, Philadelphia Textile,
Lehigh, East Stroudsburg, and Drexel.
The Stroudsburg game featured a
strong second half comeback by La
Salle that fell short, yet provided a
sense of progress. Against Drexel, a
last minute game tying goal seemed to
be the break that the Explorers were
looking for. The game was lost in over-
time, however, when sophomore goal-
ie Mark Melvin was fooled by a deflec-
tion, thereby, allowing Drexel to score.
After two victories over St. Peter's
and Temple, the team's record was
battered by losses and ties with only
one 7-2 victory over Manhatten to Soccer
Bob "Greek" Poursanidis and Jeff Smith work together to keep an opponent at a stand
still
break the streak.
The last two games of the season
were must wins for the team to salvage
anything from a rebuilding year. First,
La Salle traveled to West Point to face
the Cadets on a frigid November after-
noon. After a scoreless first half, Joe
"Rock" Rudy tapped in a beautiful set-
up from Bob "Greek" Poursanidis mid-
way through the second. Chris
Vaughan added an insurance goal and
the Explorers escaped with a big 2-1
The La Salle legmen rally before a game.
In the last game of the season
against Holy Cross, Rudy's first half
goal and Melvin's shutout goaltending
led the Explorers to their 2nd MAAC
title.
Rudy finished the year with 14 goals
as the team's leading scorer. Poursani-
dis picked up after a frustrating start
and much is expected from him in his
senior year. Vaughan is typical of the
help the Explorers picked up from the
freshman class. Fullbacks Jim Boyer
and Chris Kelly, stopper Steve Friend,
halfbacks Mike Conners and Renaldo
Jiminez, and forward Carlsen Thom-
son, as well as capable fill-in goalies
Bob Wagner and Tommy Malstrom
will all return as sophomores. Solid
midfielders Bob Wilkinson and Jeff
Fusco will return, as will forward Jay
Young, back Bob Brill, and supersub
Jake Morris, who has played every-
where but in the nets.
Congratulations to Coach Bill Wil-
kinson and his assistant Pat Farrell for
leading the La Salle quest for the Com-
misioner's Cup. And good-bye to co-
captains Jeff Smith and Mike McDer-
mott, who provided Explorer fans with
four years of marvelous soccer!
Mike Dennis
The GreeK" trit'5 to outmaneuver the opposition. La Salle finds the Stockton State goalie away from the net.
iiillBi
La Salle number 7 Mike Conners (left) and his Stockton State counterpart leap to head the ball as Carlsen Thompson and two Stockton
State players anticipate the return.
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Volleyball
"She's the toughest female I've ever
met in my life — like an army ser-
geant." That is how captain Denise
Franchetti describes women's volley-
ball coach Maureen O'Callaghan.
Perhaps in the eyes of O'Callaghan,
better known as "Reds," it is not a
flattering portrayal. That "toughness,"
however, is what has led the Lady Ex-
plorers to a second consecutive Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference title since
O'Callaghan became coach in 1982.
That they hold the title again this
year is proof that O'Callaghan's some-
times perfectionist goals are obtain-
able. It is also a tribute to a team that
just last year was nearly disbanded due
to a lack of players.
What the 1984 team lacked in ex-
perience they atoned for in dedication
and spirit. Who else would play a tour-
nament match hours before her sister's
wedding, in which she was the maid of
honor, but the embodiment of the
team's dedication, Denise Franchetti.
With the pressure on, she helped them
beat Holy Cross, 15-1, 15-11. Even
with Franchetti out for the remaining
four matches, the team went on to de-
feat Fordham, 15-6, 154; St. Peter's,
154, 15-2; lona, 15-8, 15-6; and Man-
hattan, 154, 154, for the MAAC title.
Vickie Missar, Sue Canfiled, Joanne
Patton, and Donna Starrett played ev-
ery minute of all five matches while
Maria Paradiso, Rose Whalen, Ann
Marie Gordon, and Aileen O'Brien ro-
tated for the sixth position. Paradiso
served on the match-winning point
against Manhattan and Missar was
named Outstanding Player of the tour-
nament.
Much was expected of the 1984
team, much was achieved, and hopes
for next year are even higher.
Mary Goldschmidt
V-
Denise Franchetti sets it up for
Joanne Patton while Donna Star-
rett iooi<s on.
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Power serving, like that of Joanne Patton, is an integral part Vickie Missar and Sue Canfield block while Denise
of the team's success. Franchetti covers.
4 I
Vital to the action on court is sideline support, provided here by Rose Whalen and Maria
Paradiso.
f
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Men's Cross Country
Tony Morelli was one of several runners to
experience an outstanding season.
Captain Tim 6a[ iad
Everyone tri trong start as the gun sounds at Belmont.
The strategy was simple, coach Jim
Gavaghan instructed his men to run as
a group near the front for as long as
they could.
Following the game plan to a tee,
they upset Manhattan and lona for
their first conference championship in
eighteen years. Winning the MAAC
was the highlight of an other-wise aver-
age season that saw them finish with a
6-6 dual meet record.
Individually, though, Kevin Ruch
and Tony Morelli had outstanding cam-
paigns with Ruch winning four meets
and setting two school records. Not far
behind were captain Tim Barton, ju-
niors Jaff Knoll and Tom Fitzpatrick,
and freshmen Steve Lunney, Bill Sel-
grath, and Matt Costello.
The team will lose only one member
to graduation so the future looks bright
for an even better over-all season next
year.
Kathy Kupper
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Women's Cross Country
The hours of running put in on hot
summer days paid dividends through-
out the cross country season as several
runners had outstanding campaigns.
Maureen Klein and co-captain Sheryl
Reid took turns leading the pack with
Sue Silvestrini not far behind. Reid set
a new school record on the team's
home course, Belmont Plateau, at the
Big Five meet.
Rounding out the pack were co-cap-
tain Erika Williams, Kathy Kelly,
Kathy Kupper, Tami Levin, Berna-
dette Jackson, Collette Powell and
Gretchen Hebner.
The best showing of the year was a
repeat performance of last year's sec-
ond place finish to a powerful Holy
Cross squad in the MAAC Champion-
ships. It was a better showing this time
around, however, with three Explorers
finishing in the top ten.
Although some key members are
graduating. Women's Cross Country is
coming into its own at La Salle, and it
should continue to produce quality ef-
forts for some time.
Lori Rowley prepares to move ahead of her Villanove opponents.
J, .•..'... y
M
A lone Explorer in the midst of a pack of Owls.
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Women's Swimming
A La Salle woman races her opponent to the finish line in th
breaststroke.
The sport of swimming entails train-
ing that prepares a swimmer to give
her best performances at the end of the
season. Not halfway through the 1985
season, the women's swimming team
had already broken six school records,
making the outlook of a second MAAC
championship in 1985 optimistic.
Senior Sue Fricker, last year's Most
Valuable Swimmer, will again be called
upon to lead the team to victory in the
100 and 200 backstroke, the 200 indi-
vidual medley, and three relays: the
200 and 400 IM and the 200 free. By
her side will be seniors Anne Murphy,
swimming the 100 and 200 butterfly,
and Maureen Ferguson for the 400 IM.
Although 1985 will be their last year
at La Salle, juniors Barb McHugh and
Mary Ellen Dooley will return, as will
sophomore and school record holder
Val Selser and five freshmen. These
talented swimmers plus new recruits
will give coach John Lyons and assis-
tant coach Rick Pohlig a versatile
group with which to work in order to
surpass the success of 1985.
Mary Goldschmidt
Often the competition was close.
^"
"I sure hope this is the last lap.
fMRuHilMliai " Kinaea^lrifegae:
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As of the end of January, the men's
swimming team had put together an 8-
1 record, confirming coach John Ly-
ons' predictions that the team would
continue its winning tradition and
hopefully recapture the MAAC title
that they had won with ease in 1984.
La Salle's rank in the Eastern Sea-
boards is also expected to improve in
1985, from its already respectable top
ten position to a top five standing.
Seniors Craig Cummings, Anthony
Moore, Charlie Messa, and Paul Jarvis,
and junior Mike Goerke, all school re-
cord holders, have provided the exper-
ience and talent needed to defeat top
ten opponents such as Pitt and West
Virginia. With six sophomores and five
freshmen to add depth to the team. La
Salle can expect to fare well against
similarly rough competition next year.
A more competitive schedule is ex-
actly what third-year coach Lyons has
in mind for his team as schools such as
Princeton, LSU, Villanova, Pitt, and
West Virginia are added to La Salle's
list of opponents. "We will never be a
national powerhouse," says Lyons,
"but we can swim respectably with
other Eastern schools and be consis-
tent on that level." As MAAC title
holders and former ECC champions,
the swimming team has certainly main-
tained an admirable record of consis-
tency of which to be proud.
Mary Goldschmidt
Men's Swimming
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The La Salle University Cheer-
leaders had a very challenging season
ahead of them, yet they came up win-
ners. Due to graduation, the squad re-
tained only four of its previous sixteen
members, including Danielle Miller,
Helen Schrama, Barb Swierczewski,
and second-year captain Pete Torres.
Among the new members were Kathy
Afanador, Dom Catramlione, Perry
Engard, Gary Harper, Pamela Klopp,
Denise Meloni, Vicki Mouzon, Drew
Pollard, Carl Smith, John Squires, and
Mark Viggiani. Meanwhile, the mascot
was manned by the very durable and
hard working Helen Speakman.
"We definitely had our work cut out
for us with such a young squad," said
Torres, "however, we were confident
that our group was very talented and
could very well be the best squad ever.
We've practiced long hours striving to
be the best in the Big Five and MAAC
conference."
For the fourth and final year, this
energetic group was under the direc-
tion of Marie O'Donnell and her assis-
tants Terri Andres and Joe Whalen.
Marie left to join her husband, Joe
O'Donnell, in his new position as Assis-
tant Athletic Director at Wichita State
University. She will be sorely missed
because of her valuable contributions
over the years.
The La Salle Cheerleaders are very
Cheerleading
Helen Speai<man is this year's "person
beiiind tiie mask" of our Explorer mascot.
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La Salle Cheerleaders perform before a crowd at the basketball pep rally.
active — several member of the squad
attended the Universal Cheerleading
Camp in August and brought back new
and invigorating cheers as well as part-
ner stunts. While the squad's main
function is to perform at the men's bas-
ketball games, this is not always an
easy task if the team is playing at their
opponent's home court. In the process
of following the basketball team, the
Explorer Cheerleaders have travelled
to such places as New Jersey, New
York, and Connecticut, as well as their
favorite spot, the Miller High Life Clas-
sic in Tampa, Florida over the Christ-
mas holiday.
Leigh McDonald
Pep Band
If you've been to a La Salle Basket-
ball game at the Palestra this year, you
may have noticed a lot of noise coming
from the last few rows of the bleachers.
That's because this year's La Salle Pep
Band has been bigger and louder than
ever before. Under the direction of
George Pinchock and Valerie Lee, the
Pep Band is divided into two parts —
the music section and the spirit sec-
tion. The music section, as the name
implies, provides music to entertain
the crowd as well as to aid the Cheer-
leaders in dance routines. The spirit
section is a group of rowdy people who
like to make noise by banging a cow-
bell or by just chanting along with the
Cheerleaders.
Fan support is essential to motivate
a team to play well, and much credit
has been given to the Pep Band for
providing the encouragement needed
to get the crowd going. The Pep Band
has even traveled to the Meadowlands
and to Hartford, Conn, in order to sup-
port an otherwise fanless La Salle
team.
Although not as large in numbers as
most other school's bands, the La Salle
Pep Band is clearly a visible one. Con-
sidering that many people have ex-
pressed interest in the Pep Band, per-
haps next year they will be even bigger
and louder.
Mary Lynn Walsh
Intramurals
La Salle University is a truly great
sports school and this is reflected in the
diverse and well-participated intramur-
als program. Basketball, football,
street-hockey, Softball, volleyball,
swimming, and indoor soccer are all
represented and include women, men,
and fraternity leagues.
The intramurals program gives all
those in the La Salle community who
may not have the time, inclination or
ability to play on the collegiate level a
chance to take part in the sport of their
interest. The competition can be fierce
as well as fun and by no means do the
participants take the program lightly.
Rivalries are formed and so are poten-
tial dynasties. Some play from their
freshman year to their senior year on
the same team and take pride in their
victories and disappointment in their
defeats. Champions in each sport are
awarded with "La Salle Intramural
Champion" shirts.
The majority of the resident stu-
dents are involved as well as many of
the commuters. Teachers, alumni, and
graduate students also take part in the
popular program. The intramurals pro-
gram has been a great aspect of life at
La Salle and will hopefully retain its
level of excellence and popularity in
the future.
Fiji members do battle against tine faculty in a charity game.
Golf
Coming away with a .500 record
from the previous year, the La Salle
Golf Team was looking forward to a
strong start this fall; participating in
five tournaments, they would exper-
ience one of their most active fall
schedules ever. After opening with a
fourth place finish at East Stroudsburg,
thanks to season-best rounds of 78
from junior Drew Friel and senior Scott
Arnold, the La Salle golfers did not
perform as well in the next three
matches, which included a last place
showing at the Big Five Fall Classic.
Behind sophomore Bill Walsh's 78,
however, they rallied to take third at
the Johns Hopkins Invitational Tourna-
ment in Baltimore to end the season.
In addition to senior captain Dave
Beardsley, other members of the team
include junior Jim Jenkins, sopho-
mores Joe Hughes and Paul Winter,
and Freshman Mike Scanlon. They
compete under the joint direction of
Father Robert Breen, the second year
coach from Cardinal Dougherty, and
Tom Meier, La Salle's former intramu-
Sean McGrath
ral director who became the assistant
director of athletics this winter.
The spring months will be a busy
time for the La Salle golfers, who will
average about three matches a week in
April. Four of the team's ten tri-match-
es will be played at La Salle's home
course, the Philmont Country Club. In
the MAAC Championships, to be held
at the Pelham Country Club in Long
Island, New York, the golfers hope to
finish in the upper half of the pack.
Ed Skorpinski
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Women's Basketball
Coach Speedy Morris demonstrates the
proper defensive stance. Concentration
marks the faces of Jill Crandley and Suzi
McCaffrey as they prepare for foul shots. f 4
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Sophomore Allison Hudson gets past the
defense. Leading scorer Linda Hester tries
to increase La Salle's five point lead by two.
No one enjoys dwelling on the past
unless the memories are pleasant. The
La Salle's women's basketball team is
no exception; last year's disappointing
13-18 record has long been forgotten
as the Lady Explorers think only of
their newly founded success under
head coach Bill "Speedy" Morris. As
of the end of January, the women had
played to a 15-5 overall and 4-1 MAAC
record, hopefully with enough momen-
tum to take them to a MAAC title and
beyond.
Starters included juniors Linda Hes-
ter, Jill Crandley, and Suzi McCaffrey,
sophomores Kelly Briar and Allison
Hudson, and freshman Cheryl Reeve.
The only senior on the team, captain
Gina Tobin, provided support and en-
couragement from the bench where
she sat for most of the season due to
two stress fractures in her left foot.
Although young, this talented team
placed first in the Finest Gold Cup
Tournament, beating Connecticut,
American, and Vermont; took third in
the La Salle Invitational winning two
games out of three; and proved tough
in clutch situations as evidenced by
their 65-60 overtime win against Fair-
field and their 58-53 victory over St.
Peter's at St. Peter's.
Individual performances were equal-
ly outstanding. Linda Hester led the
team in points averaging 22.3 per
game while Suzi McCaffrey led in re-
bounds with 8.6 per game. The sopho-
mores all saw improvement over their
freshman year and first-year player
Cheryl Reeve led the team in assists.
One of the biggest factors in the
team's success was the coaching. Suc-
cess is something to which Speedy
Morris is more than accustomed; in six-
teen seasons as a boys varsity high
school coach at Roman Catholic High
School and the William Penn Charter
School, he amassed a 387-96 record
with an average of better than twenty-
four victories per season and was
named Catholic League Coach of the
Year four times. Although the adjust-
ments were difficult, his coaching abili-
ty and the women's talent readily over-
came the obstacles of transition.
If both coach and players continue
to work well together, next year may
prove to be the best in La Salle's histo-
ry. Certainly, this year has already pro-
vided inspiration and happy memories
for seasons to come.
Mary Goldschmidt
Men's Track
Competing in the Steeple Chase is graduate student and returning runner Brent Barnhill; he holds the school record in that event.
Anyone that has ever participated
on a track team knows how tiring and
discouraging the long daily afternoon
practice sessions can be. While other
students can go home or back to the
dorms to relax, college runners must
head for the track. The La Salle Men's
Track Team, however, has made as its
quote for the 84-85 season, "Pain is
the forefront of victory." They have
realized that in order to achieve top
performances at meets, they must en-
dure the painful everyday sacrifices.
Halfway through the winter season,
the team's philosophy was already
paying off. Sporting a 6-2 record, the
Explorers were geared up for the Mill-
rose Games in New York, the premier
indoor event of the year. Senior co-
captains Rab Irvine and Dave Richard
excelled in the hurdles and middle dis-
tances while fellow co-captain Chris
Russell, an overall exceptional athlete,
competed in sprints and the long and
triple jumps. Kevin Ruch, Tony Mor-
elli, and Tim Barton, all cross country
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team members, participated in the dis-
tance events. Other younger runners
who showed a lot of promise for the
future included sophomore Tim Col-
lins (800 m, 1000 m, 1500 m) and fresh-
man Dave Casale, another smooth run-
ning middle distance competitor. In the
field events, Joe Mackey turned in re-
spectable performances in an area that
receives less attention at La Salle. In
fact, it was calculated that if field
events were dropped from the point
totals, the Explorers would fare even
better in the standings based on run-
ning alone.
As soon as the cinder track thaws,
the team will move outside again to
prepare for meets that will culminate in
the Penn Relays, the spring Highlight
event. With a little luck and a lot of
hard work, coach Jim Gavaghan's run-
ners should do quite well yet another
year.
Ed Skorpinski
Joe Mackey participates in the lesser known
event of the shot put.
Women's Track
_ ^
Maureen Kline, pictured here at the Penn Relays, runs track and cross
country in addition to captaining the field hockey team.
Sophomore Kathy Kupper runs the mile.
This year's women's track team,
more determined than ever to do well,
is headed by new coach Brother Jer-
ome Benway. Brother Jerome, from
Cardinal Dougherty High School, has
enforced a vigorous training program
to enhance the talent and skills of each
team member. The increased enthusi-
asm he has instilled is obvious as indi-
vidual runners strive for personal
goals, improving the overall quality of
the team and hopefully enabling them
to qualify for the ECAC Champion-
ships at the end of the season.
Contributing to the team are Trish
Sutton, triple jump; Joyce England,
shot put; Teresa Corbett and Marianne
McCormick, sprinters; Lori Rowley
and Regina Oristaglio, middle dis-
tance; and the entire cross country
team.
The team has expanded both in
numbers and in ability and is prepared
for their toughest opponents. With this
kind of attitude, there is nothing to
keep the women's squad from per-
forming to their potential and beyond.
Kathy Kupper Giving it all she can is Kathy Kelly in
800.
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Women's Crew
Some of the gang: Nancy Mortenson,
Stephanie Gamble, Barbara Killian, Ka
ren Lampart, Vicki Missar.
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This year the La Salle University
Women's Crew Team underwent
many changes. The loss of the coach
and all of the varsity rowers left the
status of the team up in the air. Howev-
er, because of the enthusiasm and de-
termination of returning members and
many new recruits, the women's pro-
gram is looking ahead to a prosperous
spring season.
New coach John Gentile has high
hopes for his team. Under the leader-
ship of co-captains Stephanie Gamble
and Karen Lampart, and returning
rowers Barb Killian, Joyce England,
and Vicki Missar, Coach Gentile is not
worried about his team's inexperience.
"Our lack of experience can be offset
by our enthusiasm and desire to win."
In the first of two fall races on the
Schuylkill River, the Frostbite Regatta,
the La Salle Women placed a disap-
pointing last. In the second event, how-
ever, the Bill Braxton Memorial Regat-
ta, the team finished respectably in the
middle of the pack in a race that fea-
tured one of the premier teams in the
TP' JSi,.Jf.
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country. Moreover, the crew season is
a year-long one, beginning in Septem-
ber and ending in May; there will be
several more opportunities for the
women to improve their record.
The training is rigorous and requires
dedication and discipline. But, for co-
captain Karen Lampart, it is a worth-
while experience. "Rowing takes a lot
out of you, but the satisfaction you get
from overcoming the obstacles of pain
and frustration is worth it when you
reflect on your achievements."
Barb Cattie
Taking special care of the shells is an important job for any crew team; here the La Salle women bring their boat back into the house.
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The 1985 Men's Crew Team has
been training hard since September for
what promises to be one of the most
successful years in La Salle's rich row-
ing history. Coming off of last year's
MAAC conference victory in Massa-
chusetts, and both lightweight and
heavyweight wins in the fall Braxton
Cup Regatta, the crew begins the in-
tensive winter training required for the
spring season with a great deal of mo-
mentum.
Led by second year coach Dan Hing-
iey and driven by captain Tim Conrad,
the crew team now has over thirty ath-
letes. A Brand new eight-oared shell
was purchased last year and another
eight has been promised for later this
spring.
For the first time in four years there
are enough returning varsity members
and "big boys" for a heavyweight
eight that has a very good shot at win-
ning the Dad Vail Regatta — the na-
tional rowing championship. This
Men's Crew
heavyweight eight brought smiles and
many memories to alumni watching
the fall regattas as it cranked to victory
over schools like Drexel, George Wash-
ington, Holy Cross, Ithaca and Mariet-
ta.
Rowing is a sport that requires per-
fect synchronization among the oars-
men and demands nothing less than
the ultimate in physical conditioning.
This year La Salle rowers will grind out
over a thousand miles on the Schuylkill
in Preparation for five 2000 meter
races culminating in the Dad Vail.
These figures fail to take into account
the hours spent in the weight room,
the miles spent running hills, the after-
noons of ergometer pieces and the pre-
cious hours of sleep offered up to early
morning practice. This year's team car-
ries on the rugged beauty of the tough-
est sport on campus.
Joseph Michels
La Salle's heavyweight eight: Bill Lombard, Joseph Michels, Neil Brown, Tim Conrad, Hugh Friel, Mike Muskett, Jim Bagley, Steve
Ksiazek, Ken Kovan
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In perfect form. La Salle speeds toward a victory.
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Baseball
First baseman Pat Wanniger reaches for the throw from third.
132
Junior Sam Boone looks for his pitch.
i
One team making big plans this
spring is the La Salle Baseball Team.
Finishing 17-17-1 overall last year, but
second in MAAC conference play with
a 10-1 record, the Explorers are hoping
to do even better this time around. Led
by coach Gene McDonnell, who enters
his twenty-seventh season with 341 ca-
reer victories, they will try to dethrone
1st year's champions, lona, who will be
their toughest competitor again this
year. Although they were invited last
season, a first place finish would guar-
antee a berth in the ECAC-South Tour-
nament, held at James Madison Uni-
versity in Virginia.
Two of the Key players this spring
will be senior co-captains Bob McNally,
a catcher who was second on the team
in RBI's last season and who as a soph-
omore became the youngest captain
La Salle history, and Bob Irwin, who
played a strong defensive centerfield
while demonstrating strong leadership
qualities. Junior first baseman-pitcher
Pat Wanniger, who led the team in
pitching appearances while compiling
a .340 batting average, will also play an
important role this year, along with
sophomore Frank DiMichele, who was
hurt for part of the season, but hurled a
fine 3-2 record when he was healthy.
Junior rightfielder Sam Boone will try
to have another near .400 average sea-
son at the plate, while senior Mike Gal-
lagher, who hit an extra-inning HR to
win the game over St. Peter's, should
continue his solid play at third base.
Finally, other players who should
make an impact this year include Barry
Petracenko (2B), Sero Cardamone
(OF), Tom Sottile (C/3B), Paul Elmer
(P), and Mike McLaughlin (P), an Aca-
demic All-American last year.
When asked about the team's out-
come, co-captain McNally responded
that he was "looking at the best season
of my four years here at La Salle," and
with all of this firepower, the Explorers
should live up to all expectations.
Ed Skorpinski
"OK, guys, it's Miller Time!"
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Senior Kathy Pedicone walks away from
another victory.
Coach Jeff Marmon had one unim-
peachable goal at the start of the 1984
Fall season: he wanted his "girls" to
finish over .500. After a few close calls,
the team accomplished just that; they
ended the season with a 7-6 record
against tough area competition.
Returning senior Kathy Pedicone
was a major part of the team's success.
Playing at first or second singles in ev-
ery match but one, she provided the
necessary experience to a basically
young squad. Sophomore transfer Kay
Rudden alternated with Pedicone at
the top positions, and was a winning
addition there. Junior Andrea Hor-
vath, a third-year starter, rounded out
the singles spots with remarkable play;
she was integral to many of the team's
hard-fought victories.
The two doubles teams were a jum-
ble throughout the season as coach
Marmon tried to find the best combina-
tions to put on the court. In addition to
returning sophomore Kerrie McGinley
and third-year players Jackie Dano,
Lisa May, and Colleen Horn, newcom-
ers Vicki Marr and Peggy Seydow,
Women's Tennis
both sophomores, were worked into
the lineup. "Consistency," coach Mar-
mon urged endlessly, "that's what
we've got to have out there, match
after match." Although the lineup was
juggled throughout the season, it did
provide the opportunity for the less
experienced players to get the playing
time they deserved. Sophomore Gail
Brennan and freshman Tracy Cullin-
ane filled out the roster.
Among their victories were 5-0 wins
over Gwynedd Mercy and Cheyney
and close 3-2 scores over Chestnut
Hill, Beaver, Rider, and Textile. Their
last match was a tough 4-1 loss to Kutz-
town, with Andy Horvath picking up
the only win, that finished the season
at 7-6.
While, naturally, no definite plans
have been made for next year, coach
Marmon will have much to work with.
Co-captains Kathy Pedicone and Col-
leen Horn will have graduated but the
remainder of the team will be back to
try to improve 1984's record.
Peggy Ann Seydow
Kneeling: Jacltie Dano, Peggy Seydow, Colleen Horn, Kathy Pedicone, Lisa May. Standing: Gail Brennan, Kerri McGinley,
Kay Rudden, Jeff Marmon, Coach, Andrea Horvath, Tracy CuUinane, Vicki Marr.
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Men's Tennis
Junior Gary Block shows off his backhand.
La Salle's Men's Tennis team fin-
ished their 1984 Spring season with an
astounding 9-1 record, and they're
looking to match that success in 1985.
The nucleus of the team is practically
untouched, with six players returning
from last year; the sixth straight season
of the expert coaching of Jeff Marmon
will be the asset that it's always been.
In October the team competed in
MAAC Championships at Forest Hills,
placing a respectable fifth against pow-
erful squads from up and down the
East Coast. The lineup that coach Mar-
mon used in New York is a tentative
plan for this season, with sophomore
Mike Holt leading the team at first sin-
gles. Third-year starter Wasyl Manko
played in the number two spot, and
talented Cornell McLeod, a freshman
from Chestnut Hill Academy, took
over the third singles. Senior Joe Si-
mon played in the number four posi-
tion and junior Gary Block won a silver
Returning the shot is Joe Delikat.
medal for his excellent play at number
five singles. Joe Delikat, a senior,
rounded out the lineup that will face
some difficult area competition later in
the spring.
While maintaining a winning record
is certainly important to the team, their
dedication and loyalty to tennis and to
La Salle is of even greater significance.
As Joe Simon put it, "We had a great
year last year, and it will be difficult to
better the record, but I think we can do
it. The real key, though, is being part
of the team." It is obvious that if the
men can, in the words of Gary Block,
"keep our family cohesiveness intact
throughout the vicissitudes of the sea-
son," then they can accomplish as
much, if not more, than they did in
1984.
Peggy Ann Seydow
"Hey ref.
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Men's Basketball
Forward Larry Koretz looks for assistance. Freshman Tim Legler reaches up in the middle for a layup against Viilanova.
If this article on the 1984-85 Men's
Basketball Team had to have a title, it
would most likely be "The Grinch That
Stole Christmas." Instead of an imagi-
nary creature, however, La Salle's
grinch was the NCAA rule book, and
its victim was Albert "Truck" Butts. A
senior communications major. Truck
entered his final year ranked among
the top seventy-five pro prospects, and
was an integral part of the Explorer's
starting five. However, prior to coming
to La Salle, Truck attended the Freder-
ick (Va.) Military Academy for two
years, where he played on their varsity
basketball team.
According to the NCAA official
rules, a college athlete is not allowed to
play more than four years of a varsity
sport after his twentieth birthday. Al-
though only a portion of Truck's sec-
ond season at Frederick was played
after his twentieth, it still counted as a
full season, leaving him with only three
years of eligibility at La Salle. This
technicality remained secret, however,
until last fall, when the news broke.
The entire La Salle community was
shocked and surprised to hear that
their star center would have to be
benched for the entire season. Every-
one had anticipated a record season
from a men's team that consisted of all
five starting members from last year's
MAAC and Big Five Champions. Two
hearings before a local judge on
Truck's case proved to no avail.
As a result, a practically guaranteed
top-twenty season for the Explorers
was humbled significantly. After a sea-
son opening victory over Monmouth at
Hayman Hall, the La Salle men's team
lost five of their next eight games, in-
cluding two to Big Five opponents
Temple and Viilanova. Then, as an 84-
55 blowout of Dartmouth appeared to
lift spirits some, a crushing 103-73 de-
feat was delivered by this year's
MAAC power lona. The loss left La
Salle with a mediocre 5-6 record with
more than half of the season left to go.
In their last sixteen games, the Explor-
ers finally began to pour it on. After
gradually adjusting to the absence of
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Falling forward, Ralph puts up a shot
against the glass.
Senior Pete Tiano attempts to guard
against the Wildcats' ace Duane McLain.
Butts, they rallied with an 11-5 stretch
that raised their season mark to a re-
spectable 16-11, with the MAAC
Championships still to follow.
As assistant coach Joe Mihalich re-
marked, "The true test of any team is
how to perform under adversity,"
which the men's team certainly exper-
ienced. Without Butts the entire game
strategy changed; La Salle was forced
to become a strictly perimeter team.
Some Explorers, however, responded
well to the challenge. Seniors Steve
Black and Ralph Lewis each averaged
close to twenty points per game, while
Larry Koretz, Chip Greenberg, and
Pete Tiano provided a lot of help with
rebounds and assists. Freshman Tim
Larry is all alone as he goes up for an easy
two.
Legler, Rich Tarr, and Eric Lee learned
quickly as each received a consider-
able amount of playing time. Other
members of the team included Victor
Moran, Ken Palczewski, Terrence
Jackson, Mike Bologitz and Gary
Jones.
Although the 1984-85 season was
generally disappointing for the Explor-
ers, its few high points, such as La
Salle's Big Five wins over St. Joe's and
Penn, and its 85-80 overtime victory
over Army are certainly worth remem-
bering. And everyone knows coach
Lefty Ervin will be giving it his best
shot again next year.
Ed Skorpinski
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Abarca
Michele M. Abarca Laurette M. Adair Carmen E. Adames Patricia Adams
Kathleen A. Arnoldy Sossi Arzoumanian Patricia Aspinall Kimberly Atkinson
140
Bergiven
Noble C. Benjamin Jr. Karen J.M. Bennett Thomas Berdini Paul Bergiven
141
Berry
Carol A. Brigham Nancy Ann Brown Charles Browning Karen Ann Bruno
142
Caffie
Greg Burton Teresa Mary Butler Robert M. Byrnes Diane W. Caffie
143
Calabro
Adele B. Calabro Charles D. Calhoon Arlene Callender Keith A. Cameron
Kenneth H. Cameron Colette Campellone
^hd
Stephen Carlin Carolyn Carreiro William Carreras Jr. Brian Carroll
Thomas Caruso Patrick G. Cassidy Carolyn A. Cattie Maria Cavallaro
144
Cocivera
Michael H. Clemente Patrick M. Clowry Charles Clunk Mary R. Cocivera
145
Comroe
John E. Connolly Timothy J. Conrad George Conroy Deborah L. Cooke
146
Cummings
Annette C. Cristiano Mary Katherine Cronin David Cucinotta Craig Cummings
147
Cunningham
Colleen Cunningham Susan J. Cymbalski Stephen J. Czekalski Richard Czyzewski Jr.
John Deamer Jr. Mark J. Debellis Robert DeCesare James Neil Deegan
Robert L. Deissroth Steven Delaney Diana Delgado Lourdes Delgado
148
Dobson
John DelGaudio Joseph J. Delikat Silvana Delia Valle Edmund F. DeLorenzo
Agnes M. Denby Mary DerGarabedian Rita DeTommaso Michael J. Dever
John D. DeVincent Thomas P. Dignam Robert A. DiGregorio Kevin C. Dillon
Eleni Dimopoulos David DiPaolo Antoinette DiSipio John Dobson
149
Dolnycky
Anna Maria Dolnycky James R. Donnelly Theresa Donohoe Julie A. Dougherty
Kathryn M. Dougherty Barbara Doughten Vernette Doris Dow
Eugene Draganosky Bryan Driscoll Sean D. Duffin John Dugan
Mary E. Dugan Elias Gopez Dungca Brian Durkin Albert Joseph Durso
150

Farris
Pasquale Fittipaldi
152
Gagliardi
Vincent P. Fox Denise A. Franchetti Paul R. Franchino Cathleen Fraser
Therese M. Fuerst Christopher Furlong Diane Gabos Tina Gagliardi
153
Gaines
Joseph A. Gaines Judith A. Gallagher Barbara A. Gallen Maria R. Gallo
James J. Gallombardo Richard B. Galtman Sandra M. Gambino Phyllis Garberman
Robert K. Gauss Maureen P. Gavaghan Matthew Gaworski Leandro Genoese
154
Goldman
Sheila A. Gillespie John S. Giuffrida Jr. Mary Beth M. Giuliani
155
Gonzalez
Awilda Gonzalez
t .
Saundra E. Gray Donna M. Griffith
156
Hellerick
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Daniel A. Guerriero Denise Joan Halpin Guina M. Hammond James Hanahan Jr.
Christine L. Havey Catherine E. Heany Teresa C. Heberley Susan J. Hellerick
157
Hennessy
Ann M. Hennessy Patrick Hennessy Timothy C. Hennessy Joseph M. Herman
Elizabeth Anne Hickey
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John D. Higgins Lynne M. Hill Kevin J. Hipps
Laura A. Hirl Christine M. Hogan Elizabeth Hopkins Maureen S. Hopkins
Colleen Horn Patricia A. Howard Joseph R. Huck Jr. Robert E. Hunter
158
Johannesen
Elizabeth Jastrzebski Joanne Jeffers Amy Maria Jelen Susan Johannesen
159
Johnson
Walter Kanigowski Homyar Karanjia Jane Marie Kauffman Anita Therese Kelly
160

Kerrigan
Sandra Jeane King David G. Kipp Maureen A. Klein Gerard L. Kline
162
LaPergola
Diane M. Kopertowski Fran D. Kopstein Irene H. Koszarek Susan M. Kowalczyk
Kimberly A. Kristire Janet Irene Kroculick
Christopher Scott Lally Teresa Marie Lamb Thomas J. Langan Jr. Marc LaPergola
163
Lautenbacher
f
David V. Lautenbacher Eugene Cerezo Layos William Lebair
James Lemly Patricia A. Lenaghan
Joanne Marie Lindley Ronald P. Lisicki
164
Joseph Mackey Jr. Gerard E. Maclean
165
Maggetti
Anna H. Mario Vincent J. Market Michael Marks Lisa Mateja
166

McCaffrey
Kathleen McCaffrey Maureen McCann Susan M. McCann Kevin McCausland
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McGovern
Colleen McDade Patricia A. McDaniels Michael V. McDermott Carol A. McDevitt
Mark L. McGinn Vincent A. McGonagle Maureen L. McGonigal Brian F. McGovern
169
McHugh
Patrick McHugh Timothy P. McHugh Walter J. McHugh Elizabeth McKeever
Thomas J. McKenna Karen Ann McKeown Richard McMuUen Colleen McNally
Rose McNamara Teresa A. McNichols William G. McNulty Elizabeth G. Means
Nicholas V. Mento Celeste D. Meo Charles A. Messa III Kristine Miklusek
170
Moynihan
Anthony J. Milcarsky Danielle M. Miller Raymond C. Miller Joan Margaret Mills
John Moore Patricia Anne Morrissey Nancy Mortenson Marlene E. Morton
Denise C. Mosca Michael B. Mostak Joseph G. Motz Michael T. Moynihan
171
Mshomba
Carl Murone Anne Marie Murphy Cathleen V. Murphy James M. Murphy
Al Naulty William Robert Neary Marilyn T. Nepps Kristina Lyn New
John Blaise Newsome
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Roger L. Nolan Shawn Patrick Nolan Michael M. O'Brien
172
Ortell
Noreen O'Grady Kenneth M. Olejniczak
Regina Marie Oristaglio Robert James O'Rourke
\ U]
Teresa Rose Orsuto Carl A. Ortell
173
Ortiz
Vivian Ortiz Timothy O'Shaughnessy Christine Marie Palys Charlene Pancoast
Donnamarie Panebianco Gregory B. Pasquale Bryan A. Patanovich Michele Mary Patrick
Kathleen E. Pedicone John P. Peiffer Jr. Al Pellegrino Martin Pendergast
174
Prucella
Rosemary Penny Anthony R. Peracchia Marygrace E. Pesce Elizabeth T. Petrillo
Carolyn A. Phelan G. Christian Phillips James A. Pickering Jr. Diane V. Pinel
Lorraine Pollock Maria L. Pomponi Barbara Ann Pomponio Kathleen M. Porreca
Collette Elise Powell Richard P. Proko Patricia A. Proto Jack Prucella
175
Purul
Monica L. Purul Francis J. Pyne Jr. Helen S. Pyrih Jeanne A. Quarles
176
Roddy
James J. Reynolds David W. Richard Edward M. Riley Jr. Maria Caridad Rivero
Josephine Rizzo Catherine E. Roarty Alama D. Roberts James Roddy
177
Rodgers
Yvette Mary Rogers Michael Rossi Pamela Anne Rosso Michael Rowan
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Margaret Ruane Denise Ann Rubino Anthony Ruscitelli Joseph Rush
William Rushton Julia Rusnell Christopher M. Russell Robert K. Sadowl
178
Helen E. Schaffling Gregory P. Schaub
F. Robert Scheerle Jr. Scott M. Schieck
Elizabeth A. Seiberlich Marianna Semeraro
Sheehan
Timothy E. Sheehan Kimberly A. Shepherd Tawana Sherman-Harper Nicholas M. Signoretta
Bernadette T. Smith Carl H. Smith Jeffrey A. Smith Jessica Felice Smith
180
Swierczewski
Linda T. Spalding David Allan Spivack Brian J. Spuhler Mark F. Squilla
Gail Marie Stasik Laurie Stephenson Robert J. Stevenson Bruce Stroud
^M 'M
Gregory J. Stunder Alba M. Suarez Fernando A. Suarez Robert Suleski
Lorraine Sulik Mary Sullivan Gina Renee Sutton Barbara S. Swierczewski
181
Sydnor
Mark A. Thomas
182
Tursi
£k
Lisa Renee Thompson Michael Thornton Peter William Tiano Robert Tiernan
Gary S. Trachtman Mark G. Tressel James J. Trinacria Janet Marie Tropiano
John V. Tumasz John Tumolo Laura B. Turner Paul Tursi
183
Urbano
Pamela Vandenberg
Lena Michelle Vann Christopher Vassalluzzo Harry J. Veneri Anthony M. Verde
Albert Vernacchio Kathleen Vesho Patrick Waddington Kathleen Waddington
itf;k
Mary R. Wagner George A. Walker Jr. Olivia Walker Matthew Walsh
184
Williams
Suzanne Marie Wenzel Kevin P. Whalen Michael S. Whelihan James Holt White
David T. Wiggins Dorothy Williams Erika Lee Williams Etta G.R. Williams
185
Williams
Mae P. Williams Omar Karim Wilson Elizabeth Wiskowski Kathleen D. Witt
Joan Wolper
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Joseph J. Wolper Fredrick K. Wolpert Jr. Michael T. Wood
Cheryl L. Wurtenberg Walter G. Wyatt Lynn Wylot Leesa Ann Yaksich
186
Zolfaghari
Terry Greely Christopher S. Green Larry Keller Daniel P. Markmann
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Seniors
Abarca, Michele M. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Guaynabo, Puerto
Rico.
Adair, Laurette M. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., PA. Volleyball.
Adames, Carmen E. BS, Account-
ing/Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Adams, Patricia. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations. Warminster, PA.
Anaerican Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators.
Aggelikas, Semo. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Phila., PA.
Aguilera, Elizabeth. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Spanish Club,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Albert, Kenneth D. BA, Psycholo
gy. Phila., PA.
Alfredo, James D. BA, Communica-
tions. Rye, NY. Pi Kappa Phi, Alpha
Epsilon Rho, WEXP Radio, Intra-
murals.
Allerton, Daniel J. BS, Marketing.
Bridgeport, PA. Marketing Associ-
ation, Intramurals, American Soci-
ety for Personnel Administrators.
Anderson, Thomas R. BA, Political
Science. Freehold, NJ. St. Thomas
More Law Society.
Andris, Teresa. BA, Communication
Arts. Cherry Hill, NJ. Cheerleading,
Alpha Epsilon Rho, Alpha Epsilon,
Gamma Phi Beta.
Arnold, Scott. BS, Management.
Hartsdale, NY.
Amoldy, Kathleen A. BS, Finance/
Marketing. Holland, PA.
Arzoumanian, Sossi. BA, Commu
nications. Phila., PA.
Aspinall, Patricia. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Atkinson, Kimberly Ann. BA, Biol
ogy. Phila., PA. Residence Council,
Open House, Intramurals.
Bacon, Donna Ann. BA, Econom-
ics/Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Baker, Tracy Thomas. BS, Account
ing. Collingswood, NJ. Accounting
Association, Accounting Board,
Beta Alpha, Wrestling.
Ball, John Donald. BA, Psychology.
Pennsburg, PA.
Barbosa, Fernanda. BS, Account-
ing/Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Business Honor Society, Beta Al-
pha, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Barrett, Susan. BA, Economics.
Phila., PA, Ukrainian Club, Intra-
murals, Open House Committee,
Society for the Advancement of
Management.
Barrett, William Francis. BA,
Communication Arts. Phila., PA.
Both Sides Now, English Depart-
ment Board, Marketing Association.
Bartolomeo, Cynthia M. BA,
French/Spanish. N. Wildwood, NJ.
French Club, Spanish Club, Pi Delta
Phi, Grimoire, Alpha Epsilon.
Bateman, Daniel M. BS, Account
ing. Churchville, PA.
Bauer, Robert M. BS, Accounting.
Allentown, PA. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Residence Council, Investment
Club, Accounting Association.
Bayer, Peter. BS, Management. Glen
Ridge, NJ. Delta Sigma Pi, Chess
Club,
Beardsley, David J. BS, Manage-
ment/Finance. Phila., PA.
Behrle, Joseph R. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association.
Benjamin, Noble C, Jr. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA, Phi Beta Sigma,
Black Students of La Salle, La Salle
Entertainment Organization, Soci-
ety for the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Bennett, Karen J. M. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Theta, Inter-
national Club.
Berdini, Thomas Gregory. BS, Mar
keting. Cherry Hill, NJ.
Bergiven, Paul G. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations, Phila., PA.
Berry, Audrey Ella. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. American Society
for Personnel Administrators.
Bisco, Marianne E. BA, Psychology.
Easton, PA. La Salle Singers.
Black, Steven. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA. Basketball.
Blescia, Anna Maria. BA, Commu-
nication Arts. Turnersville, NJ. La
Salle Entertainment Organization,
Gamma Phi Beta, Intramurals.
Blum, Thomas. BA, Physics. Potts-
ville, PA. Newtonian Society, Gal-
lery Associates, Kappa Mu Epsilon,
Orientation Leader, Alpha Epsilon.
Bourne, Judy. BA, English, Phila,,
PA.
Bowden, Joyce. BA, Special Educa-
tion. Phila., PA.
Boyer, Michael L. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Boyle, Mary B. BS, Marketing/Eng-
lish, Feasterville, PA.
Brady, Cornelius. BA, English.
Phila., PA,
Brandon, Regina. BA, English.
Phila., PA.
Breen, Gary Charles. BA, Comput
er Science. Turnersville, NJ, Stu-
dents' Government Association,
Freshman Orientation, Alpha Chi
Rho, Judicial Board, Who's Who.
Brigham, Carol A. BA, Chemistry,
Phila,, PA, Explorer, Chymian So-
ciety, Collegian, Grimoire,
Who's Who.
Brown, Nancy Ann. BA, Biology,
Phila,, PA, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi
Alpha Beta, Collegian, Who's
Who, Alpha Epsilon,
Browning, Charles. BS, Accounting,
Phila,, PA, Crew,
Bruno, Karen Ann. BA, Computer
Science, Phila,, PA, Kappa Mu Epsi-
lon Honor Society, Math/Computer
Science Department Board, Kappa
Mu Epsilon, Who's Who, Alpha
Epsilon,
Budilov, Jamie. BA, Biology. Phila.,
PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta, Honorary
Degree Committee, Hillel.
Bullock, Steve. BS, Accounting,
Phila,, PA,
Burits, Monica. BS, Management,
Rockledge, PA, Phi Gamma Nu, In-
tramurals,
Burke, Sharon Elizabeth. BA,
Mathematics/Computer Science,
Turnersville, NJ, Alpha Chi Rho Lit-
tle Sisters, Orientation Leader, Pep
Band, Honors Board, Who's Who,
Alpha Epsilon.
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Seniors
Burton, Greg. BA, Psychology/Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA. Gavel So-
ciety, Grimoire, Collegian,
Who's Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Butler, Teresa Mary. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Swarthmore, PA. Women's Bas-
ketball, Campus Ministry, Women's
Softball. Intramurals, Alpha Epsilon.
Byrnes, Robert M. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Phi Gamma Delta.
Caffie, Diane W. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Calabro, Adele B. BS, Manage-
ment/Psychology. Richboro, PA.
Calhoon, Charles D. BA, Biology/
Psychology. Silver Spring, MD. Al-
pha Epsilon Delta, Alpha Chi Rho,
Grimoire, Judicial Board, Alpha
Epsilon.
Callender, Arlene Beverly. BA,
English/Education. Phila., PA. Del-
ta Sigma Theta, Black Students of
La Salle, International Club, Alpha
Epsilon.
Cameron, Keith A. BS, Finance/
English. Phila., PA. Intramurals.
Cameron, Kenneth H. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., PA.
Campellone, Colette M. BS, Mar
keting/Health Care Administration.
Southampton, PA. Alpha Theta Al-
pha, Health Care Administration
Society, Residence Council, Think-
ing About Drinking.
Capinas, Bradley S. BS, Finance.
Surfside Beach, SC. Finance Club,
Business Honor Society.
Caristo, Diane Dominique. BS,
Marketing. Phila., PA.
Carlin, Stephen Joseph. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA. Phi
Kappa Theta, Intramurals.
Carreiro, Carolyn Marie. BA, Politi-
cal Science. Phila., PA. Scabbard
And Blade.
Carreras, William, Jr. BA, Political
Science. Guaynavo, Puerto Rico. Pi
Kappa Phi, Political Science Adviso-
ry Board, Political Science Associ-
ation, Residence Council.
Carroll, Brian Patrick. BS, Market
ing/Finance. Pittsburgh, PA. Crew,
Phi Gamma Delta, Alpha Epsilon.
Caruso, Thomas Daniel. BA, Biol
ogy. Lafayette Hill, PA. Explorer,
Investment Club, La Salle Entertain-
ment Organization.
Cassidy, Patrick G. BA, Education.
Phila., PA. Residence Council, Edu-
cation Society.
Cattie, Carolyn A. BS, Marketing/
Management. Blue Bell, PA. Market-
ing Association.
Cavallaro, Maria. BA, English/Man-
agement. Phila., PA. English Club,
Grimoire, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Cavanaugh, Laura. BA, Political Sci-
ence/Public Administration. Phila.,
PA. Political Science Association.
Caviston, Mariellen. BS, Market-
ing/Finance. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Cehelsky, Stephanie. BS, Account
ing. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Association.
Chappell, Daniel G. BS, Manage-
ment/Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Phila., PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management, Ameri-
can Society for Personnel
Administrators.
Cherrick, Donna M. BA, Psycholo
gy. Phila., PA.
Childs, Janet. BS, Accounting. Bala
Cynwyd, PA.
Chubb, Thomas F. BA, Biology/
Psychology. Eddystone, PA. Psi-
Chi, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha
Beta.
Cicchiello, Maria C. BA, Secondary
Education/Foreign Languages. Nor-
ristown, PA. Italian Club, Gri-
moire, Collegian, French Club.
Civitillo, John F. BA, Economics.
Phila., PA.
Clancy, James T. BA, Psychology.
Warminster, PA. Jazz Band, Pep
Band.
Clarke, Gerald R. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Intramurals.
Clarkson, William Joseph. BS, In-
formation Systems. Phila., PA. Data
Processing Management Associ-
ation, Sigma Beta Kappa.
CLemente, Michael H. BA, Com
puter Science. Willingboro, NJ.
Clowry, Patrick M. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa The-
ta, Intramurals, Criminal Justice As-
sociation.
Clunk, Charles. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Cocivera, Mary R. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Rydal, PA.
Comroe, Lawrence Alexander.
BS, Personnel and Labor Relations.
Rydal, PA. Crew.
Conahan, Marie. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations. Feasterville, PA.
Conlon, Cynthia. BS, Marketing.
Bethlehem, PA. Intramurals, Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Marketing Associ-
ation.
Connell, Patrick M. BA, Criminal
Justice. Willow Grove, PA. Phi
Kappa Theta, Criminal Justice As-
sociation, Intramurals.
Connolly, John Edward. BA, Biol
ogy. Uniondale, PA. Crew.
Conrad, Timothy J. BS, Finance.
Clifton, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Crew.
Conroy, George. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Cooke, Deborah L. BA, Elementary
Education. Phila., PA.
Cooper, Steven G. BS, Operations
Management. Tinton Falls, NJ. Phi
Gamma Delta, Soccer, Inter-Frater-
nity/Sorority Council, Who's
Who.
Coppola, Marco. BA, Biology. How-
ard Beach, NY. Scabbard and Blade
Society, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Al-
pha Beta, College Republicans.
Corr, John F., Jr. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Yardley, PA. Sigma Phi Lamb-
da, Criminal Justice Association.
Corry, Anthony J. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., PA. Criminal Justice As-
sociation, Alpha Iota.
Corscadden, Kim A. BA, Spanish/
Education. Huntingdon Valley, PA.
La Salle Singers, Council for Excep-
tional Children, Education Society,
Judicial Board, Who's Who, Al-
pha Epsilon.
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Costello, Jeanne M. BA, Communi-
cations. Easton, PA. La Salle Enter-
tainment Organization.
Cotter, Mary H. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Cotton, Frank. BA, Psychology/
Special Education. Norwood, PA.
Council for Exceptional Children.
Coughlin, Rosemarie Marion.
BSW, Social Work. Phila., PA.
Spanish Club.
Coulson, J. Mark. BA, Communica-
tion Arts. Silver Spring, MD. Pi
Kappa Phi, Alpha Epsilon.
Coyle, Michael Henry. BS, Ac-
counting. Lansdale, PA. Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Association.
Crawford, Robert L. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Haddon Heights, NJ. Student's
Government Association, Right to
Life Committee, Who's Who, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Cristiano, Annette C. BA, Comput
er Science. Phila., PA.
Cronin, Mary Katherine. BA, Eng-
lish/Secondary Education. Cherry
Hill, NJ. Field Hockey, Hunger Task
Force, Students' Government Asso-
ciation, Alpha Epsilon, Who's
Who.
Cucinotta, David R. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta,
Accounting Association.
Cutnmings, Craig. BS, Marketing.
New City, NY.
Cunningham, Colleen Anne. BA,
Communications. Chalfont, PA.
Cymbalski, Susan J. BS, Manage-
ment/Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Phila., PA. Business Honor
Society, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Czekalski, Stephen J. BA, Commu-
nications. Bellmawr, NJ.
Czyzewski, Richard S., Jr. BA,
Computer Science. Trenton, NJ.
Daemer, John Paul. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Daly, Timothy S. BS, Management/
Information Systems. Phila., PA.
Phi Kappa Theta, Golf.
Dantonio, David. BS, Finance. Cher-
ry Hill, NJ. Business Honor Society,
Alpha Epsilon.
D'Antonio, Denise. BS, Account-
ing. Cherry Hill, NJ. Beta Alpha,
Student Affairs Committee, Gamma
Phi Beta, Accounting Departmental
Board, Who's Who, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Deamer, John, Jr. BA, Communica-
tion Arts. Lebanon, PA. WEXP Ra-
dio, Alpha Epsilon Rho, Collegian,
La Salle Entertainment Organiza-
tion.
Debellis, Mark J. BA, Computer Sci-
Seniors
WA
ence. Phila., PA.
DeCesare, Robert P. BS, Manage-
ment. Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Deegan, James Neil. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Accounting Associ-
ation.
Deissroth, Robert L. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Delaney, Steven Scott. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., PA. Ice
Hockey.
Delgado, Diana. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA. Spanish Club.
Delgado, Lourdes. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
DelGaudio, John. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Intramurals.
Delikat, Joseph J. BA, Communica-
tion Arts. Willingboro, NJ. Tennis,
WEXP Radio, Collegian.
Delia Valle, Silvana. BSW, Social
Work. Phila., PA.
DeLorenzo, Edmund F. BS, Ac-
counting. Hasbrouck Heights, NJ.
Sigma Phi Lambda, Discover the
Difference Program.
Denby, Agnes M. BSW, Social
Work. Phila., PA. Student Social
Work Association.
DerGarabedian, Mary J. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
DeTommaso, Rita. BA, English.
Phila., PA. Masque, College Repub-
licans, Alpha Chi Rho Little Sisters.
Dever, Michael J. BS, Accounting.
Huntingdon Valley, PA. Bridge
Club.
DeVincent, John D. BS, Finance.
Huntingdon Valley, PA. Investment
Club.
Dignam, Thomas P. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Intramurals, Masque.
DiGregorio, Robert A. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta,
Who's Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Dillon, Kevin C. BS, Management.
Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Pi, Society
for the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Dimopoulos, Eleni. BS, Marketing/
Management. Cherry Hill, NJ.
DiPaolo, David. BA, Biology/Fine
Arts. Richboro, PA. Track, Fine
Arts Departmental Board, Art Gal-
lery Associates, Alpha Epsilon.
DiSipio, Antoinette. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Turnersville, NJ. Orientation
Staff, La Salle Entertainment Orga-
nization.
Dobson, John Joseph. BS, Market
ing/Management. Oreland, PA. Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management, Intra-
murals.
Dolnycky, Anna Maria. BA, Com
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puter Science. Phila., PA. Ukrainian
Club.
Donnelly, James R. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Financial Management
Association, Investment Club, Intra-
murals, Finance Departmental
Board.
Donohoe, Theresa Anne. BS, Man-
agement. Glenside, PA. Field Hock-
ey.
Dougherty, Julie A. BS, Account-
ing/French. North Hills, PA. Busi-
ness Honor Society, Phi Gamma
Nu, Intramurals, Explorer.
Dougherty, Kathryn M. BS, Ac
counting. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha,
Business Honor Society.
Doughten, Barbara Teresa. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Dow, Vemette Doris. BA, Spanish/
International Studies. Phila., PA.
Delta Sigma Theta, Phi Beta Sigma
Doves, Black Students of La Salle,
St. Thomas More Law Society.
Downs, Charles T. BA, Political Sci-
ence/History. Phila., PA. Phi Alpha
Theta.
Draganosky, Eugene J. BS, Fi-
nance/Management. Yardley, PA.
Business Honor Society, Intramur-
als.
Driscoll, Bryan. BS, Marketing/Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations. Runne-
mene, NJ. Pi Kappa Phi, Marketing
Association, Intramurals, American
Society for Personnel Administra-
tors.
Duffin, Sean D. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Dugan, John. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Intramurals, Accounting
Association.
Dugan, Mary E. BA, Special Educa-
tion. Phila., PA.
Dungca, Elias Gopez. BS, Person-
nel and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
American Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators, Intramurals, Students'
Government Association, Marketing
Association.
Durkin, Brian. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Business Honor Society.
Durso, Albert Joseph. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Finan-
cial Management Association, Fi-
nance Department Board, Invest-
ment Club.
Duszak, Richard, Jr. BA, Biology.
Huntingdon Valley, PA. Honors
Board, Collegian, Phi Alpha Beta,
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Who's Who,
Alpha Epsilon.
Dykes, Suzanne. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Wyncote, PA. Political Sci-
ence Association.
Easley, Ollie Earline. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma
Theta.
Egan, Maureen C. BS, Marketing/
Management. Cherry Hill, NJ. La
Salle Entertainment Organization,
Marketing Association.
Entriken, Nancy L. BS, Manage-
ment/Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Phila., PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management, Ameri-
can Society for Personnel
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Administrators, Business Honor So-
ciety.
Emst, William F., III. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations/Management.
Glenside, PA. Crew, Council for Ex-
ceptional Children.
Falla, Richard B. BS, Accounting
Phila., PA.
Faller, Jeffrey E. BS, Marketing.
Stratford, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Intramurals.
Farris, John J. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Meadowbrook, PA. Sigma Phi
Lambda, Intramurals, Kappa Mu
Epsilon.
Fedgechin, Thomas. BA, History.
Norristown, PA.
Ferguson, Maureen Elizabeth.
BA, Psychology/Criminal Justice.
Hershey, PA. Swimming, Students'
Government Association, Alpha
Theta Alpha, Residence Council.
Fersner, Byron L. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Fier, Kara A. BA, Communication
Arts. Malvern, PA. Alpha Epsilon
Rho, American Society for Person-
nel Administrators.
Fitemyr, Christine J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Phi Gamma Nu,
Beta Alpha, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Fisher, Julie R. BS, Accounting/Fi-
nance. Willow Grove, PA. Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Association, Finan-
cial Management Association.
Fittipaldi, Pasquale. BS, Account-
ing/Management. Ardsley, PA. Ac-
counting Association.
Fitzgerald, Kevin. BA, Biology
Warminster, PA. Alpha Epsilon Del-
ta, Phi Alpha Beta, Alpha Chi Rho.
Who's Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Flaherty, Jackie. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations/Management. Ab-
ington, PA. Gamma Phi Beta,
American Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators, Students' Government
Association.
Flanigan, Michele. BA, Computer
Science/Mathematics. Phila., PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon Honor Society,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Fleming, Maryanne. BS, Manage
ment. Phila., PA. Health Care Ad-
ministration Society, Society for the
Advancement of Management.
Ford, Robert A. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. AUentown, PA. Residence
Council, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Who's Who.
Ford, William T. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Business Honor Society,
Who's Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Forster, Jeffrey L. BS, Finance
Tromboll, CT. Phi Gamma Delta, La
Salle Entertainment Organization,
Marketing Association.
Fox, James M. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA. Criminal Justice Associ-
ation, Alpha lota.
Fox, Vincent P. BA, Biology. Phila.,
PA. Crew, Right to Life Committee.
Franchetti, Denise A. BA, Comput
er Science. Phila., PA.
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Franchino, Paul R. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Eraser, Cathleen. BS, Accounting.
Medfield, MA. Alpha Theta Alpha,
Residence Council, Who's Who.
Fuerst, Therese M. BA, English.
Huntingdon Valley, PA. Collegian.
Furlong, Christopher B. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Del-
ta, Phi Alpha Beta, Concert and
Lecture Series Committee.
Gabos, Diane. BS, Marketing/Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations. Vine-
land, NJ. Marketing Association,
Italian Club, American Society for
Personnel Administrators.
Gagliardi, Tina. BA, Special Educa-
tion. Phila., PA. Council for Excep-
tional Children, Education Society.
Gaines, Joseph A. BA, Communica-
tions. Washington, DC. WEXP Ra-
dio, Soccer, Masque, Intramurals,
Alpha Epsilon.
Gallagher, Judith A. BS, Account-
ing. Huntingdon Valley, PA. Ac-
counting Association.
Gallen, Barbara A. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila., PA.
Gallo, Maria R. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Gallombardo, James Joseph. BA,
Computer Science. Weehawken,
NJ. Baseball, Chess Club, Pep Band,
Students' Government Association.
Galtman, Richard B. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Jenkintown, PA.
Marketing Association, Wrestling,
Intramurals, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Gambino, Sandra M. BS, Manage-
ment Information Systems. Phila.,
PA. Italian Club, Business Honor So-
ciety, Society for the Advancement
of Management.
Garberman, Phyllis. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Collegian, Alpha Epsi-
lon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta.
GarGiulo, Michael G. BA, Commu-
nication Arts. Phila., PA. WEXP Ra-
dio.
Garraty, Marianne. BA, Psychology."
Phila., PA,
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Garvin, Christine M. BA, Biology.
Monroeville, PA. Alpha Chi Rho Lit-
tle Sisters, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi
Alpha Beta.
Gaudio, Joseph R. BA, Biology.
Middle Village, NY. Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Phi Alpha Beta, French Club.
Gauss, Robert K. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association.
Gavaghan, Maureen P. BS, Fi-
nance/Marketing. Fort Washington,
PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Financial
Management Association, Cross
Country-Track, Basketball Secre-
tary, Who's Who.
Gaworski, Matthew. BA, Biology.
St. Leon, W. Germany. Crew.
Genoese, Leandro. BS, Accounting.
Paulsboro, NJ. Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Association, Business Hon-
or Society.
Gervasi, Stephen P. BS, Manage
ment. Phila., PA.
Geyer, Mary. BA, Mathematics/
Computer Science. Upper Darby,
PA. Residence Council, La Salle
Singers, Collegium Musicum, Intra-
murals, Alpha Epsilon, Who's
Who
Giambi, Leonardo. BA, Biology.
Chevy Chase, MD.
Gibbons, Michael S. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa The-
ta, Criminal Justice Association, In-
tramurals.
Gillespie, Sheila A. BS, Marketing.
Glenside, PA. Marketing Associ-
ation, Business Honor Society.
Giuffrida, John S., Jr. BA, Manage
ment/Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Moorestown, NJ. Tau Kappa
Epsilon, American Society for Per-
sonnel Administrators.
Giuliani, Mary Beth M. BS, Fi
nance/Accounting. Wyncote, PA.
Phi Gamma Nu, Business Honor So-
ciety, Explorer.
Goldman, Lisa. BA, Biology. Phila.,
PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta, Gri-
moire, Newtonian Society, Aca-
demic Discovery Program Tutor.
Gonzalez, Awilda. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
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Gray, Saundra E. BA, Sociology/
Criminal Justice. Phila., PA. Span-
ish Club.
Griffith, Donna M. BS, Marketing/
Personnel and Labor Relations.
Phila., PA. Marketing Association,
Business Honor Society, American
Society for Personnel Administra-
tors.
Grob, Michelle. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Grover, Neil Anthony. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa
Theta, Students' Government Asso-
ciation, Who's Who.
Grunewald, Gerald C. BA, Chemis-
try. Phila., PA. Gavel Society, Chy-
mian Society, Honors Board,
Who's Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Guecia, Carl J. BS, Accounting. Bay-
ville, NY. Phi Gamma Delta, Alpha
Epsilon.
Guerin, Patrick. BS, Accounting.
Levittown, PA. Accounting Associ-
ation, Beta Alpha, Intramurals,
Thinking About Drinking.
Guerriero, Daniel A. BA, Account-
ing. Levittown, PA.
Halpin, Denise Joan. BA, English.
Jenkintown, PA.
Hammond, Guina M. BA, English/
Communication Arts. Phila., PA.
Hanahan, James, Jr. BA, Secon
dary Education. Warminster, PA.
Haney, Patricia. BA, Special Educa-
tion. Southampton, PA. La Salle
Singers, Council for Exceptional
Children.
Hart, James W. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon
Rho, Special Activities Board of Di-
rectors.
Harvey, Kevin P. BS, Management
Information Systems/Finance/
Quantitative Analysis. Phila., PA.
Business Honor Society, Society for
the Advancement of Management,
Management Department Board, Fi-
nancial Management Association.
Haselbarth, John J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Accounting Associ-
ation, Business Honor Society, Beta
Alpha.
Havey, Christine L. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Heany, Catherine E. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA.
Heberley, Teresa C. BA, Computer
Science. Cinnaminson, NJ. Kappa
Mu Epsilon, Delta Sigma Pi.
Hellerick, Susan J. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Langhorne, PA. Busi-
ness Honor Society, Accounting As-
sociation.
Hennessy, Ann M. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. King of Prus-
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sia, PA. Alpha Theta Alpha, Ameri-
can Society for Personnel Adminis-
trators, Residence Council.
Hennessy, Patrick. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association.
Hennessy, Timothy C. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Accounting
Association.
Herman, Joseph M. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association.
Hickey, Elizabeth Anne. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., PA. Marketing Asso-
ciation.
Higgins, John D. BS, Marketing/Fi-
nance. Glenside, PA. Delta Sigma
Pi.
Hill, Lynne M. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Hipps, Kevin J. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Hirl, Laura A. BS, Accounting/Fi-
nance. Hammonton, NJ. Alpha Chi
Rho Little Sisters, Residence Coun-
cil, Intramurals.
Hogan, Christine M. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Alpha Chi Rho Little Sis-
ters.
Hopkins, Elizabeth. BS, Manage
ment/Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Southampton, PA. Society for
the Advancement of Management,
American Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators, Alpha Epsilon.
Hopkins, Maureen S. BS, Market-
ing. North Hills, PA. Business Hon-
or Society, Marketing Association.
Horn, Colleen. BA, Special Educa-
tion. Chalfont, PA. Tennis, Business
Honor Society, Alpha Epsilon.
Howard, Patricia A. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Huck, Joseph R., Jr. BS, Finance.
Reading, PA. Alpha Epsilon, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Business Honor So-
ciety.
Hunter, Robert E. BS, Finance/Mar
keting. Coatesville, PA. Sigma Phi
Lambda.
Hurchik, Susan M. BA, Psychology.
Ventnor, NJ. Gamma Phi Beta,
Crew.
Hutchinson, Thomas J. BS, Ac
counting. Phila., PA. Intramurals,
Accounting Association.
Hyman, Lynette. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Matawah, NJ. Intramurals.
lannarelli, Louis B. BS, Accounting.
Southampton, PA. Accounting As-
sociation, Beta Alpha, Intramurals,
Accounting Board.
Irvine, J. Robert. BS, Marketing.
Flourtown, PA. Track.
Jackson, C. Robert., Jr. BS, Man-
agement/Marketing. Phila., PA.
Jackson, Vanessa Camille. BS,
Seniors
Marketing. Phila., PA. Phi Beta Sig-
ma Doves.
Jacob, Terrence J. BS, Accounting.
Springfield, PA. Ice Hockey Club,
Accounting Association, Beta Al-
pha.
James, Kevin V. BA, Biology/Fine
Arts. Phila., PA. Gallery Associates,
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Fine Arts De-
partmental Board.
Janicki, Camille. BA, Communica-
tions. Norristown, PA.
Jarvis, Paul G. BS, Marketing.
Brockton, MA. Swimming, Market-
ing Association.
Jaster, Kathleen A. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Marketing Association.
Jastrzebski, Elizabeth. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA.
Jeffers, Joanne. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Jelen, Am\; Maria. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Phi Alpha Beta, Gamma
Phi Beta, Who's Who.
Johannesen, Susan. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Broomall, PA.
Johnson, Glenn R. BA, Communica-
tion Arts. Burlington, NJ. Intramur-
als.
Jones, Michael J. BS, Management/
Accounting. Richboro, PA. WEXP
Radio.
Jones, Sharon L. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Jones, Stephen G. BA, Computer
Science/Management. Norristown,
PA.
Jordan, Michael. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Business Honor Society,
Financial Management Association,
Investment Club.
Jordan, Stephen. BS, Management/
Personnel and Labor Relations.
Phila., PA. American Society for
Personnel Administrators, Society
for the Advancement of Manage-
ment, Intramurals.
Josiah, Ranjit. BA, Biology. Lu-
zerne, PA. Newtonian Society, Inter-
national Club, Alpha Epsilon Delta,
Alpha Epsilon.
Jurado, Monica S. BA, English/
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Who's Who.
Kaczaj, Roman Daniel. BA, Biol-
ogy/Russian. Cheltenham, PA.
Ukrainian Club, Right to Life Com-
mittee, College Republicans.
Kain, Elisabeth J. BS, Marketing.
Blue Bell, PA. Marketing Associ-
ation.
Kallas, Tracey A. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu Epsi-
lon Honor Society.
Kallish, Michele. BA, Biology. Mea-
dowbrook, PA. Gamma Phi Beta,
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Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha
Beta.
Kanigowski, Walter. BA, Math
ematics/Accounting. Delran, NJ.
Beta Alpha, Chess Club, Business
Honor Society, Bowling League.
Karanjia, Homyar Noshir. BA, Bi-
ology. Marlton, NJ. International
Club, Phi Alpha Beta, Alpha Epsilon
Delta.
Kauffman, Jane Marie. BA, Com-
puter Science. Pennsauken, NJ.
Field Hockey, Women's Basketball
Manager.
Kelly, Anita Therese. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Phila., PA.
Kelly, Joseph. BA, Mathematics/
Computer Science. Folcroft, PA.
Kelly, Kathleen L. BS, Marketing/
Management. Mountainside, NJ.
Cross-Country, Phi Gamma Nu, In-
door/Outdoor Track, Marketing As-
sociation.
Kelly, Larry. BS, Management. El-
kins Park, PA. Alpha Chi Rho.
Kenville, Michael F. BA, Biology.
Delran, NJ. Pi Kappa Phi, Intramur-
als.
Kerrigan, Thomas E., Jr. BS, Man
agement. Churchville, PA. Baseball,
Investment Club.
Kiggins, John D. BA, Communica
tion Arts. Manhasset, NY. Who's
Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Kim, Kwan. BA, Biology. Chelten-
ham, PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta.
King, Bernard F. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Sigma Phi Lambda, Al-
pha Epsilon.
King, Sandra Jeane. BS, Finance/
Accounting. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma
Theta, Black Students of La Salle,
Investment Club, Financial Manage-
ment Association.
Kipp, David G. BA, Communication
Arts. Elmwood Park, NJ. Phi Gam-
ma Delta, Alpha Epsilon Rho,
WEXP Radio.
Klein, Maureen A. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Field Hockey,
Track.
Kline, Gerald L. BA, Biology. Jen-
kintown, PA.
Klink, Maria P. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Beta Alpha.
Koletty, Joseph R. BS, Accounting.
Warminster, PA. Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Association, Accounting
Departmental Board, Students'
Government Association.
Kondan, Richard A. BA, Biology.
Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Konrad, Irma Rita. BS, Manage-
ment/Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Phila., PA. Right to Life Com-
mittee, Business Honor Society,
American Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators.
Kopertowski, Diane M. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., PA.
Kopstein, Fran D. BA, Spanish.
Phila., PA. Hillel, Spanish Club.
Koszarek, Irene H. BA, Chemistry.
Phila., PA. Chymian Society, Hon-
ors Board, Collegian, Explorer,
Alpha Epsilon.
Kowalczyk, Susan M. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu
Epsilon.
Kristire, Kimberly Ann. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., PA. Marketing Asso-
ciation.
Kroculick, Janet Irene. BA, Special
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Education. Binghamton, NY. Span-
ish Club, Intramurals.
Kurtas, Barbara A. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Lachmuth, Teresa. BA, English/Re-
ligion. Phila., PA.
Lally, Christopher Scott. BA, Com
munication Arts. Bayonne, NJ. Al-
pha Epsilon Rho, "Both Sides
Now."
Lamb, Teresa Marie. BA, Psycholo
gy/Finance. Phila., PA. Psi Chi, In-
tramurals.
Langan, Thomas J., Jr. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Phila., PA. Criminal Jus-
tice Association, Student Social
Work Association, Alpha Iota.
LaPergola, Marc A. BS, Account
ing. Phila., PA.
Lautenbacher, David V. BA, Com-
puter Science. Levittown, PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Layos, Eugene Cerezo. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA. Spanish Club.
Lebair, William J. BA, Computer
Science. North Hills, PA.
Ledwith, John. BS, Marketing. Nor-
ristown, PA.
Lemly, James. BS, Management/
Marketing. Phila., PA.
Lenaghan, Patricia A. BA, English.
Medford, NJ. Alpha Theta Alpha,
English Club, Residence Council.
Levenberg, Joann. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., PA.
Levin, Allison. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Lewis, Karen. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Lewis, Ralph A., IL BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA. Basketball.
Lieberman, Glenn Stuart. BA, Biol-
ogy. Plymouth Meeting, PA. Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta, Chy-
mian Society.
Lifka, Reed C. BS, Management/
Marketing. Rochester, NY. Sigma
Phi Lambda, Cheerleading, Resi-
dence Council, Intramurals.
Lindley, Joanne Marie. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA.
Lisicki, Ronald. BS, Finance. Bensa-
lem, PA.
Liszewski, Maryann. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA.
Lloyd, Maria. BA, English. Whitehall,
PA. Health Care Administration So-
ciety, Right to Life Committee.
Loessy, Donna. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Morrisville, PA.
Logan, Patrick C. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Financial Management
Association.
Long, Kathleen. BA, Elementary
Education. Phila., PA.
Lovelace, Richard. BA, Psychology.
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Bristol, PA.
Lucas, Jill. BA, Psychology. Flor-
ence, NJ. Alpha Theta Alpha, Resi-
dence Council, Intramurals, Psi-Chi.
Lundby, Sigrid E. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Business Honor Society.
Luongo, Deborah. BA, Computer
Science. Rockledge, PA. Phi Gam-
ma Nu, Field Hockey, Intramurals.
Lutara, Helen A. BA, Education.
Phila., PA. La Salle Christian Fel-
lowship.
Luzi, Diana F. BA, Education/Span-
ish/Italian. Wyomissing, PA. Italian
Club, Spanish Club.
Lynch, Thomas J. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi
Alpha Beta, Who's Who, Alpha
Epsilon.
Maccaro, Michael Vincent. BS,
Management. Westwood, NJ. Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Machon, Daniel. BS, Accounting.
Norristown, PA.
Mackey, Joseph, Jr. BS, Account
ing/Computer Science. Fairlawn,
NJ. Track, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Beta
Alpha, Residence Council, Who's
Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Maclean, Gerard E. BA, English/
Computer Science. Lansdale, PA.
Sigma Phi Lambda, Alpha Epsilon.
Magee, Freda K. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association,
Black Students of La Salle.
Magee, Vincent. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Maggetti, L. Gregory. BA, Econom-
ics. Huntingdon Valley, PA. French
Club, Omicron Delta Epsilon.
Maguire, Michael. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Mahedy, Tom. BSW, Social Work.
Ocean Township, NJ. Peace Group,
Who's Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Maile, Donna M. BS, Marketing/
Management. Flanders, NJ. Gamma
Phi Beta, La Salle Entertainment Or-
ganization.
Makaila, Michael T. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Mallon, Jody Elizabeth. BS, Ac-
counting. Erdenheim, PA.
Maneri, Peter J. BS, Marketing.
Holmdel, NJ. Marketing Associ-
ation.
Mankowski, Loretta. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA. La Salle Sing-
ers, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Manning, John C, Jr. BS, Finance.
Haddonfield, NJ.
Marazzo, Joseph Paul, Jr. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phila., PA.
Marconi, Mark. BS, Management.
Morris Plains, NJ.
Marinella, Jacquelyn. BS, Market-
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ing/Finance. Hammonton, NJ. Field
Hockey, Intramurals, Women's Bas-
ketball Statistician.
Mario, Anna H. BSW, Social Work.
Phila., PA.
Market, Vincent J. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Investment Club.
Marks, Michael S. BS, Marketing.
Norristown, PA. Delta Sigma Pi.
Mateja, Lisa A. BA, Public Adminis-
tration/Finance. Norristown, PA.
Residence Council.
Mattie, Susan E. BS, Management.
North Wales, PA. Society for the
Advancement of Management, Stu-
dents' Government Association,
Business Honors Society, Gamma
Phi Beta.
Mazurek, Christine. BA, Geology.
Phila., PA. Geology Club, Softball.
Mazzei, Vince. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Pi, Intra-
murals.
McBride, Dennis J. BA, English/
Communication Arts. Phila., PA.
WEXP Radio, Intramurals.
McBride, Patrice. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Stratford, NJ.
McBride, William Joseph, Jr. BA,
German. Phila., PA.
McBryan, Peggy. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Intramurals, Accounting
Association.
McCabe, Patrick J. BS, Finance. Vil-
lanova, PA.
McCaffrey, Kathleen. BA, Special
Education. Phila., PA. Education
Society.
McCann, Maureen.
McCann, Susan M. BA, Secondary
Education. Lafayette Hill, PA. Al-
pha Theta Alpha, Residence Coun-
cil.
McCausland, Kevin Michael. BS,
Marketing. Chalfont, PA. Delta Sig-
ma Pi, Marketing Association.
McCloskey, Daniel J. BS, Finance/
Marketing. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa
Theta, Financial Management Asso-
ciation.
McCloskey, Michael C. BS, Ac
v* r -si A A
counting. Narberth, PA. Delta Sig-
ma Pi.
McCloskey, William T. BA, Com
puter Science. Phila., PA. Sigma Phi
Lambda, Cheerleading.
McCreavy, Robert J. BS, Manage-
ment. Lafayette Hill, PA. La Salle
Entertainment Organization, Intra-
murals, Investment Club.
McDade, Colleen. BA, Communica-
tions. Cape May, NJ.
McDaniels, Patricia A. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA. Collegian, Gri-
moire. Explorer, Alpha Epsilon.
McDermott, Michael V. BS, Ac
counting/Finance. Hatboro, PA.
Soccer, Beta Alpha, Accounting As-
sociation.
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McDevitt, Carol A. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
McDevitt, Michael E. BS, Account
ing. Wheaton, IL. Accounting Asso-
ciation, Crew.
McDonald, Nora. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., PA. Council for Ex-
ceptional Children.
McGee, James. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
McGee, Mary E. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu Epsilon
Honor Society, Intramurals, Kappa
Mu Epsilon.
McGinn, Mark Laurence. BA, Com
munications. Broomall, PA.
Masque.
McGonagle, Vincent A. BA, Eco-
nomics. Ambler, PA. Who's Who.
McGonigal, Maureen L. BA, Com-
munications/Marketing. Walling-
ford, PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Alpha
Epsilon Rho, Marketing Associ-
ation, Intramurals, Who's Who.
McGovem, Brian F. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Marketing Association.
McHugh, Patrick. BA, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association,
WEXP Radio.
McHugh, Timothy P. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
McHugh, Walter J. BS, Manage
ment Information Systems. Phila.,
PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Inter Fraterni-
ty-Sorority Council.
McKeever, Elizabeth. BA, Political
Science. Phila., PA.
McKenna, Thomas J. BS, Finance/
Management. Phila., PA.
McKeown, Karen Ann. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Grenloch, NJ. Phi Gam-
ma Nu, Criminal Justice Society, So-
ciety for the Advancement of Man-
agement.
McMullen, Richard. BS, Finance
Phila., PA.
McNally, Colleen. BA, Education.
Camden, NJ. Softball.
McNamara, Rose. BS, Marketing/
Management. Ocean City, NJ.
McNichols, Teresa A. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Business Honor Society.
McNulty, William Gregory. BS, Ac-
counting. Middletown, PA. Student
Accounting Board, Intramurals.
Means, Elizabeth Graham. BA, So-
ciology. Phila., PA. Health Care Ad-
ministration Society, Sociology De-
partmental Board.
Mento, Nicholas V. BS, Accounting.
Seniors
Phila., PA. Accounting Association,
Beta Alpha, Intramurals.
Meo, Celeste D. BS, Accounting.
Chalfont, PA. Phi Gamma Nu, Beta
Alpha, Business Honor Society.
Messa, Charles A., III. BA, Biology.
Downingtown, PA. Swimming, Al-
pha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta,
Pi Kappa Phi.
Miklusek, Kristine Maria. BA,
Communication Arts. York, PA. Ju-
dicial Board, Orientation Team,
Communications Departmental
Board, Alpha Epsilon Rho, Who's
Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Milcarsky, Anthony J. BS, Manage-
ment/Finance. Phila., PA. Delta Sig-
ma Pi.
Miller, Danielle M. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Pottsville, PA.
Cheerleading, Gamma Phi Beta.
Miller, Raymond C. BS, Account-
ing/Management. Phila., PA.
Mills, Joan Margaret. BA, Comput-
er Science. Glenolden, PA.
Minnigh, Philip. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Levittown, PA. Alpha Chi
Rho, Intramurals.
Montrella, Eileen M. BS, Market-
ing/International Studies. Oreland,
PA. Phi Gamma Nu, Marketing As-
sociation.
Mooney, Jeanmarie. BA, Communi-
cation Arts/Marketing. Jenkintown,
PA. Soccer Manager, Residence
Council, Intramurals, Alpha Epsilon
Rho.
Moore, Anthony. BS, Marketing.
Sicklerville, NJ. Swimming, Black
Students of La Salle.
Moore, John. BA, Communications/
Marketing. Metuchen, NJ. Masque,
Collegian, College Republicans.
Morrissey, Patricia Anne. BS, Man-
agement Information Systems. Fort
Washington, PA. Intramurals, La
Salle Entertainment Organization,
Gamma Phi Beta.
Mortenson, Nancy. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Crew, Committee on Ap-
palachian Life, Orientation Staff, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Morton, Marlene E. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Churchville, PA.
Business Honor Society.
Mosca, Denise C. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Intramurals, French
Club, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Al-
pha Beta.
Mostak, Michael B. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
American Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators, Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Motz, Joseph G. BS, Marketing/
Seniors
Management. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa
Theta, Marketing Association.
Moynihan, Michael T. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Financial Managennent
Association.
Mshomba, Richard E. BA, Econom-
ics/Philosophy. Arusha, Tanzania.
Omicron Delta Epsilon, Internation-
al Club.
MuUan, Anne M. BA, English.
Churchville, PA. Alpha Epsilon.
MuUin, Mark IV. BA, English/Inter-
nationa! Studies. Oaklyn, NJ. Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Muniz, Silvia Maria. BA, Psycholo-
gy-
Murone, Carl. BS, Marketing. Du-
bois, PA.
Murphy, Anne Marie. BS, Market
ing. Churchville, PA. Swimming,
Health Care Administration Soci-
ety.
Murphy, Cathleen V. BS, Account-
ing/Management. Phila., PA.
Murphy, James M. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Intramurals.
Naulty, A. BA, Special Education.
Phila., PA.
Neary, William Robert. BA, Eng
lish. Goshen, CT. Phi Gamma Delta.
Nepps, Marilyn T. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., PA. Education Soci-
ety, Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren.
New, Kristina Lyn. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu Epsi-
lon, Collegian, German Depart-
mental Board, Mathematics/Com-
puter Science Departmental Board.
Newsome, John Blaise. BS, Ac-
counting/Quantitative Analysis. Be-
verly, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsilon, Ac-
counting Association.
Nolan, Roger L. BS, Health Care Ad-
ministration/Marketing. Hunting-
don Valley, PA. Health Care Admin-
istration Society, Baseball, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Residence Council.
Nolan, Shawn Patrick. BA, Com-
puter Science/Communication
Arts. Hatfield, PA. Sigma Phi Lamb-
da, Collegium Musicum, Who's
Who.
O'Brien, Michael M. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
O'Grady, Noreen Cornelia. BA, Po-
litical Science. Newtown Square,
PA.
Olejniczak, Kenneth M. BS, Mar-
keting/Management. Phila., PA.
O'Neill, Maureen P. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Italian Club,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
O'Reilly, Ursula. BA, Communica-
tion Arts. Phila., PA. Gamma Sigma
Sigma.
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Oristaglio, Regina Marie. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA. Track, Equestrian
Team, Field Hockey, Alpha Epsilon
Delta.
O'Rourke, Robert James. BS, Ac
counting. Cinnaminson, NJ. Tau
Kappa Epsilon, WEXP Radio.
Orsuto, Teresa Rose. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Cherry Hill, NJ. Alpha Theta Al-
pha.
Ortell, Carl A. BS, Accounting. Marl-
ton, NJ.
Ortiz, Vivian. BA, Spanish/English.
Phila., PA. Spanish Club.
O'Shaughnessy, Timothy G. BS,
Accounting. Phila., PA. Business
Honor Society.
Palys, Christine Marie. BS, Person-
nel and Labor Relations/Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management, Ameri-
can Society for Personnel
Administrators.
Pancoast, Charlene. BA, Elemen-
tary Education. Phila., PA.
Panebianco, Donnamarie A. BS,
Management/Health Care Adminis-
tration. Phila., PA. Accounting As-
sociation, Health Care Administra-
tion Society.
Pasquale, Gregory B. BA, Political
Science. Baskingridge, NJ. Phi
Kappa Theta.
Patanovich, Bryan A. BS, Account-
ing. Bensalem, PA.
Patrick, Michele Mary. BA, Eco-
nomics/History. Phila., PA. Gavel,
Collegian, Grimoire, Omicron
Delta Epsilon, Alpha Epsilon,
Who's Who.
Patton, Karen Maria. BS, Account-
ing/Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Beta Alpha, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Pavone, Robert. BS, Accounting.
Oaklyn, NJ. Intramurals, Business
Honor Society.
Pearlman, Given. BS, Management.
Phila., PA. Management Depart-
mental Board.
Peca, Maria. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA. La Salle College Accounting
Standards Board.
Pedicone, Kathleen E. BS, Manage-
ment. Lansdale, PA. Tennis, Phi
Gamma Nu, Health Care Adminis-
tration Society, Alpha Epsilon.
Peiffer, John P., Jr. BA, Economics.
Phila., PA.
Pellegrino, A. BA, German/Philos-
ophy. Langhorne, PA. Cartesian
Club, Phi Sigma Iota.
Pendergast, Martin. BS, Account-
ing/Management. Phila., PA. Busi-
ness Honor Society, American Soci-
ety for Personnel Administrators,
Accounting Departmental Board.
Penny, Rosemary. BS, Marketing.
Chalfont, PA.
Peracchia, Anthony R. BA, Math-
ematics/Quantitative Analysis.
Phila., PA.
Pesce, Marygrace E. BS, Account-
ing. North Wales, PA. Beta Alpha,
La Salle Singers, Business Honor
Society.
Petrillo, Elizabeth T. BS, Finance/
Economics. Colonia, NJ. Alpha The-
ta Alpha, Omicron Delta Business
Honor Society, Who's Who.
Phelan, Carolyn A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Financial Management Asso-
ciation,
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Petrillo, Elizabeth T. BS, Finance/
Economics. Colonia, NJ. Alpha The-
ta Alpha, Omicron Delta Epislon Fi-
nancial Management Association,
Business Honor Society, Who's
Who.
Phelan, Carolyn A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Phi Gamma Nu, Resi-
dence Council, Beta Alpha, Intra-
murals.
Phillips, G. Christian. BA, Political
Science. Avalon, NJ. Phi Gamma
Delta, Political Science Association.
Pickering, James H., Jr. BA, Eco-
nomics/Political Science. Phila.,
PA. Collegium Musicum, Gavel So-
ciety, Omicron Delta Epsilon, La
Salle Singers, Who's Who, Alpha
Epsilon.
Pinel, Diane V. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Pollock, Lorraine Caroline. BS, Fi-
nance/Computer Science. Phila.,
PA.
Pomponi, Maria L. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association, American Society for
Personnel Administrators.
Pomponio, Barbara Ann. BA,
Communications. Wood-Ridge, NJ.
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Collegian,
La Salle Entertainment Organiza-
tion, Who's Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Porreca, Kathleen M. BA, Criminal
Justice. Millville, NJ.
Powell, Collette Elise. BA, Eng
lish/Liberal Arts. Arlington, VA.
Education Society, Council for Ex-
ceptional Children, La Salle Enter-
tainment Organization, Cross Coun-
try.
Proko, Richard P. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Cross Country,
Track.
Proto, Patricia A. BA, Computer
Science. Medford, NJ. Right to Life
Committee, Community Service
Volunteer, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Prucella, Jack. BA, Mucis/Commu-
nication Arts. Pennsauken, NJ.
WEXP Raio.
Purul, Monica L. BS, Finance. Hun-
tingdon Valley, PA. Financial Man-
agement Association, Alpha Chi
Rho.
Pyne, Francis J., Jr. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila., PA. Intramur-
als.
Pyrih, Helen S. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Ukrainian Club.
Quarles, Jeanne A. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Phila., PA. Accounting
Association.
Rapa, Renee Ann. BA, Spanish/
Russian. West Caldwell, NJ. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Spanish Club, Orienta-
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tion Leader, Who's Who, Alpha
Epsilon.
Rawa, Karen L. BS, Finance/Span-
ish. Hilltown, PA. Gamma Sigma
Sigma, Spanish Club, Financial Man-
agement Association, Volleyball.
Readinger, Michael. BA, Psycholo
gy. Phila., PA.
Reid, Sheryl. BS, Undecided Busi-
ness Administration. Media, PA.
Cross Country, Track.
Reilly, Jeannette Cooke Arm-
strong. BA, Biology. Paulsboro, NJ.
Student Trainer, Phi Alpha Beta,
Reilly, Robert. BS, Management.
Wayne, NJ.
Reining, Michael F. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Reitmeyer, Edward J. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Turnersville, NJ. Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Wrestling, Who's
Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Reynolds, James J. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Richard, Dave W. BA, English. West
Chester, PA. Track, Residence
Council.
Riley, Edward M., Jr. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA.
Rivero, Maria Caridad. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA. Spanish Club,
American Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators.
Rizzo, Josephine. BA, Computer
Science/French. Phila., PA. Phi
Gamma Nu, Collegian, French
Club.
Roarty, Catherine E. BS, Finance.
Bristol, PA.
Robert, Alama D. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Roddy, James. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Rodgers, Joseph. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., PA.
Rodolico, John S. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Roe, Marie T. BS, Finance. Oly-
phant, PA. French Club.
Rogers, Kathleen Marie. BA, Com-
munication Arts. West Orange, NJ.
Gamma Phi Beta, Alpha Epsilon
Rho, Orientation Leader, Who's
Who, Alpha Epsilon.
Rogers, Yvette Mary. BA, English/
Spanish. Chester, PA. English Club,
St. Thomas More Law Society.
Rossi, Michael. BA, Marketing/
French. Phila., PA. French Club, Pi
Delta Phi.
Rosso, Pamela Anne. BA, Commu-
nication Arts/Marketing. Phila., PA.
Alpha Epsilon Rho, WEXP Radio.
Rowan, Michael J. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA.
Ruane, Margaret. BA, Special Edu-
^^-
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cation. Phila., PA. Council for Ex-
ceptional Children, Education Soci-
ety.
Rubino, Denise Ann. BA, Commu
nications. Nutley, NJ. Gavel Soci-
ety, St. Thomas More Law Society,
Grimoire.
Ruscitelli, Anthony. BA, Psycholo
gy. Willow Grove, PA.
Rush, Joseph. BS, Accounting. At-
lantic City, NJ. Delta Sigma Pi, In-
tramurals.
Rushton, William L. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Russell, Christopher L. BS, Man-
agement. Elkins Park, PA. Phi Beta
Sigma, Black Students of La Salle,
Orientation Staff, Track, Who's
Who.
Russell, Julia.
Sadowl, Robert K. BS, Marketing.
Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Salwach, Stanley. BA, Communica-
tions/Russian. Phila., PA. WEXP
Radio, Alpha Epsilon Rho.
Santry, Robert. BA, English/Histo-
ry. Rumson, NJ. Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon, Pep Band, Chess Club.
Schaffling, Helen E. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Schaub, Gregory P. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Cherry Hill, NJ. Wres-
tling, Beta Alpha, Accounting Asso-
ciation.
Scheerle, F. Robert, Jr. BS, Ac
counting. Phila., PA. Accounting
Association.
Schieck, Scott M. BA, Communica-
tions/Marketing. Reading, PA. Del-
ta Sigma Pi, Intramurals.
Seiberlich, Elizabeth A. BS, Ac
counting. Hatboro, PA. Gamma Phi
Beta, Beta Alpha, Accounting Asso-
ciation, Who's Who, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Semeraro, Marianna. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA.
Sheehan, Timothy E. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Thorndale, PA. Delta
Sigma Pi, Business Honor Society,
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Beta Alpha, Intramurals.
Shepherd, Kimberly A. BS, Fi
nance. Southampton, PA. Gamma
Phi Beta.
Sherman-Harper, Tawana. BS,
Marketing. Phila., PA. Marl^eting
Association, Crew.
Signoretta, Nicholas M. BS, Fi-
nance. Camden, NJ. Delta Sigma Pi,
Business Honor Society.
Silvestri, Leo F. BS, Accounting/Fi-
nance. Willow Grove, PA. Account-
ing Association, Beta Alpha.
Simon, Joseph. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. Baseball, Tennis,
Intramurals.
Simonson, Lisa A. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi
Alpha Beta, Collegian.
Simpson, Andrea. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Field Hockey, American Society for
Personnel Administrators, Phi Gam-
ma Nu.
Siravo, Rocco. BS, Management.
Phila., PA. Golf.
Sitler, Lori. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA. Criminal Justice Associ-
ation, Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Iota,
Who's Who.
Slaugenhoupt, David Krebs. BA,
German/History. Willow Grove,
PA.
Slevin, Karen T. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila., PA. Alpha Chi
Rho Little Sisters, Society for the
Advancement of Management.
Smith, Bemadette. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA.
Smith, Carl H. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. WEXP Radio, Film
Society, Jazz Band, Karate Club.
Smith, Jeffrey A. BA, Geology. War-
minster, PA. Soccer.
Smith, Jessica Felice. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA. Intramurals, La Salle
Entertainment Organization, Cais-
son Club.
Spalding, Lina T. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., PA. International
Club.
Spivack, David Allan. BS, Account-
ing. Richboro, PA. Business Honor
Society.
Spuhler, Brian J. BS, Marketing/
Management. Cherry Hill, NJ. Ger-
man Club, Business Honor Society,
Marketing Association.
Squilla, Mark F. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Suarez, Alba M. BS, Accounting.
Doylestown, PA. Alpha Theta Al-
pha, Accounting Association, Span-
ish Club.
Suarez, Fernando A. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
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Stadik, Gail Marie. BS, Manage-
ment. Bensalem, PA.
Stephenson, Laurie. BA, Special
Education. Phila., PA.
Stevenson, Robert J. BS, Manage-
ment/International Studies. Phila.,
PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Masque, So-
ciety for the Advancement of Man-
agement.
Stroud, Bruce. BA, Biology. Phila.,
PA.
Stunder, Gregory J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Gavel Society.
Suleski, Robert. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Bensalem, PA. Criminal Justice
Association, College Republicans,
Spanish Club.
Sulik, Lorraine. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA.
Sullivan, Mary. BA, Special Educa-
tion. Southampton, PA.
Sutton, Gina R. BSW, Social Work.
Phila., PA.
Swierczewski, Barbara S. BA, Biol-
ogy. Reading, PA. Cheerleading.
Sydnor, Bemadette. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Marketing Association,
Phi Beta Sigma.
Szpyrka, Mark G. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., PA. WEXP Radio, Sig-
ma Beta Kappa, Film Society.
Talbot, Robert. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Levittown, PA. Residence
Council, La Salle Singers, WEXP
Radio, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Tamburri, Michael J. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., PA. Mar-
keting Association, College Republi-
cans, American Society for Person-
nel Administrators.
Tanzosh, Christine Marie. BA, Ge-
ology/Education. Bethlehem, PA.
Orientation Steering Committee,
Geology Club, Activities Funding
Board, Who's Who, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Tamoff, Joshua Michael. BA, Biol-
ogy, Phila., PA. Students' Govern-
ment Association, Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Phi Alpha Beta, Who's Who,
Alpha Epsilon.
Tepper, James J. BS, Marketing/
Psychology. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma
Pi, Marketing Association, College
Republicans.
Thomas, Mark A. BA, Russian. Day-
ton, PA.
Thompson, Lisa Renee. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA. American Soci-
ety for Personnel Administrators.
Thornton, Michael Anthony. BA,
Biology. Phila., PA. Film Society,
Jazz Band, Who's Who, Alpha Ep-
silon.
Tiano, Peter William. BA, Comput-
er Science. North Hills, PA. Basket-
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ball, Alpha Epsilon, Fantasy Role
Players.
Tieman, Robert. BS, Management.
Phila., PA. Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, American So-
ciety for Personnel Administrators.
Tonkinson, Jules P. BA, Communi-
cation Arts. Phila., PA.
Toomey, Paul J. BS, Accounting.
Broomall, PA. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Intramurals, Tau Kappa Phi.
Torres, Peter L. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Fleetwood, PA. Delta Sigma Pi,
Criminal Justice Association, Span-
ish Club, Cheerleading.
Toth, Carol A. BA, Mathematics/
Education. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu
Epsilon.
Trachttnan, Gary S. BA, Biology.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Phi Alpha Beta.
Tressel, Mark G. BS, Finance/Mar-
keting. Cherry Hill, NJ. Pi Kappa
Phi, Investment Club, Inter-Fraterni-
ty Sorority Council.
Trinacria, James J. BA, Economics.
Phila., PA. Sigma Beta Kappa, Omi-
cron Delta Epsilon.
Tropiano, Janet Marie. BA, Ele-
mentary Education. Phila., PA. In-
tramurals.
Tumasz, John V. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Intramurals.
Tumolo, John. BS, Marketing/Fi-
nance. Huntingdon Valley, PA. Resi-
dence Council, American Market
Association, Resident Hall Advisory
Board.
Turner, Laura B. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Business Honor Society, Finan-
cial Management Association, Fi-
nance Departmental Board.
Tursi, Paul. BA, Criminal Justice.
Riverside, NJ. Alpha Chi Rho,
Criminal Justice Association, Judici-
al Board, Committee on Appala-
chian Life, Who's Who.
Urbano, Karen. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Marketing Association,
Intramurals.
Valenti, Anthony. BS, Accounting/
Marketing. Marlton, NJ. Delta Sig-
ma Pi.
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VanBriggle, Susan.
Vandenberg, Pamela. BS. Finance/
Marketing. Phila.. PA. Explorer,
Business Honor Society, Phi Gam-
ma Nu, Inter Fraternity-Sorority
Council, Alpha Epsilon.
Vartn, Lena Michelle. BS. Account
ing. Phila., PA. Business Honor So-
ciety.
Vassalluzzo, Christopher J. BA,
Biology. Langhorne, PA. Alpha Ep-
silon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta, Stu-
dents' Government Association,
Tennis.
Veneri, Harry J. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA. Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, Marketing As-
sociation.
Verde, Anthony M. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Intra-
murals.
Vemacchio, Albert. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Intramurals.
Vesho, Kathleen. BA, Computer
Science/Mathematics. Phila., PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Waddington, Joseph Patrick. BS,
Accounting. Warminster, PA. Golf,
Phi Kappa Theta.
Waddington, Kathleen Golden.
BA, Biology/Psychology. Phila.,
PA. Students' Government Associ-
ation, Alpha Theta Alpha.
Wagner, Mary R. BS, Marketing/
Personnel and Labor Relations.
Southampton, PA. Alpha Theta Al-
pha, Marketing Association.
Wagner, George A., Jr. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA. Black Students
of La Salle.
Walker, Olivia.
Walsh, Matthew. BA, Geology.
Newburyport, MA. Geology Club.
Walters, Linda. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Walters, William W. BA, Comput
er Science. Mays Landing, NJ.
Ward, Theresa A. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Lafayette Hill, PA.
Weiner, LeAnne S. BS, Manage
ment. Coplay, PA. Residence Coun-
Wenzel, Suzanne Marie. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Southampton, PA.
Education Society, Council for Ex-
ceptional Children.
Whalen, Kevin P. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Whelihan, Michael S. BS, Account
ing. Phila., PA.
White, James Holt.
White, Patrick Joseph. BS, Fi
nance. Phila., PA.
White, Torpey J. BS, Accounting.
Lansdowne, PA. Cross Country,
Track.
Whitehead, Robin Lynne. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Phila., PA. Council
for Exceptional Children, Education
Society, Who's Who, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Whittle, Thomas W., IIL BS, Ac
counting. Mahwah, NJ. Beta Alpha,
Accounting Association.
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Wiggins, David T. BA, English.
Phila., PA. Collegian, English De-
partmental Board.
Williams, Dorothy. BSW, Social
Work. Phila., PA.
Williams, Eika Lee. BS, Marketing.
Malvern, PA. Track, Cross Country,
Accounting Departmental Board,
American Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators.
Williams, Etta Gail Reeves. BA,
Communications/Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Theta,
Black Students of La Salle, Aca-
demic Discovery Program Tutor, Al-
pha Epsilon Rho.
Williams, Mae P. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., PA.
Wilson, Omar Karim. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Wiskowski, Elizabeth. BS, Person-
nel and Labor Relations/Marketing.
Hingham, MA.
Witt, Kathleen. BA, Communica-
tions. Prospect Park, PA.
Wolper, Joan M. BA, Computer Jo-
seph J. BS, Marketing. Norristown,
PA.
Wolpert, Frederick K., J. Norris-
town, PA.
Wolper, Intramurals.
Wood, Michael T. BA, Psychology.
Honesdale, PA.
Worstall, Daniel. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Intramurals, Accounting
Association.
Wright, Frederick. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Abington, PA.
Wright, Mary E. BSW, Social Work.
Medford Lakes, NJ.
Wright, P. Patrick. BA, History.
Norristown, PA.
Wurtenberg, Cheryl L. BA, Psy
chology. Phila., PA. Psi-Chi.
Wyatt, Walter G. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association.
Wylot, Lynn. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Yaksich, Leesa Ann. BA, Commu-
nications. Jackson, NJ. Masque, Al-
pha Theta Alpha.
Yarmolyk, Thomas M. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Delta Sigma Pi.
Yates, Richard Allen. BS, Market
ing/Communications. Niford, NJ.
Sigma Beta Kappa, Inter-Fraternity
Sorority Council.
Yip, Vida M. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Yoa, Mary.
Zambito, John I. BS, Management.
Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta.
Zarrilli, Mary. BS, Management/
Quantitative Analysis. Cinnamin-
son, NJ.
Zarzeczny, Mark. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Titusville, NJ. Delta Sigma Pi.
Zimba, Anthony A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Association,
Marketing Association.
Zimmerman, Robert. BA, Commu-
nications. Annadale, VA.
Zolfaghari, David. BA, Biology.
Huntingdon Valley, PA. Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Phi Alpha Beta, Alpha Epsi-
lon Delta, Residence Council,
Who's Who.
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Ackerman, Barbara L. BA, Biology. Phila
,
PA
Adams, Thomas D. BS, Accounting
Phila., PA.
Affeldt, Kenneth F. BA, Criminal Justice.
Norristown, PA.
Ahem, Kevin E. BA, Computer Science.
Perkasie, PA.
Ames. Kay F. BSW, Social Work. Phila,,
PA,
Anninos, Daniel. BA, Mathematics. Upper
Darby, PA.
Antoni, David F. BS, Accounting/Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA.
Augustine, Brian P. BA, Philosophy/Phys-
Phil, . PA,
Azarewlcz. Jerome J. BA, Psychology/
Computer Science, Phila,, PA,
Balke. Michael J. BA, Physics/Computer
Science Phila . PA,
Balot. Angela M. BA, Computer Science.
Warminster, PA.
Bamello, John T. BS, Marketing. Phila
,
PA.
Bamhlll, Brent M. BS. Management. Falls
Church, VA.
Barton. Timothy J. BA, Biology. Merion,
PA
Bechtel. John C. BS, Accounting. Warmin-
ster, PA.
Belch, Robert J. BS, Management. Penn-
sauken, NJ.
Benner, Amanda B. BS, Management/
English. Mount Laurel, NJ.
Bienkowskl, Teresa L. BA, Psychology
Phil PA.
Blasl. Christopher L. BS, Management.
Roseland, NJ,
Bono. Russell A. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Breen. Timothy M. BA, Political Science/
Communications. Phila., PA.
Bmlch, Joseph C. BS, Accounting. Jenkin-
town, PA.
Brown, Francis D. BS, Personnel and La-
bor Relations. Phila., PA.
Brown J. Gary. BA, Economics. Phila., PA.
Bulling, Thomas P. BA, Chemistry/Geoio
gy Holland, PA.
Bunch, Robert K. BA, German/Geology.
Phila., PA.
Burden, Matthew J. BS, Finance. Phila..
PA.
Burton, Phillip A. BA, Sociology. Phila..
PA.
Burton. Roberto A. BA, Computer Sci-
Phil,
, PA.
Butts, Albert. BA, Sociology. Phila., PA.
Calandra. Frederick J. BS, Accounting.
Williamstown, NJ
Campion. James P. BA, Chemistry/Politi-
cal Science. Phila., PA.
Cantarella. Domenlc T. BS, Management.
Phil, PA
Carson. Patricia A. Rose. BA, Education,
Biology, Phila., PA.
Clmlno. Samuel J. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Clntrontuna. Nayda R. BA, Education/
Spanish. Phila.. PA.
Clark, Sylvia D. BS, Accounting. Phila..
PA.
Clarke. Stephen T. BA, English. Phila.,
PA,
Coccodrilll, Steven A. BA, Communica-
Phil, PA.
Cogan. Timothy P. BA, Communications/
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Colbridge, Catherine P. BA, Special Edu
cation/Psychology. Ardsley, PA.
Corrato, Robert R. BA, Biology/Psycholo-
gy. Phila., PA.
Coyle, Patricia A. BSW, Social Work. Se-
canc. PA.
Cranney, Maurice F. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Cropper. Lynda M. BA, Special Education.
Phila., PA.
Crossett. Marcla A. BA, Sociology. Phila.,
Custer. Gregory G. BS, Management/Mar-
keting. Phila., PA.
Day. Charles M. BA, Education/Spanish
Phila., PA.
DeAngells. Ann D. BA, Elementary Educa-
tion West Chester. PA.
Demelo. Farley L. BS. Finance. Phila.. PA
Dlblasl. Paul Anthony. BA. English Er
denhcim. PA
DlLeo, Louis A. BA. Psychology. Croydon.
PA
DIMascia. Ernest A. BA, Education/Math-
ematics. Phila.. PA.
DlSlplo, Nicholas J. BS. Management.
Doody. Brian M. BS. Management. Phila..
PA
Dotzman, Douglas C. BS, Marketing Hun
tingdon Valley, PA.
Dougherty. Maureen Ann. BA, Computer
Science. Chalfont, PA
Dougherty, Ross J. BS, Accounting. Ha-
vertown, PA.
Dowting, James J. BA, Communications.
Phila., PA.
Dugan. Donald N.. Jr. BS, Management.
PA.
Dulln. Mllllcent F. BA. Computer Science.
Haddonfield, NJ.
Durkln. James IV. BS. Accounting. Hun-
tingdon Valley. PA.
Dynan. Kathleen J. BA. English/Finance.
Chalfont. PA.
Edwards. Rupert H. BA. Geology. Phila..
PA
Ehling, John C. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA
Ellis. Adam W. BA, Biology. Glenside, PA.
England. Joyce A. BA. Education/Geolo-
gy Phila.. PA.
Ennls, Steven G. BA. Computer Science.
Phil, PA
Eubanks. Kathleen A. BA, O
t.ons, Ridgefield, CT,
Evans, Gregory A. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Feller. Donna M. BA, English. Phila., PA.
Ferguson. Robert. BS. Accounting. Phila..
PA
Ferkl. Raymond A. BA. Computer Sci-
ence. Phila.. PA.
Ferullo, Joanne. BSW, Social Work. Ros-
lyn. PA.
Feulner, Jennifer M. BS. Marketing. Main-
land. PA
Fine. Feme W. BA. Psychology. Hunting-
don Valley PA.
FInkel. Helalne H. BSW. Social Work
Phil, , PA.
FInkelsteln. Marc C. BA. Biology. Phila..
PA.
Fltzpatrlck. William A. BA, English
Phila.. PA
Flammer. Linda J. BA, Psychology. Phila.,
PA.
Fluebr, John J. BS, Accounting. Chelten-
ham, PA.
Forest, Jonathan M. BS, Marketing. Buck-
ingham, PA.
Forkln. John J. BA, Russian/Political Sci-
ence Phila., PA.
Frazer, Patrick C. BA. Biology. Phila.. PA.
Fretond, Karen. BS. Management/Person-
nel and Labor Relations. Wyncote, PA.
Funchlon, John F. BA, Biology. Wynd-
moor. PA.
Gabai. Steven D. BA. Mathematics/Com-
puter Science. Glenside. PA.
Go;/agher, William J. BS. Marketing
Phila.. PA.
Gearhart. Donald L. BA. Computer Sci-
ence. Haddonfield. NJ.
Geraghty, Joseph R. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Gillespie, Timothy E. BS, Accounting/
Marketing, Glenside, PA.
Glmpet. Thomas F. BA. Communications/
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Gold. Richard E. BA, Computer Science
Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Goldberg. StacI L. BA, Psychology. Phila.,
PA
Goldfrad, Howard N. BS. Accounting
Cherry Hill. NJ.
Grady. Kelley A. BA, English. Phila., PA.
Graham. Robert F. BS. Accounting. Phila .
PA
Greely. Theresa M. BA, Biology/Comput-
er Science. Lansdale. PA.
Gregory, Thomas H.. Jr. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila.. PA.
Gross, Lynn D. BA. Special Education.
Phila.. PA.
Gunn. Joseph F.. Jr. BA. Psychology.
Phili PA.
Guzzt. Steven. BS. Marketing. Phila.. PA.
Hawthorne, Rosemarie A. BA. Computer
Science Phila.. PA.
Heffeman. Carolyn M. BA. Communica-
tions. Seekonk. MA.
Held, Richard J. BA, Biology. Phila., PA.
Henry. James M. BA, Political Science.
Denver, PA
Hering. Lisa A. BA. Psychology. Phila., PA.
Higglns. Suzanne. BS. Accounting. Phila..
PA
Holohan, Michael K. BA. Biology. Phila..
PA
Ho/up, John L. BA. Biology. Phila.. PA.
Houiard. Leslie. BA. Criminal Justice.
Wyncote. PA.
Hress. Ilona A. BA. Education/Religion.
Mahanoy City. PA.
Hubler. Cynthia C. BA. Computer Science.
Phila.. PA.
Huynh. Thong Hann. BA. Computer Sci-
Phil, PA.
Insall. Kathleen A. BA. Cri 1 Justic
Isabella. Anthony C. BS. Accounting.
Phila.. PA.
Jacobs, Lynne T. BA. Political Science/
Public Administration. Phila.. PA.
Johnson. Marie E. BS. Management.
Phil, . PA
Jonas, Christine A. BA. Communications.
Audubon. PA.
Jordan. Dana M. BS, Management/Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations. Phila.. PA.
Jordan, Robin C. BS. Accounting. Phila..
PA
Kane, Alexa L. BA. Religion. Phila.. PA.
Kang. MIra. BA. Computer Science. Bensa-
lem. PA,
Kapczynskl. Mark T. BS. Management.
Phila.. PA.
Keller. Larry. BA. Biology/Economics.
Phila.. PA.
Kelly. Anthony J. BS. Accounting. Town-
sends Inlet. NJ.
Kelly. Theodore. BA. Biology. Willingboro.
NJ.
Kesslick. Grace Ann. BA. Education/Eng-
lish. Warrington. PA.
KItnk. Joseph E. BS. Finance. Phila.. PA.
Kopytko. Eugene J. BA. Computer Sci-
ence. Phila.. PA.
Kouch. John C. BS. Accounting. Phila..
PA.
Kowalczyk. David C. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Kraynak, David W. BS, Marketing. Hat-
field, PA.
Kullck. Edward A. BS, Management/Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Kurceba. Kurt W. BA. Psychology. Phila..
PA.
Kurtz, John L. BA. Religion. Phila.. PA,
Kusnell. Julia L. BA. Communications.
Glenside. PA.
Lalena, Jill. BA. Special Education. Mullica
Hill. NJ.
Lamoreux. Michael P. BS. Accounting.
Bristol. PA.
JLarison, Terri A. BS. Personnel and Labor
Relations. Brookhaven. PA.
Lee. Jin Kl Paul. BS. Marketing/Manage-
ment. Oaklyn. NJ.
Lee. Joy A. BA. Special Education. Phila..
PA.
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Leedy, Michael K. BA. Computer Science.
Lebanon. PA
Lemalefant. Alexandre S. BA. Geology.
King of Prussia. PA.
Leonard, Richard P. BA. English. Phlla..
PA
Lesche. Debra M. BS. Finance/German.
Bridgelon. NJ.
Levis, Daniel P. BA. Geology. Broomall,
PA
Lleb, Michael B. BA. Psychology. Phlla..
PA.
Luca, Maribeth. BA. Biology Cherry Hill.
NJ.
Lucero, Joaquin P. BA. Computer Sci-
ence Warrington. PA.
Ludwig, John W. BA. English. Oneonta,
NY
Lynn. Laqueta D. BS. Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Madden, Jacqueline A. BS. Marketing.
Phil. . PA.
Mahoneii, Maureen A. BA. English
Churchville. PA.
Manleri, Robert L. BS. Marketing. William-
stonn. NJ.
Markmann. Daniel P. BA. Biology. Hun
tingdon Valley PA.
Maroney, Michael A. BS, Accounting. Ma-
ple Glen, PA.
Martin, Gregory. BA, Communications.
Yardley. PA.
Martin, Timothy J. BA, Computer Science.
De NJ.
Martlne, James J. BA. Communicatic
Ole NY.
Marvel, Paul J. BS. Accounting. Phila,, PA.
Matthews, John J. BS, Management/Mar-
keting. Phila.. PA
Mazurek, Joseph M. BA, Computer Sci-
ence/Mathematics. Phila., PA.
McAndrew, Mark T. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
McAnuIty, Francis. BS, Accounting/Man-
agement. Phila., PA.
McBrlde, Michael J. BA, Computer Sci-
. Phil. . PA.
McCarey, Dorothy. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
McCarthy, Michael E. BS, Management
Phil, , PA.
McCloskey, Patricia A. BS, Accounting/
Marketing. Ardsley, PA.
McConchle, Laurie A. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
McCully, Francis R. BA, Biology. Warmin-
ster, PA.
McEvoy, Roseann T. BA, Special Educa-
tion. Yeadon, PA.
McGady, Robert P. BS, Accounting. Phila.
.
PA.
McLaughlin, John P. BA, Computer Sci
ence. Phila., PA.
McMahon, Michael J. BS, Management
Phila., PA.
McNally, Robert J. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
McNeils, Joanne M. BA, English. Phila.,
PA.
McSulty, Peter J. BS, Undecided Business
Administration. Phila., PA.
Meaney, John E. BS, Undecided Business
Administration. Phila.. PA.
Medemach, Michael J, BA, History.
Langhorne. PA.
Meehan, Mark J. BA, Computer Science.
Phil PA.
Mellen, Edward T., Jr. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., PA.
Mensah, Issac A. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Merritt, Deslree. BS, Management. Phila.,
PA.
Michael, Martha A. BA, Biology/English.
Frostburg, MD.
Mingle, Sarah A. BA, Communications.
Washington Crossing, PA.
Molowltz, Eric H. BA, Biology. Phila., PA.
Montemuro, Anthony. BA, Biology. Phila.,
PA.
Mooney, Elizabeth A\
Wynnewood, PA.
Moskal, Daniel E. BS, Finance. Phlla., PA.
Mueller. John J. BA, Biology/Psychology.
Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Mullen, Christopher J. BS, Marketing
Phila., PA.
Murphy, Daniel J. BA, Computer Science
Churchville, PA.
Murroy. Raymond M. BS, Finance/Man
agement Chester, NJ.
Nahrgang, Matt R. BA, Political Science
BS, Marketing. Senn, Marybeth. BA, Biology. Doylestown,
No PA.
Nguyen, Chung Q. BA, Mathematics/Co:
Sci« Phil, PA.
Nguyen, Du Cong. BA, Computer Science.
Phila,, PA.
Nguyen, Hung M. BA. Computer Science.
Willow Grove. PA.
Olesky, Edward J. BA, Psychology. Audu-
bon, PA
Orth, Karl W. BS, Accounting. Phila , PA.
Osborne, Kathleen M. BA, Education Bal
MD
O'S/iaug/inessy, Lynn Af. BA, Elementary
Education. Phila.. PA.
Ott, Geraldlne C. BA, English. Phila., PA.
Ouodock, Pegglanne P. BA, Psychology
Phila., PA.
Paleckl, Joseph A. BS, Finance. Vincen-
town, NJ
Parsons. Sheila A. BS, Management/Psy-
chology. Phila., PA.
Peno, Gloria M. BA, Mathematics/Span-
ish. Phila., PA.
Peracchla, John N. BS, Accounting. Broo-
mall, PA.
Perez, Marta B. BA, Special Education.
Phil. PA.
Peszka, Laura A. BA, Psychology/Biology.
Erdenheim. PA.
PlenskofskI, Mark G. BS, Management.
Warminster, PA.
Popplewell, David P. BA, Biology. Exton,
PA.
Potenza, Douglas J. BS, Management.
Phila.. PA.
Premaza, Alice R. BA, Biology. Phila., PA.
Quinn, William J. BA, English. Phila., PA
Ragland. Heidi D. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phil, PA.
Ramos, Ernesto C. BA, Computer Sci-
ence/Mathematics. Phila., PA.
Relfsnyder, Jodl L. BA, English. Jenkin-
town, PA.
Rellly, Thomas M. BS, Quantitative Analy-
Phil PA.
Rlvard, Jonathan D. BA. Computer Sci-
ence Westmont, NJ.
Roberts, Ethel C. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Roby, Albert J. BS, Accounting/ Finance.
Phil PA.
Romanelll, Irene C. BA, Special Educa
tion. Cherry Hill, NJ.
Rosen, Diane J. BA, Psychology. Phila.,
PA.
Ruggeri, Domenlck J. BA, Chemistry.
Phila., PA.
Ryder, Ronald G. BA, Chemistry. Phila.,
PA.
Rzepela, Anthony J. BA, Computer Sci-
ence Phila.. PA
Sacchettl, Joseph P. BA, Political Science
Springfield. PA.
Sauermelch, James F. BS, Accounting.
Phil. , PA.
Schafkopf, Gary. BS, Finance. Phila.. PA.
Schena, Patricia D. BA, Computer Sci-
Wa , PA.
PA
Servln, Jack R. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Shannon, Robert P, BS, Management.
Bellmawr, NJ
Sfiaui. Brian A. BA, Mathematics. Phila.,
PA,
Shea. Daniel B. BA, Communications.
Leviltown, PA.
Shields, Brian R. BS, Marketing. Lafeyettc
Hill, PA.
Silverman. Scott M. BA, Biology. Phila.,
PA.
Slocum, Penny D. BA, Special Education.
Upper Darby, PA.
Slover, John J. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Smith, Francis S. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA
Smith, TcitI L. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Sottlle, Thomas M. BS, Management/Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations. Niagara Falls,
NY.
Stead, Paul A. BA, Psychology. Phila., PA.
Stelner, Charles W. BS, Marketing/Man-
agement. Phila , PA.
Stlckley, Sylvia C. BA, Special Education.
Terrace Park, OH.
Stlllman, MUchell J. BA, Biology Chcny
Hill, NJ.
Streater, Gertrude. BA, Chemistry. Phila.,
PA.
Strosser. Richard J. BS, Accounting/Com-
puter Science. Melrose Park, PA.
Tener, David M. BA, Chemistry. Phila., PA.
Teufel, Gregory D. BA, Computer Sci-
ence/Management. Phila., PA.
Thompson, Nannette H. BA, Computer
Science Doylestown, PA.
Tobln, Reglna M. BS, Management. Phila.,
PA
Tralnor, Melanle J. BA, Political Science.
West Conshohocken, PA.
Trihoulls, Demetrius G. BA, Biology/Phi-
losophy. Phila., PA.
Trotter, Michael S. BA, Communications.
Hatfield, PA.
Turner, Mark A. BS, Accounting/Manage-
ment Feasterville, PA.
Urslllo, Donna J. BA. Communications.
Schled, Thomas F. BS. Management- Hun-
tingdon Valley, PA.
Schumer, Michael E. BS, Accounting/
Management. Phila., PA.
Scire, Paul J. BA, English. Woodcliff Lake,
NJ,
Seddon, Edward T. BS, Accounting.
Ambler, PA.
Segal. Scott. BA, Biology, Phila., PA.
Sene, Nora M. BA, Computer Science. Nor-
ristown. PA.
Phil PA.
Vaccarlno, Robert G. BA, Economics.
Phila., PA.
Vamos, Lilly. BA, Biology. Doylestown,
PA.
VanderfaMt, Peter H, BA, English. Phila.,
PA.
Vannl, Richard S. BA, Biology. Phila., PA.
Ventresca, Dlna A. BS, Management.
Flourtown, PA.
Wadllnger, Joseph J. BA, Computer Sci-
Phil, , PA.
Walker, Mark G. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA,
Wasserbach, David. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Watson, Mark H. BA, Criminal Justice.
Haddon Heights, NJ.
Welsh, Michael J. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
VVIHIg, Daniel T. BS, Management/Person-
nel and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
IVImblsh. Roberta D. BA, Elementary
Education. Phila., PA.
IVInkler. Edward R. BS, Management/Ac-
counting. Warminster, PA.
Winn, Reglna M. BS, Public Administra-
tion. Phila., PA.
Wise, Andrew J. BS, Marketing/Finance.
Elkins Park, PA.
Ylldlrim, Denlse Y. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
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Mrs. Gloria Donnelly, Nursing
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Dr. George Stow, History
Mr, Harold Schwartz, Mathematics
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Abram
J mm
Juanita Stallworth Blake Kathleen Bogas Julia Bradley Harry Bresner
William M. Bryant Willa Fern Buckwalter Charles N. Burckhardt Catherine M. Burke
232
Durbin
Cyndy Butler Joan Marie Campbell Francis A. Cianciarulo Bruce Lee Clydesdale
Silvio M. DiPietro Norman Dixon James A. Dougherty, Jr. Joseph F. Durbin
233

Haig
Linda Greenaway Jane E. Greenberg Dennis P. Haggerty Kathryn A. Haig
235
Hanson
David James Hanson Deborah Ann Herman Joanne Hicks James C. Hinchcliff
236
Muller
Loretta M. Martin Rosemary L. Mazzarella Denise McGovern
Leslie L. Moore Margaret M. Mortimer June F. Moyer
Robert J. Michini
Marianne R. Muller
237
Mulvey
Linda L. Prozialeck Catherine Reynolds Judy C. Reynolds Raymond Roberts
238
Sattele
Denise T. Salvo
Daniel P. Sattele
239
Scheutz
Mary W. Thorpe William P. Toner Elizabeth M. P. Vanacore Barbara H. Visco
240
Yerkes
Susan Stapleton Yerkes
Mary Jane Holmes truly
exemplified the spirit of La
Salle University and nursing.
A sincerely caring individ-
ual, Mary Jane consistently
applied herself to the con-
cerns of her patients, co-
workers, and friends. Quiet,
diligent and responsible, she
exhibited a dedication to the
academic, as well as a spirit
of cooperation in study and
learning.
Mary Jane did not neglect
the social facet of her educa-
tion. She was employed at
Medical College of Pennsyl-
vania in the cardiac catheri-
zation lab. A member of the
American Nurses' Associ-
ation, the Pennsylvania
Nurses' Association and the
In Memoriam Registered Nurses' Organi-
zation of La Salle, she recog-
nized the importance of
membership in professional
organizations. In addition,
she understood the impor-
tance of friendship; often
she would go out of her way
to assist a friend. Her co-
workers at Medical College
state, "Mary Jane was like a
family member, someone
you feel very comfortable
with." At La Salle her loyal-
ty, her dedication, her in-
sight and her scholarship are
a source of inspiration for
her peers. She is greatly
missed.
Denise T. Salvo
Mary Jane Holmes
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Abram, Halina. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Agostinelli, John A., Jr. BS Personnel and
Labor Relations. Glenside, PA.
Amort, Barbara A. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Artderson, Colleen Esdale. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Norristown, PA.
Baker, Elizabeth Smith. BSN, Nursing.
Turnersville, NJ.
Bartko, Mary Elizabeth. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion.
Bates, Donna J. BNS, Nursing. Phoenix-
ville, PA.
Benjamin, Willie Mae. BSN, Nursing. El-
kins Park, PA.
Bogas, Kathleen. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Bradley, Julia. BS, Personnel and Labor
Relations. Phila., PA.
Bresner, Harry. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA. Accounting Association.
Bryant, William M. BS, Personnel and La-
bor Relations. Phila., PA.
Buckwalter, Willa Fern. BSN, Nursing.
Phoenixville, PA.
Burckhardt, Charles N. BS, Applied Math-
ematics. Phila., PA.
Burke, Catherine M. BSN, Nursing. Se-
cane, PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion.
Butler, Cyndy. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Campbell, Joan Marie. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA.
Cianciarulo, Francis A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Clydesdale, Bruce Lee. BS, Business Ad-
ministration. Phila., PA.
Coffey, Cathleen. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Coles, Gregory A. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Costello, Diane P. BS, Accounting. Hor-
sham, PA.
Culver, Lee J. BA, Sociology. Phila., PA.
Curran, Donna Laino. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion, Who's Who.
Day, Suzanne Chapline. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
DiGilio, Patricia A. BSN, Nursing. Cherry
Hill, NJ. Registered Nurses Organization.
Student Representative Academic Affairs
Committee.
Dixon, Norman. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA.
Dougherty, James A., Jr. BA, Computer
Science. Warminster, PA.
Durbin, Joseph F. BA, Economics. Phila.,
PA. Phi Beta Sigma, Student Congress,
Black Students of La Salle, Cross Keys.
El, Paulette. BA, Computer Science. Phila.,
PA.
Eldred, Irene F. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Evans, Gregory. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Fee, Frank. BS, Operations Management.
Phila., PA.
Fiorello, Madeline, BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA. Registered Nurses Organization.
Fiorenza, Maria Spano. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Fletcher, Karen Christopher. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Phoenixville, PA. Registered Nurses
Organization.
Funk, Timothy J. BS, Marketing. Warmin-
ster, PA.
Gadson, Denise E. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Gallagher, Catherine M. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Gallagher, Cynthia A. BS, Management.
Roslyn, PA.
Genech, Ronald A. BS, Accounting. Hor-
sham, PA. Evening Division Accounting
Association.
Goldstein, Marcia. BNS, Nursing. Phila.,
PA. Registered Nurses Organization.
Greenberg, Jane E. BSN, Nursing. Abing-
ton, PA.
Haggerty, Dennis P. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Haig, Kathryn A. BS, Personnel and Labor
Relations. Phila., PA.
Hanson, David James. BA, Psychology.
Glenside, PA.
Herman, Deborah Ann. BS, Management.
Ardsley, PA. Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, Who's Who.
Hicks, Joanne. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Hinchcliff, James C. BS, Operations Man-
agement. Phila., PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management.
Hollister, Mariellen. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
LaBarge, Craig A. BS, Electronic Physics.
Phoenixville, PA.
Lane, Debra A. BS, Operations Manage-
ment, Phila., PA.
Linhares, Thomas J. BSN, Nursing. Haver-
town, PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion, University Council, Who's Who.
MacNeil, Donald O. BA, English/Educa-
tion. Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Mu Honor
Society.
Malloy, Irene E. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Margot, Marie Karlovich. BSN, Nursing.
Cherry Hill, NJ. Registered Nurses Orga-
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nization. Who's Who.
Martin, Loretta M. BS, Marketing. Rich-
boro, PA.
Mazzarella, Rosemary L. BA, Sociology.
Phila.. PA. Who's Who.
McGovem, Denise. BSN. Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Michini, Robert J. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Miller. Brenda J. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Moore, Leslie L. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA. Accounting Association.
Mortimer, Margaret M. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion.
Mayer, June F. BSN, Nursing. Souderton,
PA.
Muller, Marianne R. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Mulvey, Theresa. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Newby, James R. BS, Electronic Physics.
Telford, PA.
O'Donnell, Barbara A. BS, Business Ad
ministration. Phila., PA.
O'Donnell, Pat. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
O'Gara, Eugene. BS, Operations Manage-
ment. Glenside, PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management.
Orzechowski, Diane. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Parke, Mary A. BSN, Nursing. Spring City,
PA. Registered Nurses Organization,
Who's Who.
Parker, Joseph M. BA, Criminal Justice.
Roslyn, PA. Criminal Justice Honor Soci-
ety.
Patterson, Thomas. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Phillips, Kathleen R. BSN, Nursing Phila ,
PA. Registered Nurses Organization.
Place, Charles H., Jr. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
Powers, Michael W. BS, Business Adminis-
tration/Marketing. Langhorne, PA.
Prozialeck, Linda L. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA. Registered Nurses Organization.
Reynolds, Catherine. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Reynolds, Judy C. BA, Psychology. Phila.,
PA. Student Congress.
Roberts, Raymond. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA.
Ryan, Patricia A. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Ryan, William J. BS, Applied Mathemat-
ics. Willingboro, NJ. Alpha Sigma Lamb-
da.
Salvo, Denise T. BSN, Nursing. Wyncote,
PA. Registered Nurses Organization,
Who's Who.
Sattele, Daniel P. BA, Sociology/Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA.
Scheutz, Nancy Jean. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion.
Sisto, Carolyn M. BA, Computer Science.
Turnersvillc, NJ.
Smith, Laura. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Society for the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Sortino, Kathleen M. BA, Sociology. Blue
Bell, PA.
Sovich, Patricia A. BS, Accounting. Feas-
terville, PA.
Spano-Fiorenza, Maria. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Spataro, Domenic M. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA.
Staffieri, Maria Bell. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations/Marketing.
Stallworth-Blake, Juanlta. BSN, Nursing
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion.
Sudul, Karen Marshall. BA, Elementary
Education. Phila., PA.
Swinty, William C. BA, Computer and In-
formation Science. Phila., PA.
Tadley, Thomas C. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
Teresh, Van. BA, Computer and Informa-
tion Science. Phila., PA.
Thompson, Nannette H. BA, Computer
Science. Doylestown, PA.
Toner, William P. BS, Operations Manage-
ment. Lindenwold, NJ.
Vanacore, Elizabeth M. Picariello. BA,
Sociology. Phila., PA. Masque.
VanRensselaer, Audrey. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Visco, Barbara H. BSN, Nursing. South-
ampton, PA.
Volk, Elaine Rieger. BSN, Nursing. Erden-
heim, PA. Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion.
Wagner, Sheila R. BS, Operations Man-
agement. Phila., PA.
Warner, Glenn L. BS, Business Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
White, Broadus P. BS, Business Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Society for the Advance-
ment of Management. Alpha Epsilon,
Who's Who.
Yerkes, Susan Stapleton. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
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Alexander, Maty C. BSN, Nursing. Hat-
boro, PA.
Amort, Frank Thomas. BS, Finance. Hat-
boro, PA.
Bailey;, Robert. BS, Accounting/Finance.
Phila., PA.
Beiko, Timothy J. BA, Computer Science.
Bristol Township, PA.
Bell, Bonnie E. BS, Personnel and Labor
Relations/Management. Phila., PA.
Bentz, William M. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Blaker, Rosalie M. BSN, Nursing. Apache
Junction, AZ.
Blender, Jane Anne. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Bortner, Joanne P. BSN, Nursing. Chelten-
ham, PA.
Brett, Rita L. BS, Management. Rockledge,
PA.
Byrne, Thomas C. BS, Operations Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Cael, Catherine M. BA, Mathematics/
Computer Science. Berwyn, PA.
Carney, Theresa Schmick. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Carter, Nancy A. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Citino, Ralph A. BS, Accounting/Finance.
Phila., PA.
Cockerill, Martha M. BSN, Nursing. Cle-
menton, NJ.
Cotton, Ralph J. BS, Accounting. Spring
City, PA.
Davis, Monica M. BS, Nursing. Ridley
Park, PA.
DeMarco, Drew A. BA, Computer Science
Phila., PA.
DeRentiis, Margaret M. BA, Psychology
Harleysville, PA.
DiFrancesco, Susan. BA, Computer Sci
ence. Norristown, PA.
Dilworth, Roberta C. BSN, Nursing. Phila.
PA.
DiPietro, Silvio M. BS, Marketing. Feaster
ville, PA.
Dougherty, Michael A. BS, Finance. Stow
MA.
Dugan, Noreen. BSN, Nursing. Sharon Hill
PA.
Dunn, Patricia A. BSN, Nursing. Phila.
PA.
Dunston, Constance F. BS, Personnel and
Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Ehrhom, George C, III. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Falkenstein, Kathleen P. BSN, Nursing,
Westmont, NJ.
Fenningham, Terence P. BS, Finance.
Southampton, PA.
Flukey, Michele F. BSN, Nursing. Ocean
City, NJ.
Fossile, Karen Moran. BSN, Nursing. Ben-
salem, PA.
Frasch, Else Rose. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Fries, Robert J. BS, Finance. Richboro, PA.
Glady, William E. BS, Management. South-
ampton, PA.
Gotzman, Deborah A. BSN, Nursing
Phila., PA.
Grady, James J. BS, Accounting. Phila.
PA.
Grant, James Robert. BS, Accounting
Warminster, PA.
Green, Maris Tranzilli. BSN, Nursing
Glenside, PA.
Harbison, Judith A. BSN, Nursing. Abing
ton, PA.
Hawkins, Consuelo K. BA, History. Phila.,
PA.
Hopkins, Loraine M. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Houston, Christine. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA.
Hulet, Jean Marie Brown. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Drexel Hill, PA.
lacovine, Lillian A. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Isaia, Diana J. BSN, Nursing. Pennsauken,
NJ.
Jenter, Kathleen A. BSN, Nursing. Cle-
menton, NJ.
Kemp, Elaine B. BSN, Nursing. Hatboro,
PA.
Kerr, Marilyn D. BSN, Nursing. Norris-
town, PA.
Laverty, Francine. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Lewis, David C. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Lombard, Audrey V. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Manning, Janet M. BSN, Nursing. Morris-
ville, PA.
Markovitz, Lyudmila. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
Marlette, William J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
McBrearty, Patricia E. BSN, Nursing. San
Diego, CA.
McBride, Patricia Ann. BSN, Nursing.
Newtown, PA.
McComb, James E. BA, Electronic Phys-
ics. Croydon, PA.
McGlinchey, Patrick. BS, Finance. Glen-
side, PA.
McGrath, James F. BA, Psychology. Phila.,
PA.
McLemore, Rosalea K. BSN, Nursing.
Huntingdon Valley, PA.
McTamney, Joseph C. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Moore, Gwendolyn T. BSW, Social Work.
Phila., PA.
Murphy, Deborah A. BSN, Nursing. Bensa-
lem, PA.
Muscara, Johanna C. BSN, Nursing. Hor-
sham, PA.
Nelson, Annette G. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Nguyen, Hiep. BA, Electronic Physics.
Phila., PA.
Niewood, William D. BA, Humanities.
Phila., PA.
Norris, Kevin Brian. BS, Accounting/Fi-
nance. Southampton, PA.
O'Brien-Curtin, Margaret. BSN, Nursing.
Danville, PA.
Olejkowski, Edwin. BS, Operational Man-
agement/Finance. Glenside, PA.
Parisi, Joseph M. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Pelullo, Gloria R. BS, Personnel and Labor
Relations. Southampton, PA.
Phillips, Olivia C. BS, Accounting. Mount
Laurel, NJ.
Pitoscia, Susan. BSN, Nursing. Marlton,
NJ.
Queen, Dolores B. BSN, Nursing. Hat-
boro, PA.
Quinn, Suzanne G. BSN, Nursing. Hunting-
don Valley, PA.
Quinn, Thomas E. BA, Computer Science.
Secane, PA.
Reid, Sandra H. BSN, Nursing. Pennsau-
ken, NJ.
Ricigliano, James V. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Warrington, PA.
Robinson, Doris Ann. BSN, Nursing. Wil-
low Grove, PA.
Rockett, Joan L. Mills. BSN, Nursing.
Eagleville, PA.
Rosenfeld, Beth A. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Rosselli-Leshko, Cheryl. BSN, Nursing.
Pennsauken, NJ.
Rotman, Bemice R. BA, Chemistry. Phila.,
PA.
Scamardi, Michael L. BS, Operational
Management. Phila., PA.
Schaeffer, Gerald R. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Schodowski, Edward C, Jr. BS, Finance.
Harleysville, PA.
Seltzer, Margery Ann. BSN, Nursing. Hol-
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land, PA^
Shandruk, Wolodymyr. BS, Finance.
Phila.. PA.
Shetzline, Maiybeth. BS. Accounting. Ben-
salem. PA.
Sothern, Maty Louise. BSN. Nursing.
Phila.. PA.
Speck, Michael J. BA. Criminal Justice.
Phila.. PA.
Stokes, Willa F. BA. Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Szabo, Debra M. BS. Accounting. Phila..
PA.
Taylor, Vemice. BA. Sociology. New Cas-
tle. DE.
Teitman, Karen A. BS, Personnel and La-
bor Relations. Cheltenham. PA.
Teitman, Paul Vincent. BS. Finance. Chel-
tenham. PA.
Thorpe, Mary IV. BSN. Nursing. Phila., PA.
Tiegs, Patricia Ann. BA, Psychology. Hor-
sham. PA.
Torrence, Thomas C. BS, Operational
Management/Marketing. Phila., PA.
Totaro, Angela M. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Turner, Corliss B. BS, Personnel and La-
bor Relations. Phila., PA.
Victorius, Catherine A. BA, Computer
Science. Harleysville. PA.
Waddington, James, Jr. BS. Marketing.
Warminster. PA.
Ward, Maureen. BA. Computer Science.
Centre Square. PA.
Watson, Laura B. BS. Marketing. Phila,,
PA,
Weicheld, Janet L. BSN. Nursing. South-
ampton. PA.
Werts. Judith L. BSN, Nursing. Richboro,
PA.
Woods, Myrtle Viola. BSN, Nursing.
Phoenixville, PA.
Yoa, Mary Casey. BA, Computer Science.
Willow Grove, PA.
Young-Lucas, Theresa. BA, English.
Phila., PA.
Zarate, Emily L. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Zukowsky, Ksenia G. BSN. Nursing. Glen-
dora. NJ.
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Congratulations
Charlie
For All You've Done
We're Very Proud of You
Love
Mom, Dad, Jennifer, Becky,
& Stephanie
Congratulations
Annette Cristiano
We Are Very Proud of You
Love
Mom, Dad & Adrienne
Brian F. l\/lcGovern
Congratulations on
achieving your goal!
Mom and Dad
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To Regina M. Oristaglio
For Progressive achievement
Congratulations!
Your Mom. Dad, and Reeny
John Paul Daemer
Congratulations
We Are Very Proud of You
Your Mom and Dad
We Are Proud of You
Marianne E. Bisco (Biz)
Congratulations
Chop, Kathie, Mom
Lcda. Monica Susana Jurado
"Te felicitamos con todo carino en tu
graduacion y te bendecimos.
"
Patrick, Alicia, Eduardo y Abuelo
Congratulations
Ron Lisicki
From Bob Paula
Mike Gregg
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Congratulations and Best Wishes
Jackie Marinella
We are so proud of all you did and can do, but most of all for being just you. We wish you
continued success and happiness always.
Love,
Mom & Dad
'In mountains scarved by mist lie
stands alone ..."
Congratulations
J. Mark Coulson
Mother and Dad
Carol and Marirose
BETA ALPHA
Congratulates
The Class of 1985
President: Denise D'Antonio
Vice-President: Marygrace Pesce
Treasurer: Mike Aileo
Secretary: Trish Chynoweth
Moderator: Walter J. Kaiser
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Congratulations
Saundra E. Gray
We are proud of you. Love your
Family & Friends
Kelli
Mom
Olivia
Aunt Alyce
Aunt Virt
Aunt Libby
Aunt Mitzi
Theresa Johns
Denise Faison
Dorothea Turner
Kia Aicole Johns
Janice Hudson
Gwen Goode
Mamie Hicks
Joddy
Dad
Hank
Uncle Frankie
Uncle William
Uncle James
Stell Hankins
Tyrone Johns
Rejinald Johns
Billy Turner
Linda Blake
Al Shepherd
Libbi Woodson
Josh
Nikki, Kevin, Buda, Kenny,
Chub & Michael
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Continued Success, Health, Happiness
Philip J. Minnigh
Congratulations!!
Love You,
Mom & Family
Congratulations
Denise C. Mosca
Love, Grandmom & Grandpop,
Dad, Lou, and especially Candy
You've Baffled Us to the Max!!!
Three Cheers for Our Little Girl
Congratulations
Judith A. Gallagher
Love, Mom and Dad
^ -0
Once in Love with Amy . . .
Our congratulations, too
to
Amy M. Jelen
Mom and Dad
Joe and Nancy
Pam and Ron
Melanie and John
CONGRATULATIONS
To Our Graduating
Alpha Theta Alpha Sisters!
Lynda Barratt Jill Lucas
Colette M. Campellone Rose McNamara
Mary DerGarabedian Jerri Orsuto
Maureen Ferguson Sheila Parsons
Cathy Fraser Beth Petrillo
Ann Hennessy Alba Suarez
Tricia Lenaghan Mary Wagner
Susan McCann
In Sisterhood and Love,
The Sisters of Alpha Theta Alpha
We're Proud of You,
Sue Wenzel
Congratulations
Mom Johnny
Dad ^^ Vito
John D. Kiggins
Congratulations
Mom, Dad, Jodi and Nan
Congratulations
Joe Gaines
From Mom and Dad
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Congratulations Congratulations to
Brian R Carroll Stevie Black
(Peaches)
We are proud of you and love
We are proud of you! you very much
Love, Mom, Dad, Ronnie, Squirrel, Clarissa
Mom, Jen & Kevin and Moon
i!K the
JU La Salle
Collegian
Congratulates
The Class of 1985
Lisa Bellino Editor-in-Chief
Joan DiGregorio Business Manager
Kris Grady News Editor
Ed McKeogh Features Editor
Bob Zimmerman Entertainment Editor
Anthony J. Baratta Sports Editor
Paul Scott Photo Editor
Kateryna Rudnytzky Copy Editor
John Moore Assistant Editor
Bill Wine Faculty Advisor
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF
1985
DAVOR PHOTO, INC.
654 Street Road, Box 190
Bensalem, PA 19020
(215) 638-2490
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Congratulations to a
Perfect Daughter
Maria Gallo
We Love You
Mom and Dad
Congratulations
Kathy Vesho
We Are Very Proud of You
Love, Mom & Dad
John & Carolyn
Grandmom Specht Grandmom Leroy
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WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU!
Congratulations Carl
Love, Dad & Mom
Rosanne Grandmom 0.
Grandmom T. Granddad 0.
You Have Made Us
So Very Proud
We're All Proud of You!
Dear Julie
And In Memory of Our Wonderful Son Charlene Pancoast
And Brother
Dennis P. Dougherty, Jr. Love, Mom, Dad
Mom Marianne Tammy, T.J. & Mark
Dad Patrick
Jim Joe
Congratulations to the
Hooray! Another LSC Grad in the Fam-
ily Class of 1985
Congratulations from the
Judith A. Gallagher MATH/CSC CLUB
Love Jackie, Sniffles, Smokey and Scooby-
doo
Officers:
Mary McGee Angela Graham
Karen Bruno Lisa Tresnan
Special Thanks to Dr. Wiley, Our Moderator.
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Congratulations,
Dave Cucinotta
We Are so Proud!
Love, Mom, Dad & Patty
Hooray! You Made It.
We are proud of you!
Maureen P. O'Neill
Congratulations
Aunt & Unc Pop Pop
Kelly & Bill Tim
Jennifer
Jay C. and Tom W.
Well Done!!
Love, Mom & Dad
Kim & Chris
TRACY
Congratulations!
Much Success in the Future
Love,
Rosanne, Carl, Mr. & Mrs. Ortell
Congratulations
Andrea Simpson
Nothing But the Best
in the Future
Mom, Dad, Nadine and Denise
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Congratulations
Christopher B. Furlong
We are proud of you
Mom
Henry
Esther
With great pride and
congratulations to
LESLIE HOWARD
from her Loving Family
Congratulations
For A Job Well Done
Carol A. Brigham
Editor 1985
Love, Dad, Mom, Kathy & Dot
Good Luck and Best Wishes
Class of '85
from
The Education Society
We are proud of you
Gregory A. Evans
We knew you could do it!!
Congratulations
Love,
Mom & Dad
Dear Marco,
Congratulations
And All Our Love
Dad, Mom & Paolo
Rob DiGregorio
Congratulations
and
Good Luck in Medical School
Love,
Mom and Dad
Eileen, Caria, Joan
Albert and Andrea
We Are Proud of You
Barbara A. Pomponio
Your Mom
Lynn
Donald &
Judy
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A Real Frontrunner!
Laura A. Hirl
We're so proud of you!
Love,
Richard Scott
Mom and Dad
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Congratulations
to the
Class of 1985
From Residence Council
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Social Chairperson
Social Chairperson
Special Activities Chairperson
Special Activities Chairperson
Public Relations Chairperson
Educational Chairperson
Athletic Chairperson
Robert Ford
Mary Der Garabedian
Mary Geyer
Joseph Mackey
Vince McGonigle
Alyse Stiles
Becky Donnelly
Maria Formanek
Jillian Saltzman
John Kiggins
John Tumolo
Congratulations to all those seniors who have donated their time into making Residence
Council a success. Best Wishes, to all members, in the future.
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All Our Love and Best Wishes For the
Future
To
Marianne T. Garraty
Congratulations
Dad, Mom, and Jack
Congratulations to
Kim A. Corscadden
and the Class of '85
God Bless You!
CHAR'S KITCHEN
Complete Custom Catering
BY
CHAR CORSCADDEN
947-8242
We Cater to La Salle
Congratulations Joe, Mark
And Class of 1985
Annlna and Nicola Gaudio
& Family
Well Done
Mick the Hymer
Love, Mother & Father
We Are Proud of You
James M. Murphy
Congratula tions
Mom, Denise & Tom
MICHAEL J. TAMBURRI
Congratulations
Dad, Mom and Richard
Congratulations to
Patricia M. Adams
Love and Best Wishes
Mom, Joe, Michael and Maryanne
Congratulations
Chris Vassalluzzo
and
Classmates
Love, Mom & Dad
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Dorothy McCarey
Congratulations
From A Proud Family
Love
Joe Harry
Colleen Dad, Mom, Joe Jr. Joan
Kristine Michael
La /kalle /Jkingers Congratulate
Loretta Bob
Jim Steve Kym
May you always have a song in
your hearts
WAY TO GO MICHAEL!
We love you
Mom — Dad
Roe — Vin and Fifi
Congratulations
to our son
James Alfredo
And the Class of '85
Love, Mom & Dad
Albert, Jan, Joseph, Marc & Greg
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We thank the Christian Brothers of La Salle University for offering
"Tony" a challenging and dynamic Biology Major Program.
To the Class of '85 we extend our congratulations and best wishes.
We are very, very proud of our son, Anthony Montemuro, and,
God-willing, he will go on to become an outstanding physician.
''GO GET 'EM TONY
LOVE
f9
Mom, Dad, Frank, Paula, Mike, Grandpop, Grandmom Angie,
Grandmom Katie (and also Grandpop Montemuro who is in heav-
en.)
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LORRAINE
Congratulations, Lorraine. You've
made us very proud.
Mom and Dad
THAT'S MY KID!
To a special granddaughter, the best
of luck for your future endeavors.
With love, Gramom
I knew you could do it!!
Love, Your Sibling
Raine, you are a family first. Congratulations!
Love, Aunt Irene
Lorraine, you're someone very special.
Congratulations and best wishes.
Love, Ann
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Colette M. Campellone
Congratulations!
Best Wishes!
Love, Mom and Dad
Mark, Danielle, Suzette, Jennifer
Good Luck Class of
'85
La Salle
Entertainment Organization
Maureen Egan Bob McCreavy
Anna Maria Blescia Antionette DiSipio
Congratulations & Good Luck
Celeste D. Meo
We love you
Mom, Dad
Diane, Marie & Jeannine
Congratulations
Joan Mills
From All of Us
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Congratulations and Good Luck
to our graduating
Gamma Phi's
Maureen McGonigal Denise D'Antonio
Liz Seiberlicin
Kathy Rogers
Danielle Miller
Kathy Eubanks
Tricia Morrissey
Renee Rapa
Anna Maria Blescia
Maureen Gavaginan
Cindy Conlon
Teresa Andris
Amy Jelen
Susan Hurchik
Reetie Tilger
Jacky Flaherty
Susan Mattie
With love, respect, and appreciation,
Your Sisters
Congratulations
and
Best of Luck
to our
Graduating Gamma Sigs
Ursula O'Reilly
Cathy Roarty
Regina Winn
Karen Rawa
Barbara Pomponio
Linda Walters
Congratulations Graduating Brothers:
Steve Carlin
Patrick Clowry
A\ Ourso
Boh Stevenson
Patrick Connell
A/eil Grover
Dan /WcCloskey
Greg Pasquale
Picii Vanni
Joseph H'addington
John Ludwig
l^aiter McHugh
Tim Daly
Dave Cucinotta
John Zambito
7om Peilly
Mke Gibbons
Joe Motz
Tony Verde
From your Brothers in PHI KAPPA THETA
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
CLASS OF 1985
FROM THE
Students' Government Association
Neil A. Grover, President
Gregory Braun, V.P. of Student Affairs
Audrey M. Nugent, V.P. of Academic Affairs
Gregg R. Melinson, V.P. of Public Affairs
Joshua Tarnoff, V.P. of Business Affairs
Senate
Class of '85 Class of '86 Class of '87 Class of '88
Charlie Barbara Judith Gallagher Gina Abbamondi Wade Brosius
Gary Breen Mary Ginty Nicole Abbamondi David Garr
Jackie Flaherty Eileen Jonas Gina Cristiano Phil Lanctot
Susan Mattie John McMonigle Lisa Gallagher Julie Rosner
Rose McNamara Michael Stack John D. Rilling Beth Tomlinson
GOOD LUCK!
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We are proud of you
Ronald P. Lisicki
Congratulations
Your Mother & Dad
Congratulations
and Best Wishes
You Did Us Proud
Fran Kopstein
Trish Proto
May the storms in your life be behind you
and only sunshine ahead.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Robert and Anthony
Hip! Hip! Hooray!
We are proud of you today
Mark F. Squilla
Congratulations
Mom and Dad
Anthony, Gina Frank April
Gina and Dana
Congratulations and Best Wishes
John DelGaudio
Best of luck in medical school.
We're behind you all the way.
Love always,
Your parents, Stephanie, Laura, Jerry,
Anthony & Cass
Anne Murphy
"We're so proud of
your accomplishment."
Love,
Mom, Dad, and the family
Congratulations
Tim Daly
Job well done & deserved.
Our Love,
Mom & Dad
Fernando Suarez
"Thank you son for persevering in your studies
to bring us this day of happiness and hope for
your future"
Mami & Papi
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Joe Kelly
Congratulations
lorn, Dad, Eileen, and Patty
We are proud of you
Mary R. Cocivera
Congratulations
Your Father and Mother
Congratulations Jackie
We're Very Proud of You!
Mom, Dad, Kathy, Sue & Dana
c ongratulations
Billy
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Amy Kevin
Mom Ricky
Ginny Barbara
Bobby Mary
Congratulations to
Nick Signoretta
and Spike
Love, Mom & Dad
Congratulations
Vernette Doris Dow
With much love and pride on this occasion, we
wish you every joy and success, as you continue
your journey through life.
Love, The Family
The Registered Nurses
Organization
(RNO)
wishes to
congratulate
The Class
of 1985
The Grimoire Arts Magazine
Congratulates
The Class of 1985
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Congratulations to the
Graduating Sisters of
Phi Gamma Nu!
Janet Child Patrice McBride
Eleni Dimopoulos Karen McKeown
Julie Dougherty Celeste Meo
Chris Filmeyr Eileen Montrella
Sandy Gambino Carol Phelan
Mary Beth Giuliani Kathy Pedicone
Terry Greely Pina Rizzo
Terry Heberly Andrea Simpson
Monica Jurado Sue Van Briggle
Kathy Kelly Pam Vandenberg
Best of Luck!
All Your Sisters
Dear Dave,
You've finally made it through — after all those
fun years.
Love, Ursula
We Are Proud of You
Roman D. Kaczaj
Love,
Mom, Dad, Marta and Mark
The Explorer Yearbook
Congratulates and
Extends Sincere Best Wishes
to the
C ass of 1985
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Distinguished Patrons
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Babb
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson J. Burden
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Gather
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Cummings
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Draganosky
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Gasson
Nob and Mary Agnes Gazda
John M. Gola
Andrea E. Horvath
Dr. Ernest B. Johnson, Jr.
Julius and Anne Kamper
Bill and Lee Lambert
Dr. Barbara Millard
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony A. Minissale
Bro. Emery C. Mollenhauer
William Mullin
Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Onofrio
Barbara Salomon
John and Helene Samson
Mr. and Mrs. Guy T. Sottile
The Ben Tumolo Family
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Patrons
Barbara Berreski
Sharon E. Burke
Joseph Candido
Gilbert A. Cardillo
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Conlon
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Cregan
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey DiPaolo
Our Brother Richard Galtman
Our Dear Son Richard Galtman
The Garvins
Melinda B. German
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Goldschmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Grunewald
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Haney, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Kane
Anna Kohut
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Kupper
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lebair
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lenaghan
William G. and Barbara A. Leutner
The McBride Family
John W. McClunn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. McCreavy
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis McHugh
John and Kathleen McNamara
Fred Nichols
Lorraine J. Parrish
The Family of John P. Peiffer, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Peppelman
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Reid
Mrs. John J. Schaub, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Slowicki
Harry and Betty Spuhler
Helen Stadnyk
John H. Veen
Nelson Villanueva
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Editor-in-Chief: Carol A. Brigham
Assistant Editor: Ellen M. Campbell
Business Manager: Pamela M. Vandenberg
Photography Editor: Donna S. Kumar
Evening Division Editor: Dwight Luckey
Sports Editor: Mary Goldschmidt
Associate Editor: Ed Skorpinski
Assistant Business Manager: Marybeth Giuliani
Advisor: Dr. Barbara Millard
Writing Staff: Greg Burton, Barb Cattie, Mike Dennis, Kathy Kupper, Pat McDaniels, Leigh McDonald,
Sean McGrath, Joseph Michels, John D. Rilling, Peggy Ann Seydow, Elizabeth Vrato,
Mary Lynn Walsh.
Business Staff: Julie Dougherty, Mary Duszak, Chris Filemyr, Celeste Meo.
Photography Staff: Carlos Casallas, Rich Duszak, Ranjit Josiah, Pat McKenna, Ed Seddon, Bob Zimmerman.
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Dedication: Bro. John Owens
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